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Preface

Dr. Robert Smith is eminently qualified to act as editor of this

monop.raph. We already know him through his contributions_to adult educa-

tion, notably as editor of the 1970 Handbook ef Adult Education while

serving as a university administrator. Since the Fall of 1974, he has

been a member of the Vacuity of Secondary and Adult Education at Northern

Illinois University.

In his introduction, Dr.,Smith deftly captures both the quality of

each author's personality and the flavor of his presentation. The

comprehensive and authoritative nature of these essays in adult education

heralds their value to the field. We are grateful to theiAdult and

Continuing Education Section of the Illinois Office of Education for

making it possible to disseminate this monograph more widely to adult

educators.

iv

John A. Niemi
Associate Director
ERIC Clearinghouse in Carepr

Education
July 1976



Introguction

In the Spring of 1975 siN outstanding leaders in the field of adult

education accepted invitations to jecture and conduct-seminars at Northern

Illinois University. They were given,considerable latitude as to choice of

topic and subject'matter having only to find room under the umbrella

of "Is'sues and Innovations in Adult Learning." The x.esult was a stimulating

and challenging experience for several hundred faculty, students and

practitioners. The essence of.that experience can now be shared with others

through the papers published here.

Both the seminars and this publication required the cooperation of many.

persons and agencies. Among the latter were the Illinois Office of Education,

the University of Illinois at Urbana, together with Northern Illinois

University's College of Continuing Education, Graduate'Colloquium Committee,

and Department of Secondary and Adult Education.

'In our first essay, Roby Kidd, Canadian and citizen of the world, does

w.at no one can do better summarizes and synthesizes a vast body of

mlterial in a lively and provocative way. At the same time he conveys a

ense of excitement about what is being (and might be) done to forge more
_.....-

eful-theories of adult learning and "adults learning." Dr. Kidd has a

knack of motivating you to join in the great adventure by choosing one-

of the unsolved puzzles of adult learning and getting started on it

tonight or tomorrow morning.

Burton Kreitlow has hit upon an intriguing way'to introduce tha

formidable area.called technology. His personalizedshistorical recapitulation

and personal reflections give way to a mind-stretching exercise that gently

forces us to confront a problem that will not go away: how can real impact

in-the education of adults be derived from such lechneaogicill giants as

"satellites?" You cannot read his essay without vowing dhat the vast

potential of "hardware" shall not be wasted -- despite our puny efforts

thus far.

Cyril Houle, perhaps our greatest generalist, can and has Written

clearly and helpfully about many aspects.of our field -- military programs,

V



community development, programidesign, participation, and non-traditional

study, for example. But: one gets the feeling that continuing professional

education must be a favorite of Dr. Houle's. At any rate, there is no area

in which he seems more at home and writes quite so effortlessly. 'His

essay can vfely be called a model for introducing the readers to a complex

"sub-field" of adult education a sub-field, incidentally, that is quite

possibly the fastest growing of-them all.

We,probably should have said the fastest growing of the institutionally

based areas of adult education. For Allen Tough has demonstrated, with

world-wide repercussions, that self-directed learning is a phenomenon so

extensive and so pervasive as to cause us to see the organized activities of

adult education institutions in a whole new perspective. Our field may

not have been so renewed by a school of thought or line of inquiry since

group dynamics cartied almost all before it in the fifties. In Tough's

essay we get some fascinating asides and background information concerning

his pivotal research in self-planned learning, together with alook,at the

specific kind of learning project to which he has lately turned his-

attention.

Alan Knox writes for those "who have some experiencehelping adults to

learn" in order'to present "ideas that may contribute to a more effective

helping relationship." He takes a great amount of research dealing.with,

the facilitation of adult learning and systematizes it in a most useful

fashion while providing ample guidance for those who wish to turn to his!

sources. You will probably wish to read this essay more than onCe'in

order to take full advantage of the remarkable amalant of information it

contains.

In the final essay Howard McClusky dexterously c'OMbines his encyclo-

paedic knowledge of the psychology of adults,.and the focus of hia,recent

years (educational ge'rontology) to bring'us_up to 'date in both areas. His

,historical approach to the former, gains special piquancy with the knowledge

that his professional career spans many of the turning-points in research

described. Those who have heard Professor McClusky urge_sn_audience to

avoid underestimating the learning potential of the older person will not

sOon forget it.
7
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All of these writers are continuing learners. They practice what they

profess. Howard McClnsky scarcely broke stride when he retired. Every

time one talks to Roby,Kidd, he's off to a remote corner of the world to

try to learn something o.,r to.organize something. Cy Houle has lately turned

his inquiring mind to higher education and its relationships with adult

and continuing education. Alan Knox is excited about continuing professional

education and about local learning exchanges. Burton Kreitlow's topic here

is one of his latest interests along with adult basic education. And Allen

Tough refuses to be confined to the area where. his .!arly success is the envy

of his peers, and Immerses himself/in a variety of experimental learning

methodologies. So, in addition to their writings, the lives of these

adult educators can instruct those of us who come in contact with them.

Robert M. Smith

8
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I. ADULI LEARNLtiG IN rHE 197u's

J. R. ISidd

Let me start with an anomaly. During the 1960's young and older

peopl. in about 40 countries began, or continued to ingest, or smoke, or_

inject into the blood stream, certain drugs or chemicals with the purpose

of obtaining pl.easure, or escaping from reality, or expanding their

consciousness. The effect on public attention was electric, almost it

seemed catastrophic -- millions of 'pages of books and journals, thousands

of hours On film and television, legiSlative actionAn hundreds of com-

missions and assemblies and the incarceration of thousands.of people, not

a few to be executed. Of all that happened in the eventful-decade-

nothing else caused more talk. but, serious though it was, those mnst

involved numbered a few tens of thousands.

Meanwhile, during the same 1960's hundreds of millions of youth and

men and W3Med in at least 150 countr es embarked on.an activity with'the .

purpose of growth and development, o Improvement in health and produttivi-

ty, or resisting or eliminating bor dom, or for spirituel adventure and

the expansion of consciousness. 'This phenomenon -- adult learning --

this extraordinary activity in which the vast majority of the human 'race.

tool, part, exceeded in dimension and significance the first by a hundred

or a thoUsand times -- but it rarely drew comment except in a-handful of

specialized journals.

Nevertheless adult education will continue to.dominate in the 1970's

as it did in the past decade. During the 1960's we lived through a decade

of discord, or in W.H. Auden's phrase, in the "suburb of dissent:"

And whereAhall we find shelter
For joy or merie content?
When little was leftistanding
But the suburb of disent?

Every form of establishment'was under censure or under attack,- every

field of education was ambushed by critics 'loud and shrill -- except adult

, education.-



All through the 1970's can expect a further enlargement of 4du1t

race dfl. nd derr.h. :Sme of thf... reaons!

Demography -- In most countries the cohorts of older persons are very:

much on the increast- *Ille!in many countries the total.nambers. of clildren,

will be reduced either in,proportional itq. in absolute terms.

Technology Fonm-tillons of people there Is or will be more released
_ _

time beca:ise-of technological change's. The improvement of certain

educational technologies will alsoprovide'signifiant new forms of

learnins4-,7- lor example, Indianvillage$_in the north will be linked and

able tio talk with each other by satellite.

Taste and life-style -...r..The hopes and_aSpirations and ta.stes and.expec-

tations for 'MOSE, or at least many peoPle, are pready resulting in more

clients.for learning, .01 stronger motivation and already possessing'more

learning skins.

Economics -.- The economics of most countries.are 6uch thilt widespread,

efforts to educate,..train and retrain will be urgently needed._

Survivalandreser, if human beings are to survive such!

real and palpable threats as Warfamine, tensions between.groups,

overpopulation, and destruction of'the environment, it will happen in

'part because hundreds ofmillions of people will have'learned to live

-and relate theMselveS differently .t.:j their environment and to othd(ir people.

The sum of these needs and opportunities is that. the- 1970's will
11%. .

be a decade of adult learning of svc11 complexity and advance-that it may

be, linked to the gr0Wth of, the artS dnring the "Flopering of New England,"

or of the arts, exploration and.statetraft'in Old England at the time :

of the first Elizabeth, or in its range and.compleXity with 'the Renaissance

Era. .\

Just before his death, Abraham Maslow'.said: "We are witnessing a

great change in thought, the creation of a new image of manand society
,

and of.religiOn anescienCe._. This is_not an L4prov.pment.:'of something:-

it is a real change-in directionaltOgether.. It is A if we had been

going north and Are now going smith instead. The changes in the direction ;

\?r: is travellingare no more extreme than changes in theory andpractice-
,

- ,
\,

of adult learning.

In the 1970's we Will, I am convinced, mOve far along a trail that

\
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th tl?rm e;:ttich I 1 .Y.TIain in a m,t1t).

tat1v

of fnd..undk.?: the: 4trction of the and tht the loci 1tu,-.1i;

loarn U ;lot be

thoui-,h.nrollynt in th,..,;;;! contr.:v-4e to

-- but 4:1 fr-ffpiunted 1,zar-; -- their he=e1;

;4itld -..;ork;)Ts.

will te faQt

rhythn; of fom:il ;_)rgani-2.1:7 attention to

work. or recreation, Se=e tr.:nd.. are c-11%;ious and un:-.4iiita.,:abie, other

trends may be fraixed or appezir to muyv sizlultalls.ly in opposite

directions:! Examples;

'Therell be increased otili-zatie;:. ,:)feducation for preparation ar.d

for advanccFhlont in a career an a.Io for liberal and nuMane. purposes;

for self-expression. There. will be some eviden.le of people motivated' for

non-vocariodal purposes, hut the work ethic may he even stronger, not

.weaker, for many. :

'Adult learnerS will bg nearching diligentlylor the meaning of life

and alscr for practinalskills for maciaging their day-to-day existence.'

'Adult learne wIll be seeking solitude for contemplation end,the

release of pressure and- will alsb be engaged in socialaction and will

jearn deeply from the engagement.
.

'Adult-learnerswill band together to fight against the forces that

result in alienation and segregation but alsu to fight against the invasion

of privacy.

Mathetics
:...

Do you reuent t9 frequency'with Which tn education new,ceTMS nne

coined and new elo ans or new fads pushed forward with tend et,. dilute' !-

. .

. ,
understanding and impede comitunicacion? It-is not s'4 much new ulnitinOld',

bottles. Much_of, what has been happening IP no mote thap new labels s-
.

4
.pasted on old bottles containing the same mouthwash orAtale deoderant.'

Despit6 the risk, may'l introduce you to a relatiyely new term*. a

Mathetics. -Notice -- MATHETICS notAlatheMatics am not being -

,

, carelesst with spelling.' The concepc,is not'brand new., There is al,ready
,



linqtitt. in Italy ,and the-reot -of-the:Corm 4.s from
atm lent equivalent to learaing... It is a. term

t 0 cr re.1:,F.d.rrs rrietIr Ad.ult
.

Edt.J.Cat ion-- J.1,1; . .5

-
wal.,.+tetime otra

; ,
:First of 1 h-e -concept ...' vcrY $48n:i.fjx cs mwinipa and

pp,110.tton. We:helve no -41,1;117r-el with friends 'such lirmard McClusky and
xya*...leb or colleagues in ,Y.u,-goslav:fili,tho -put- their stress on:: the

_
diffi.xxiallce:h.eit',404;1,n the eduatiot'; of ,Childreo ,and the 'education of mett

.00.4-, is -not where we :place onr -stresS. We appreciate;
ther.e;i'4e differentes, iind yet wO. tend7to pta).. uP 'underlying

.-.conOnslities_..tiiroughout tnt. Ii pa rathtr than muke mu:c11,,of the

tin,dt.Ip.n kedago ry'. or ens science..of the behavior of ode Who
keaching,,,:, and. andrag.9......dhichT 1...suppose, the ,science, of behavior

,
th*:. iterson Who 1.1-; ,teaching admits. The distinction we find..most,

meaf,TrAgful, is between ped,...-214.2,Lor Lan.d.rag.,.o...gy. and mathetiCS which is t e

gctenc.? of behavior of people, learning,
-:We bolieve .that,a shift of attention from teathing-,to learning does

haVe.4n0 Will have profound. consequences. MoreOver, we do not equate
,smiething prOfessed o podsessed.by, the.'.edueatio9a1

. . .

psychologists..\ is no siight or'.criticism"of psychology to _point out
that ps!,,Tchorog'Ists dOn't own -learning 'theory. The dis'ciplines that can
and will co.ntribuLi! are many 7,- sociology far .example,' \and philosophy,.

history and_ pOliticat science, arithr4ology, and law and\ comparatiVe
,

. ecrligion. All. of/theSe dfsciplines are meMbers Of the fiimily of hirmqiiities .

and social .sciences: However, as C.,0 Houlg has stated"-more_ than -once 7-
the Major ?contr, ibutions to, learning:in. the 1.970'.s may. comefrofix the natural

-nOtthe. Social sciences from chexnistry ,. and, physiology, and
b'iolou and nntrition and :b.rain research..., Moreover; many of the insights
for, adult learning are .coming froui...practi.Ce, nOt from scholarlY:

rreTSS sut:h a4 ttte rurrrnP.--)Forinnovatroxis,.. new app ication,v.
..

of: tAfehnology and media of coilimuilicatinn, and 'applications, of therapies.
Ofia of the featUres of the term Kiiihetics is' tha t. it is new enough, and
corrano; ious -enough, 'to of fer i 'home 'for an that is sfgniifcant for adult

,learniAg;
7.



Accordingly', thenew-old term Mathetics encompasses much that is.

'established and acCe-ymed as welli as what is innovative and unaergoing
, .

trial. Fort6nately there is'a_good'deal on whiCh agreement has been

reached about-learning principles and practice.'

To begin, I must point out that we are still rather ic,noranr nbout the

learning of adults. We don't know nearly enough. We aren't -,,, it is

that some peoPle will put 1:hemselves out,'-will extend themsel ind'their

powers, will try, will,take risks. WeAnow that,others are resistant,

ate wary, are slow td start and quick to give up: We give the latter

names -- they are apathetic, ot'lazy, Or not well-motivated. But,we are

better. at name-calling than we are at understanding or helping-SuCh people.
4

'become.effective learners.

/ 'What do'we know'about learning? In some wayS it is like-electricity.
0

Everyone knows theold joke about that.. "Tell me about eieCtricity," said

the professor. ("I knew aboutit," said the student, "but I forgot."
. ,

MY God," said'the ptofesFor;:"the only man who,ever knew about electricity
,

has feriot"

,Bnt, like ej,ectricity, we do know soMething about how learning ,

'happens, under whet .conditions it flows and movesi we can use its power.

We de know that learning meanS change; that learning is active, not

,passive. The learner opensiup himaelf, he stretches himself, he reaches

out, he incorporates nevi experience he *expresses or unfolds what is

latent within him-. The critical part ok the precess is how the learner

r is aided to embark,in this active, growing, -changing, painful or-

exhilarating experience we call learning.

-ye know that learning isa profoundly human,activity. There is some '

_parallel here with the practice Of medicine. Most of what has been written

about medicine describes how certainchemiCals Dr herbs ? and certain

techniques, may be used to heal the body. Yet the-most important fact-
.

about the. liVinefodv Is_that ,is

reach out toward_health and healing. 17 seems to be very much the same with

learning. -Human beings seem ,to seek af/ter learning; learning seems to be

tye conditibb of a healthy organism. The main task.is.to provide the

climate and atmosphere and freedom and stimulua_and self-confidence and'

5
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self-discipline in which learning is promoted. ,

One of the reasons that our understanding about adult learning is

much less than it could have been is that the study of the problems has

rarely been organized in.any effective way. Learning theory is an

appliedscience, much like medicine. Just as medical science derives

from chemistry, physics, and biology, learning theory for adults derives

from many disciplines. 'Notice-that ther -07 least two problems. First

there is the problem of'complexity. ca: derive usefultheory

from several disciplines and many field:, ,_"cticez It is an extremely

difficult task, SQ we sometimes have sought an easy way out by ignoring
_

,

eheory;-a0 saying how pfactical, how pragmatic we are, or by grasping

at some relat4:vegy simple notiOn like the "conditioned reflex " 'Another

kind of problem that we,have not fully,appreciated is that we do operate

in an applied field and.cannot talce over easily what is learned in some

antiseptic environment or psychological laboratory. Most psychologists

who have studied.learning, in order to maintain "scientific rigor," have

chosen to obserVe,rats 2orpigeons or dolphins under exacting laboratory

conditions, SoMetimes we have attempted to,apply arectly theit findings

without.rea/izing_thatthis is not possible, that the stuIly of'the learning

/of men and women must be'carried out under the actual conditions where'

men and women are learning. Men who know all' about rats can help us with

method and share their attitudea.toward truth, but they cannot tell us

what we need to know, what we ourselves Must help to find out, about ehe

real, Wondeiful, oVerpoweringly complex-world whete men and Women are

learning.

Not content with exIstent difficulties, we have added mare. Our :

emphasis on youth, the fabrication of,a special youth cult or youth culture

,can increase the difficulties and injure the self-esteem of amolder

person. It may exaggerate, at least in his mind, the disabilities that /
-0,, er

hagst tig7TIreFeaireiiiailTiii5i17-6687tirsZTETi7.:Te penalize the

failure Of adults..

HOwever, let us turn to some of those insightsabout which there is

now enough evidence, or agreement,so that we 'can emPlOy them as a-foundation

\for our programs. We can introduce or perhaps summarize'much Of.what has

been learned.about learning by referring to the Three R's of adult'

15
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education relevancy, relationship or relatedness, and responsibility.

Relevancy -- No adult will deeply absorb himself in study unless he sees,

unless he feels, that the subject is part of his life and destiny. The

study mist be close enough to him to enter into his living-room, or den,

, or kitchen, or bedroom. He may waste time, or kill time with"some :

activities, but without relevance there will not be the engagement that

constitutes genuine learning. ,cets. to learn, more or

what 1 is told to learn; [ a rigorous teSt of red.,,wancy.

Relationship -- No knowledge or skill or attitude is discrete; the adult

wants to understand.how it.relates to his experience, to what he is; to

what he knows. He perceives in-patterns. For example: four, single. lines

may be perceived not as separate lines but as-a square. -Six juktaposed

_circles may be perceived as groupS of hunters, as a bear, as a giant dipper.

Responsibility laver one of the gates at Harvard University are the

words "Enter that ye may learn, depart to serve-your country." In a

-sense this is true of all learning, that one seeking it must act, an2

acting he has ssumed already some obligation at least to ouestion,

try to understand, or to do ,cmething about t:Ie consequence of the F

Manyadulte-are engaged durinE_ these years in socialLaction f6r b er

housing or a safe environmer7---- and these activities can be the loc/Iton

of rich learning.'

Frequently, we are asked: "What about individual differences an the

incapacity of some' men and women to learn.very much? What about the decline

that comes with_grawing older?" .1

There are great differences 1-etween people. One man can be 'more able

than another in discriminating pitch in the order of 500 to 1. For other

capacities the range m ly e a fraction of that, but still significant.
,

It is important to know tha: ft=r any-kind of capacity there is an elite

--------JEU-th-ete are many-less 'a-B=--IUt-TC'ila9-b'e7E-EOTfe"-TEFOT.EaETIRT--:

understand that in hardly =37--- 7espect, if at all, has any man aehievdd
\ 1

7ais best, and that in the pac st of. us are untapped possibilitiesAlIn

.nis book Adult Learning, Th6;-.4ike said bluntly more-than forty yealia ago
,

-

"almost any'adult can learn almost anything he needs ro learn," an 'no

1'6
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evidence has since been uncovered to dispute this conclusion.

Before Thorndike, it was commonly belive4 that optimum years for

learning anything were eighteen t6 twenty-two. His research caused him"

to put the date "of no return" at- about forty-five years. Evidence is now

convincing that no serious decline in learning capacity need otcur before

75, and if good health remains, to some later date. Respecting adult

learning, chronological age is not a particularly important factor:

There is gradual deciine in strength, marked, decline inliearing, and

extrete decline in 'eyesight as one gets o1,1- . Decline is .the,normal

experience of all of Us: And we slow up or is it slow down). To the

extent that it is dependent upon speed and re. HA.on time,.upon bulging

bicePs,or upon 20/20 vision or-superb hearing, learning is affected by

age. But for learning most thinvs that are important to most'tl. us,

dependence.upon strength.. And senses does not exist. Morebver; there are

ways to overcome most of the di iiti associat with impairment.

'With agin&rthere is sometir.... 7esistance to change. But not always.

It seems to be more a.--.function o; T.ersonality and one's expectations

and aspirations than of birthday: person may be more' hesitant

to change, if he perceives it as ill: -ening, than a younger person. A.fter.

all, he has more at Stake. It do es. clear that interests are-

established with greater ease eat-lar rather than later. If you hope .

that a man of .iixty will. paint, -1/2/ad, pL.av music or engAge in politics,

it would be well to ensure that had 1,:me experience of these activities,

with satisfaction, before he was 1.wenty

Adul'ts.are not just older eAldren; they have much More

experience, and in consequence, play an even larger par: -than

in the learning-of-children. Ga/- 2phy wrote: ,The adult ha- not'

fewer but more.emotional associa: -1119 v,J:h factual material than d
. .

children aIthOughve- usually he has less, because the Levices

of control are more, 0.aborate and bemr_Rr covered in the adUlt."

The constella ion of. feelings ass. .;:ted with love (respect,

-admiration,..genero ity,,sympathy, iriemd.._iness,' encouragement) are of

constaneinfluence on learning. ThA7 e much more poWerful than con-
.

stellations associated with rage ar 1 77. The first leads'to calm,

serenity,,hopp, loyousness, confidence To the.Setond and .third dhe

8



response is anxiety, withdrawal, despair, greed, hate. Hate and fear may

lead to learning but the chief thing the subject learns is to avoid

such an experience again. Carlyle 'Wrote: "Love is ever the beginning

of knowledge as fire is of light." There is no finding in educational

research that is in collision with that view.

We say adults.are different from children? Of course. And they are

different from othetadults and different from themselves at successive

stages in their own lives,. I am not the man I was ten years ago. And

I don!t regret it, eventhe losses. Literally,,.every single cell in my- --

body has been rebuilt and replaced in that time. Literally, I am now

the product of many fascinating, demeaning, agonizing, exhilarating

experiences. So are you.

,-Ali\through life you and I will be playing diffsrent roles. Think

nf.the changes.in a man's life -- in his.wor, in the faMil;y; into which he

was born; in the family that he establishes, in'his comMunity, in.his

leisure\interests: Just think pf the difference in the role of a man
;

who has ge every day to the same factory or office on the day that he

retites. The role changes for womerrars no less varied --'preparing for

-and 'starting out,on a career,' coming to terms with a huSband and Children,

her position in organizationS and in the community, returning to:or.taking

up a new career, relationships with aging parents. Every month, every day,A

brings new needs for learning.'

Adults have to learn new skills. Of cdurse, almost any employed

person must`)learn new job competencies; we are allfaMiliar with these

dramatic job changes. . At the moment I am getting help from a l9-year

old girl who ds already something of an expert with computers, while I

am a dunce. Ail of us must come to terms, at leaat in part, with

innovations in automobiles and home gadgets, and theuse of-credit, or

new values related to the home or religion or morality'or sex. We have
A

/ All heen-"running_to

quicken? It is almost certain that it will accelerate, at least during
.

our lifetime.
-

.Some of these changes we make...are relatively simple. I am nat, of
-

course, suggesting that we become resigned to all/. change, or adopt the

stance that all change is.either inevitable or desirable. That is as

.2 .



cowardly as it is stupid. Some changes are to be resisted like the

cancerous cells they are. But how do we learn to disCriminate; how do

we learn perspective; hOw, if you,will allow the word, how do we learn

wisdom?

Many people, of all ages, have from time to time, or perManently,

stood aside from life. For example: There are over 100,000 men and women
1

in my province who have chosen, more or less permanently, to live with

and for alcohol, rather than with and for human beings. Can we'help

ourselves and help others dare to enrage fully in life? There is ample
\_

evidence not only that this-can be- done,--but that- there-are-deep-human-

forces and powers within\us that can be counted on. Karen Horney; from

vast clinical experience has said: *The ultimate driving force is the

,person's unrelenting will to come to grips with himself, a wish to grow

and leave nodaing untouched that prevents growth." And Carl Rogers:

'I have yet :o find the individual who, when he examines his situation \

deeply, and f'eels that he perceives it clearly, deliberately chooses to

have the integrated direction,of himself undertaken by another. When

all the elements are clearly perceived, the balance seems invariably.in

the direction of the painful but ultimately rewarding path of self-
,

actualization and growth."
7 The Self-Learner Or Self-Tutor

My colleague, Allen Tough, and several associates are engaged in a

long-range study about the man or woman who continues to learn, who alone
-

determines what he or she will learn and sets up a procedure for

accomplishing his or her=goal. Does he or she enroll in a course or

use a library? What kind of help dges the individual seek? .How can one
-/

be aided to carry out this transaction with "efficiency and encouraged to

seek further self-education? Tough has found a great many subjects who

are engaged in significant tasks of solf-learning and befieves that
.

1

juxhaps _millions ca n. he- aidexa to i-mpxove

learning efficiency.

If you are doubtful abc-ut this, go to some I1ace where adults are

taking part in self-chasn activities that'are`me ningful to them. The

next time you go to a h=serace, if you ever do,\forget about the horses

for at least one race watch the people. You will see hundreds of them

1 9
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all around you whD are engaged in prodigious efforts-to master Vast

amounts of information about the genealogy and'history and performance

of menand animals as well as attempts to sblve intricate mathematical.

problems that would daunt the most sophisticated cimputer. Have you

ever met a.man who had.recently fallen in love and noted hocomuch he

has learned about the loved one? Or someone who has found religion,
/7

.or become involved as a,candidate in politics? These matters 1:

been-established and can be counted on; but the most exciting days

uf uisL:uv-=7 and testing of theory _amid innovations are lifat ahead.

Theoretical Formulations Appropriate ror Adult Learning

There are many weaknesses, ambiguities, and much lack of clarity
,

about theorV anA. practice of adulteducation bull rarely does it,err on,

/

the side of constricting zhe learner and putting him into an intellectual

straight jacket. It is a wide open field, 'famozing'initiative. ,There is

a story of one young man who rebelled against izrellectual.constraints at
. .

.
.

his university. He had been given zero on a4test; he protested'he should
_

have been given 100, and another profe6Sor,4as_called4n to adjUdicate:
,,

111I went to my colleague's office' and read the examination
question, which was, 'Show how it is possible to determine
,the height of a tall building Ilith.the aid of a barometer.'
The student's ansWer was, 'Take the barometer to the topG

of the building, attach a long rope to it, lower the
, barometerto the srreet, and then bring 'it up, measuring
the length of the rope. The length of-the rope is the
height of the building. I pointed out that the student

. .

really had a strong.case for full credit, since he had .
ansWered the question completely and correctly. On
the other hand, if full credit were given, it could
well contribute to a high grade for the student in
his physicscourse. A high grade is 'supposed to.
certify competence in physica'and the anwer did not
Confirm this.

\

----,-L.aLauggeistect-Ylint The.:-..tes.t...b.E.
\ Surprised. that my ,zolleague agreed, but I was SurPrised
\that the student-did. I gave the'student six minutes

\t!L

to answer the .question, with the warning that his.
nswer Ebould show soMe,knowIeHge of physics. At the
end of f'd:Ve minutes,he had not.-written anything. I .

aSked if he wished to giye up, but he said no. .He had
\ .



many answers to this problem; he was just-thinking of
the best one. I excused myself for interrupting him, and
asked him to please go on. In the next minute, he dashed
off his answer. It was: 'Take the barometer to the top
of the building and lean over the edge of the roof. Drop
the barometer, timing its fall with a stopwatch. TL

uSingthe formula S = 1/2 at.2, calculate Ole heiOt
thf

c'

"At this point, I asked my colleague if he would give
up. He conceded. In leaving mycolleakue's office,
I recalled that the student said he had other answers
to the Toroblem, so I asked him what they were. 'Oh,

yes,' said the student. 'There are many ways of getting
the height of a tall building With.the aid of a barometer.
For erample, you could take the barometer out on a
sunny lay and measure the height of the barometer,
the 12aagth of its shadow, and the length oLthe shadow

°of the building, and by the use of simple proportion,
deteL ine,the-height of the balding." 'Fine,' I said.
'And 7_11ae Othera?' 'There is a very basic Measurement
methor that you will like. In thislmethod,'.you talce
the barometer and begin to-wakk up the stairs'. As you
climb the stairs, You mark off the length of the,
barometer alorig the wall. ltu then count'the number
of marks, and this will give you the height of the

- building in barometer'units: A very direct method.
, Of-eourse,' if.you want a more sophisticated method,
you can tie the batometer to the end of a ste.ng,
swing it as a pendulum, and determinethe value of .

"e at the street level and at'the top of the building.
From the difference between.the two:values bf r

"g", the height of the bUilling.can,, in princiPle,
be calculated.'

ttHe added:that.there are many other ways of solving
the problem. 'Probably thej:est,' he said, to

take the barometer to the basement and knock on the
-'superintendent'S door. When the superintendent
answerS, you apeak.to him aS follows: 'kir: 5uperintendent,

-here\I have a fine barometer. Ifyou will-tell the
height\of this building, I willgive you this
bartmeter.' At this Point, I asked the student'

really didnIt aaswer -to-the-problem...

Headmitted thathe did, but that he waS fed-up with
college inatructors trying to teach him how to
thin:le:and to use 'scientific methods' instead of
showing him the structure-of the subjedt matter."

Theoretical Formulations

Under thertermliathetics we can identify, State and test certain

theoretical formulations that provide us with valuable explanations about

12
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how and why peoPle learn. In.earlie ,,,ult edu ationist:

borrowed their theoretical clothes lauge, cbologists who lac,

/r : -

studied the behavior-of rats, apes or pigeons, or who had worked with ...

,

young children. It was oftenan example of the Biblical reference of th,e,'

1

child being father to man.
-

i

Now scime.fOrmulations,, derived from many disciplines and fielda,

more applicable to older learners) can 1e utilized and tested.

Here are seven examples, to illustrate ihat is possible and, stimulate--,---

the identification of others. ,

1. A. forMUlation based on humanistic or third' force'psychology

with the contributions of Maslow(Rogeris, Perls, Berne, and.others.
,

There are, Of course, uite Subdtantial differences in outlook and emphasis
1

among the men I have named but each was comfortable With:the others and

viould be found in agreement on a number of conceri.-.s.-- for,example, that

learning should be experiential, that it should help people confront

problems and that the primary goaiCis the discovery of personal meaning.-

If this were 1960, it ww-1C. be necessary'to say. More) but the humanists-
.

have made extraordinP,ry gains in the last fifteen years and'in iany

departments Of adult education they are as sovereign today as would have

been Thorndike.and the connectionists in the 1920's and 1930's

/ 2. Aesthetic Perspectives: .Thejmportance of aesthetics in leeryi:Lng
.

is as old ass man's hiStory;,and as deeply meaningful as humanistic ideas.

vet there may be,surpriSe-It itinclusion here.o.Probably muchMore Will be2
/ (

known end'said about this formulation before 1980.. Theorists in all

a

ages have agreed that art is central and crUcial in man's development.

These views recently have been summarized by Glen Eyford:

.The most commonli identified function of myth, metaphor i

and symbol--and.of art generally--is that of iMpcsing !

. meaning or order Upon the, internal and external world ,

,

cl-man...--They axe....a-maana-&-pioviding...uuderataudiAlg- -
and insight into the flux and chabs of human experience.
In addition, myth serves to provide standards or models '

to guide man in the adventure of living. In accomplishing 1

r

these purposes, they connect man with primal sources of
energy through their ability to present aspects of
reality in harmonious--and harmonizing--forms. They make-

..,,.

-It possible for man to quench what has been termed his
"ontological_thirst," his instinctive need or craving
make sense out of -his_world, his.thoughts, his feelings._

13-
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Northrop Frye describes this instintt for meaning as man s 'motive

for metaphor." ,Through the use of metaphor and symbol, and all the stuff

of art, man constantly makes and remakes his myths, which.in turn, make

and remake man.. Through the instrumentality of myth, metaphor and

symbol, man, identifies himself.with various asPects of the world around

him, creating connecrion, .neaning, and significance in the process. 'Art

-deals with the alternative nodels of experience and in so doing has no

need-to be factual, logical...3r scientific, but can function in the realm

ol-pure imagination. Art is no less real or important because it operates
\

_in this realm; in fact, it can be claimed that this realm of the imagination

or the spirit is the essence of man which need's to be stimulated and

nourished through aesthetic activities. Myth, metaphor and symbol'are.

rooted to'Man's basic nature, in'his,"motive" for metaphor:- and they

both appeal tO this instinct and arise from lt. Art worksbecause it-/

speaks to a basic need in man for identification with dhe world. 'It aids

man in his:relat!dness to that which he finds'aroundylim and within him.

Art continiTally reMinds man of his essential humanity, especially In

times Of confusiOn and Impending.chaos. Art, coordinates, integrates

and Synthesizes ideas and makes it,possible for man tO rediScoverhis

true nature. ItJdOes not offer specific solutions to social problems

but rather'bringa badk to man a sense ofbalance.and perspective,,preventing

him from going tbo far in any one direction.

.3. OperantApproaches. It is-a curious fact that, a,least in my,

classes, many students ackndwledge that B.F. Skinner haS-been'and is

still'extremely influential, and that operant PrincipleS7:are widely used

in adult education, adult training and correctional work.; and yet will

unwillingly or srudgIngly give any aeriouS attention to operant principles

or practices. They may theMaeives praCtice behaVior modification, they

constantly be_searching_for acceptable means to reinforce meaningful

behavior,, but they are critical and resentful of attentiongiVen to Skinner-.
. i

Tha-nOtion:that some kinds of behavior ire cdni011edfor at least

are Affected by theconsequences has, often been demonstrated And has been

--applied in numerous itgLitntions and programs, sometimeS.in direct And
,

som times in Subte waFs. The purpose is-to create,. strengthen and Maintain
0 ,

new behaviors and skiils,_andlor some purposes operant-modes seem to/Work

23
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very well. There are, of course, some ethical prbblems, as.there are

with any learning

often been demons

conceptualize& as

formulation. Because the operant approachs have

trdted empirically, they are generally likened to, or

a scienle Or even a technology, rather than as an

art of teaching. Under o erant principles, teaching is looked upon as

making arrangements to reinforce a process by which people learn and

teachers are regarded as 'persons who manipulate the environment and the

learners. To many people this ls,.acceptable, but to others it sounds like

Orwell's 1984, and we are reminded that the date in that frightening novel

is less than a decade away.

In my own view, adult educationists should make a hard-headed and

careful study of operant perspectives, noting research, development and

application of at least three identifiable kinds:

7 problem-oriented operant research

- methods of operant instruction'

- procesSes Of operaw: learning

Such a strutiny need Aot lead an adult educationist,io,embrace

Skinner, or all.operant principles, or-to jettison his own values. It

is posSible, of course, yiet he may find 'SuppOrt for muchthat he already

cherishes, for examF1 that the Most effective way-to learn is not to be

a passive recipirt of information but for the learner to proceed'actiVely

at his own rate,jusing materials that have been organized into digestible

modules or Units: My hunch Is that all of us;do-,--and all.of.us rill

employ Ioperant approaches for many significant acts of learning and that -

we Should do so with as mach understanding'as possible.:

) 4. Information Processinif.- Most of the educational theorists who

are primarily concerned with cognitive leer/ling have stressed the procetsing

of information -- Selection, preparation, spacing, repetition, eliminating .

information,over-load, and sonforth._Thele are signal differences between

Piaget and Bruner and Ausubel, as well a4 othersH-- over."distoVery" for one

.thing ---. but they are all concerned with

/

the sa?e order of 'problemS, and
/._.. _ . . _

what.they are saying' and doing haa con/Linuing significance for. many.adats
.-

enrolled in such institutions as colleges.and

'David Ausubel may be taken asianexamplei he stresses "meaningful

:verhaljearnine and he says that/itIncludea two baSic functions; ..J

/.
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,perception and cognition. "Perception involves an immediate context of

awarenest before the intervention of ... complex'cognitive processes.

Cognition involves such processes as relating the new material to.relevant

atpects of existing cognitive strueture."
,--

The.full implications of this definition may not be immediately.

apparent. The learner first bei-,oMes aware of seleCted features of the

environment or of a learning siAuation -- he cannot attend to:all the

information in the situation; there is too much of it... There is first

selection based On relevancy to the learner's purposes or needs. The

information isstored selectively. -- it lt coded and transformed for

later retrieval. New information may be linked to\ceneepts already-Anown
,

without changingthem, or'in order to bringaboUt:tefineMents in:the

established concept or even to resultin diascie 'changes in the concept

One of the ajor differences.between a chi14- learning-And an,adult

learning lies in the blocks or assemblies of experienee-.postested by the .

adult. For the child, each new concept must usually be.built from,scratch.

The achievement of adult understanding takes place-slowly as one's

knowledge.is gradually integrated with,,the knowledge already acquired

To puC it another way, the adult must unleirn or modify:iThat he knows and.
_

this Is often the hatdest:part-

These-appreadhet to learning are of considerable to equente to many

adult educatienists. HOwever, th'ere hat nos'been the svpt matic apOlication

that is necessary: There are teveral key concepts to be t sted or,A0plied.

'One is "cognitive motivation," 'Another is,the idea,of a tiirtt or a quest'

for knowledge "epistemie cutiousity."1 There is A:4),:g.dy f experience:::
1 ,

bearing on individual differences;.there are,principles ToT ordering
. _

.,..

instructional. materialt;' there fS e6er1ence (roM Robert kaine and*thers)
--, /

respecting knowledge structure that affeets learner teadinesS,'aSwell

,at the effect:of inkot'mation procesting onmemOry. .

. !

.....,,,,,r,rw.e.,,,,...,,,,,,,ms* 04,II,..N. ..l.V7W+ rrs,c....,..m.,....1,....,nnmovn-r.r,....1,. 7.,--,,,,,,,Trumarerwm...mr.,ave*4.ret,,,,..,,,,,e*rwrasts no r.,,,,,a,prow4.01.1.31.1,,tien
. I

MotivatIon_Yia_e_apattation-or expectancy theory. There are many---,
theories and explanations of motivatienf Weate here,concerned.with thej

poisTer overaction through expectation. Theae toncepts.and theories

aremuch more coMplek.than operant conditioning The drives that result,:

in action go far beyond simple reinforcement. Names of th'e theoilsts

:who'have contributedare legion: Terman, Lewin, McClelland,. Hetshberg,.



i

and Prefessor A. Lozanov of. u1gado Th asfiunption of, 14(Th't of these men

,

is that performance inlearning is affected by choices made by the

' learner-- choosing fromi among many diffetent potential aCtion alternativ'es

oy performance levels that . action, or that level, which (on the basis of

.,1112 beliefs and feelings) isperceived by him to be the most appropriate.

This formulation, simple enongh in .c4..Jtline, requires articulation .

in greater depth for application tp adult education.7- Eveutuallyjit may -

entompass suci. fascinatingmatters.as the following.t

...
The..:work of. ,'AcCleliand:(andhers) that demonstyates'ho,the

.eoectation-pf,achievement pn.the_pprt 6f studentS:and'teaChers,affes,.., ,..-.
.

.

.
.

...the a_ct.i.evilent_of th.elearner ':''. ,r''- , -;,

,

of indivilu4ls Who sett to possess nb pa.zticular advantage eXCept77A11,-
_

en/aeged 1nilaeicanc-9.;,'
...,

,. .
Me:theories of r,aOlo Preire,' which go au:...,er'the.term cascieritizit6ion

and refer to learners coing to believe t.i:it. 'they-On-affect rildicnny

., the-qoality of life in theit society.
,,.

-
- .

,:. 'Evidence from cross-co/Coral stuesdi-Ab ut the.linking of successful
.

:behavior with expeptation". : ,: .'._.,
_,

_.-The-el4raor.dinary achievement Ofceetain smallgroupsii or asSociatiPias:;-,-,,
,

. .

, ApPlicatiOn of hypnosis oi auto-hypnosit? or suggestion:"and -

isuggestolOgy(tozanov). to teaching as Well as ttChealingvarious -silments

pf the hody(faith7healtng)'..-_
,

' Ni)st theories that deal.with expectaraon are-still fragMentary,
3

over-Simple aneeonfosing Yet, for many of the probiiivMs that Coniront.

,

ana,intimidatepeople, and foe cost adblts;,wha ...2..ave-suffered:defeat :and

failure*. these formulatio4reenew-hope. It is Eascinaeing.that uch

tharacteeistic4,.ps faith, hope and charity, cY self-confidenceatid trUst,

)2-are nOw being employed in sbch poditive and produttil:/e Wayd after,' '

-

decades. OF Over-4hasis on-debunking an..;I: Ityperceitical.analysis,
r.......n ,,Unwo.....e..,.,,,,,,,,,m.,....0.,,,e,*7,.,.,,,,,nnm.,,M..sr,orouttgraroxow.e....rm,* mo....... -,....,+*!,,,,em.....c.....u241,-....scrawrescdv-n..........,;.,*.i.....win.f.e...e.M64....0

-somer/Mes _leading to apSthy and cynicisz.
,

.

.
.

6. Neo-Instinfts:-An the 1920'8i when I. Was St141, in eik.entati,--: ...-..:,_,-',;

-

.schobli Instinct thories' lield w nnecay. in education along with cotioniqm.
.

.-.:,,.[-

and PaVloVian condliiping._'Miire and more cl.alms,:were,being tadei:that ---

.
.. " ::. ,

--,, .-..,--

certain forms of bef anlaVioy d'learning were directed 43, a specIfie
.

.

. .

,

tnstinct:untli the total number of -"observee /instincts =bunted to.the:H.....
. .

3
17
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absurd total of about am-A, whereupon the vSst bubble of instinct theorY,

ese;i LO e.x="1,ain human bena,..ior:hurst.and was blry.wri, away by its own

last decade, neoTinstinct theori.es .have'begun to surface

and to many adherents (examples: Lorenz and others _concerned with

agression and Ardroy and-others emphasi?..ing Spac.2 imperatives).

Meeting ground for these -theorists is the belief that homo .f.a.alfj1E, an

ariir^.al, has inheri.ted (as have Other animals) certain patterns of response

.to his environment and to other creatures and that these inborn patterns

or,tendences govern what he will, learn and.how he will behave.

There-are also those who have_ returned to earlier theorie_s, or

postulatin that'eerte,In kinds of capaci.y,. particularly intellectual
;

Capacity-, are linked to racial origins', or even to skin pigment, an&are

inherited: I believe that any sUch claims should be examined

tearlessly ior whatever truth there may:be in them. However, from my

own study, aad.maW:: experiences in several countries, I'find no evidence

whatsoever to support a v- iew tha; intellectual- capacities are linked with-
.

,raciai groupings or even that any huaan being.lnherits thuch more than a

set of.capacities and tendencies which are substantially 'modifiable. What

a human being can and will. learn is of equal or greater signif-icance than

with what ho is endowed 4t

7. Theoi-etIcal formulations based on the natural'sCiences. Over

th9 oext decade there may be gains for adult learneis derived from the

natural scieni:os In greater measure than from the.social sciences. There

' is no single theoretical.formulation yet advanced that can encoMpass all

-of the matters of importance, but_one or more may soon he forthcoming.

These-theories will deal with whole:ranges of phenomena for example

the effect of certain chemicals in expanding the consciousnesS and'on

learnlng,,, the si-gnificance of- diet and the.elfect of nutrition, on rates

metabolism and--oxidation,.which in turn resillt in avoidingmr enhancing

emotional stress and learning potential and- the extiting and frightening

_Marvels being discovered from brain 'research. These-and other' findings

have profoundTmeaning for,adalt'learning yet most of them we'ignore, or

neglect.

Let me take a-single simple example. One colleague, a nutritionist;
, 2 7
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claims. that in anv school or college, if a simple routine test of blood

chemistry is given there will be revealed deficiencies that are relatively

easily remedied which tay lead to the marked improvement in the learning

of as many as fifteen to twenty per cent of all thNdult students. 1

have no reason to ubt her data or her conclusions. Adult educationists

must learn the language of the natural'sciences, or at least find

colleagues who can help monitor on a continuing basis, what is applicable

to adult education from these many scientific inquiries.

These are seven formulations, some of which at the present state

of our, knowledge, may seem to conflict in part, or may not even seem to

interact, Yet, -each may .be useful in and for some important learning

purpose or'fUnction. Is it possible to achieve greater.coherence, to'

reach some synthesis? S-dine have said that there is little point in

attempting to achieve an integrated theory; they argue that we should

enjoy our multiplicity of concepts and practites, opt for pluralism and

practice.tolerance for differences. Others believe that some integration

is possible and have made some attempts to achieve it. On my awn actount,

I have made no such effort. .14bile I would welcome attempts at greater
A

coherence, I would be content facing the 1970's, and 1980's if we continug,

to obServe and test all theories that seem appropriate as well as scores

of fields.of practice.

I. considered the possibility of including the current interest of

AlanKnox (and scholars in other countries) in developing models based

on-the notion_of lifetime learning. Knox's paper on "Lifelong Self

Directed Education " in Fostering the Growing Need to Learn,.is especially

good. Merely keeping up with all significanttheoretical work will not

be easy. Yet there are more and more departments of adult education in

the universities and we allhave colleagues in associated disciplines.

What we do need are some strategies for sharing the tasks, for monitoring

and testing results from other fields as well- as designing and mounting /

research6byourselves.

Fields of Application

I now return to the point that much, perhaps most, of wilt is being.

learned about'learnIng arises not.from research but,froM some practical

fields of application. There are a number of promising fields, some of

2 8
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them familiar and others receiving new or renewed emphasis. Again, only a

few examples will be cited, simply identifying the fields, with no attempt

to explore the Iullimplications.

1. Bio-feedback. One of the more fascinatinOields at present

-is the application of bio-feedback devices to the learning process. There

is nothing new about some bio-feedback.devices althermometer for

example. More sensitive devices can now inform us !about our blood pressure,

rate of heart beat, or relative state of ccasciousness. With this

information, Eine can learn how toCope with stressor to relax and perform

better in such activities as writing a uniVersity examination, or attempting

a critical exercise of digital dexterity, or learning to cope with one's

own anger or outrage. Knowing about one's feelings is the first step in

designing behavior to cope with the situation.

2. LearninR associated with small groups. ISo much has been said

and done about theory and practice of small groups that I will simply

identify the area as one of continuing growth and importance._

3. LearninR associated with communicationS--media. Again, there has

been no -1ack of applications to learning theoryfand practice that derive

from new educational technologies. In the\1970's the tedhnologies that
\

,

will have critical impact on learning will Inci-ease, and this in turn
. \ i

makes it all the more essential that the adUlti educationist makes his
, , ,.

I-own contribution, the one far tab often igno4d -- namely of utilizing the

media for effective learning.

4, Application of, certain therapies. /it\is not customary to list a
\

therapeutic session as an educational actiiiity,\\ although any therapy will
/

work only as the person in need learns how to e iminate the causes of.

k

,breakdown that brought him to therapy c
1"

r5! learns ow to handle the stress in

more productive ways. Therapy is learning. In addition, some of the

therapies have contributed insights, methods and echniques that were

first applied to those "in emo-tional need" but whi\h may have wider
/

i

application. Transactionalanalysis/iS one that se ms to be contributing
/

1

insights, analyses and practices usble in counseli4 and other forms
/

.t

of adult education.
/

/
5. 'Learning styles and lea6ing skills -- partibularly cognition

learning style. As the result ot empirical research, some characteristic

20
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:yles of learning have be_E= -Identified. It is probable that some rarsons

al learn more productive:- one style than anot er, ar' that

_:-aatead cf -aaking it neces _ry every ad " -t an i_entica]

,le, le rs will b_ en_ to try o _ ,L d style that s

t ,m. Ob -vation of :2ar- _ 'r! si lls, in ralaric learniag styles

ther cur ent activit _ hold some promi,_ is _nteresti-

lote rnar, while one _ remost learning J-11s is listening,

a' search was made of 1.,search about adult learning over a:fi

-_- span, the skill of lis er

L of many thousand!

6. Learning associated

obtaining great resources and

may be considerable.

7. Learning related ,to death and dying. During the 1960's it

became appropriate (and often seemea almost mandatory) to speak about any

behavior linked to sex; bur death and dying were still on the prohibited

list. This is no longer true, and activities related to the recognition,.-

acceptance and celebration of dying are mUch more frequent and are

a was o referred to in fc-ar studieE

_th old aae. This __s a field of work n.

rom which results in theory and practice

beginning to provide insights about learning that are deep and precious.

What does this mean for research and development in adult education?

It certainly means that we need a strategy whereby the inci:easing

resources of adult educationists who are concerned about research can be

shared in the common adventure. There are many needs requiring many kinds

of talent. Some of us-can be examining practice and testing out the

formulations of others, some can help monitor research of others, some

can monitor work in other languages and from other,cultures, some can

,design and carry out new research, some can interpr1 t these findings to

our adult students.and Oe general public, some can lobby for laws and

changes in the educational environment so that adult learningof the

highest quality can be advanced, not impeded. We are all needed.

While we should not be censorious of'any theoretical or practical/

field of learning that may offer truth, there are Some formulations and

some fields of practice that may warrant special attention. I might cite

the humanistic field as one already recognized and appropriated, and the

21
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field of aesthetic pers pr:-.1mfsErg but not r.-1-ceiving

attention.i

At present the gretest ,e r _1' result in pursuing reseE, a

designs that arise from other t educational psychology.

may also need to deal wit* new k.1H :t -.2stions. For example, wn

Cyril Houle, Allen Tough and their attention. away iron the

Classroom;and the teachers, and- , . '2d learners what was happening

to them, results of remarkable carilte began to appear:

With your forebearance, I w L '72-e -1 an approach to researc on

which we are now engaged-that ma- ,.:11---rtant consequences, as _a=1

example of possible-inquiries fo: :ttu:e.

Fitst Pers- Analysis

On an experimental basis an 17,' 'team at the Ontario

Institute for Studies in Educatic- an.approach to learning

theory and practice that is emineT lv ,aited to contemporary developments

in education. The models simpl e. iS the investigation of

how, why, when, people learn by ane.-vzi = their self-perceptions, self-,

discoveries and self-revelations. -7hic: sounds elementary and obvious;

in fact the 'mode has not heretofore .:een explored systematically. Based

on experimental work over the past 7. 'ears the investigators have

developed an approach and identiffel6 sour s of daea that may have

implications forthe.entire field of

In most countries of the world .:=mbers of older people in

organized educational programs has i sed several hundredi3er cent.

Yet most learning praxis is based comcpts and methods developed,'

from the observation of children. The most significant innovations

in educational practice.during the past decade have been individualized

learning, self-directed learning, independent learning; all of them in

environments outside of schools."' Yet nmst of the formulations of learning

theory and' practice have derived frraim 'The milieu of the classroom. The

first-person mode.that is now being developed arises-from,:andospeaks

directly to, edUcation in any env:±.:nment, education for all .ages and

education that is self-initiated .A self-directed.

Very' simply, First Person Learn-J.:L..4 Analysis is based on the

investigation,of what learners have w=itten about their awn,learning. There

'771,



are some''limitations tc-suan data, but the advantages are many:

Not time bound - experience obtained over
hundreds of years

Not culture bound - experience obtained from all
countries and cultures

Not age bound experience obtained from the
earliest years a person is able
to express himself in writing,
to the ynd of life

'-
Not domain bound - experience obtained concerning

cognitive, psychomotor, and
affective domains-.

The objective during the first stage of the inquiry was simply to
4
examine critically, but without pre-conceived notions of what to expect,

a number of examples of written personal reflections about learning.

Sxamples were: The Autobiography of Malcolm X; The Education of Henry

'Adam's.

In addition to these well-known examples, personal records were

obtained from neo-literates in Canada, the United States, Israel,

India and Tanzania. What is.fascinating is that the value of the data

obtained is not all related to dhe eminence or the intelligence of the

person concerned: material from unknown and poorly eduCated subjects

is extremely valuable.

The analysis, while systematic, was not at first based on any

conceptual plan. At the beginning the investigators were determined not

to settle for any particular forms of analysis; a search was being

conducted for appropriate methods as well as content. :Provisional

application of some organizing concepts came later. The general assumption

was that individuals writing about their awn learning would display

insights but it was not known how valuable these might be or how'best to

search for material or to organize it for analysis.

However, several propositions began to emerge from the initial
. ,

'exploration:

The reflections of unknown and neo-literate.learners
often revealed learning insights as useful as those
of persons who had been prepared much more thoroughly.
In other words, the range and.extent of potential
materials may be very large.

.3 2
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Examination of =.7-ZE-ial seems to be muth_r, meandng5T.1
when it is besec or some conception about rning
(Those concentians ±±rst a.7.pplied were deri--7.a:1 from

C.). Houle and Nalic_Im KnaJles as well as notipr
of "peak experienc: of l_aslow. It dshes,s_-
that there are "De: lect-t:_ng experiences.'

Data from first per.:.:m r:-.cords can be used to
or to substantiate, :r t: cuestion somevell-known
postulate& about learning. For example, the sub-tests
employed were planned tc ascertain if experiences re?orred
by Tough receive an- corroboration.

While many insightfll learners have not written memoirs
or autobiographies, it is qften Possible to locate
first person records by first ascertaining some of the
significant changes in the life of an individual and then
seeking out letters, memoranda or other material produced

'by him at about the same period. In otherwords,. there
is a strategy to be followed in locating material.

Many persons now li-ing can be Tersuaded to prepare
reports on their ex-oerience in learning. The "learning
diary" iq a valuabi s.- tool in this inquiry, as are
self-rec_rded tapes and sane interviews.

Useful ratcords seem to be located in,most, if not all.,
countrieE, if a suitable way can be found to collect
them. riere are problems of translation but these are
not insuperable.

To summarize, there are considerable data from macy periods in

human history and from all over the world. These data can be collected

according to a strategy: Many of the most valuable recorde,7 have not

been widely circulated. Eoweser. the data can be analyze& readily with

the utilization of learning cr:ncepts. (developed in adult education or

elsewhere) and the data can be used to many observations and

'earning formulas..

There are a/nuMber/d unresolved ..qpions. on which cooperative

research is needed. Some- examales:

What is comPrehended by the term notivatiam?

How does one learn to utilize in full his capacitiea
and resources despite impediments-of fear, anger,
stress, loss of confidence?

What about the millions of under-educated, and those
who have given upor have never tried to use learning

24
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for a soluti.,:n of tI r 7.rc:a1ems?

ther' be reacad?

How :an the 7_ .1rde a :; learning (psyc._)-onin() 'L or ,

an. a...'fedatwe: effectively linad-e:_iL

1.:11a- should E::?. done __uodx tEia1 problemc, aS

(I; :low to use info=stt,:-:: that gives power :rd. the

r.:a.:.:aer or organizat= When and when:- -to

use informatior or slaid. :that are not ye- tested or
undarstood (.7.- to 7.0 use them. :(3) -What

to abOut. the invas irr f privany through .72,2:` tain

tect!-aologies and certditt :nodes of adult edu=don?

It ds perhapF approprdate closo with a reu:k -by orie of the most

innovative educationists c our time, the late Mahr=a Gandhi of India:

"We continue to make new ::ifzscoveries and invention in the phenomenal

world; must we declare our bankruptcy in the spirit-ial domain? Must man

always be brute first and man afm-=., if at all? If we are to make

progress, we must not repP;--It ;his-I:or:7, but make_ new nistory."

1
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II. INNOVATION IN ORGANIZING LEARNING FOR ADULTS -

THE NEW TECHNOLOGY

Burton W. Kreitlow

I live in a dream world.

In the year 105 AD my name was Ts'ai Lim. I lived in Chir 7,. and

invented paper.. I believed that paper provided the basis by whi_th-the

entire world could communicate and It would rrvw ..... illitemacy if my

people were innovative in the use-of this.naw technology.

In the year 1045 my name was Pu Sheng and. I =acted:movable type,

but the Chinese characters were complex and mfy hclle to remove i.L.:ttracy

was lost.

In 1440 my name was Johannes Gutenberg. too inVented uz-vAlide

type; it was used and I believed we would 7become a totally Iiterar.e

-In 1550 I lost my quill and found a piece ninite, with. wfbith.I

could write without dipping. And illiteracy wenuldl be. ove=nome..

In the 1600's I changed from the_ hornbook 'to t.ile use :af a cAlalk

board. Here was the solution to niu7-. problem of ilaiterac:.-.

In 1650 in Germany again, I annlosed tnLe n:17.ae in .:4zoccL' ,Ilfd knew

again that illiteracy would be ended.

In 1895 I was Guglielmo Marconi and sent t.:-;!!_ 'first radio cui unica-

tion signals. At last we could become a literate world.

In,1919 E listened to the first scheduled racaio broadnasr- on 9XM,

which later became the State Station WHA in WI.Econsin, anth the ultimate

in hardware to develop a total education system ums avPtlable.

In 1920 I was in the Bell Telephone W:14 ..nad aucrssf-...11- z.-murdinazed

sound on records with the motion picture pro teLto=- -Somehow...L. passed um

being Edison in 1889, when he invented the kineroscope. Again I elieved

we had found the ultimate hardWare tb aid in Primcation..

In 1941 I sat in on the signing of the-licensing for .11e f=rst TV

station. Now we were ready. But this, is gettingyery close to vane.

In 1950 I knew the1Ford Foundation had the answer to total education

When they funded the Midwest Program for Airhornejelevisirmn.

I.
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In 1951 I saw UKIVAC come from the engineerinkbrains-at the

University of PennsyLvania; add this new development to the old and

illiteracy would be gone forever.

And again-in the early 19.60's Computer Assisted Instruction and later

,the Dutch invention of the cassette audio tiape recorder, and now we were

ready to take on the education of the world!
;

But wait -- out of my dream world into reality -- in 1975-there are

_ nearly 1 billion illiterate adults in the world.

I. live in a real world, and today satellites hover over vast

footprints of communication potential and educators have a friend in the

skies. There is e-le new operational hardware that causes our leaders to.

say, 'We have the ultimate scientific know-how to be used to raise the

educational level of tire world and remove illiteracy forever." But do

'we have the-educattona_Lknow-how to any greater extent thap,,Ald those

- who preceded-IfT

Can we create ed=ational components to match the high flying

creations of scientist3? This is the-real world of the.educator today,

and this is the focus Df the thinking in this paper.

Permit me some pe7...sonal reflections concerning what technology cail

do for education. No .3ne would conclude from the evidence that it-hasn't

helped. We-are not sure how much, but using technology has become a part

of our everyday educational behavior.

My real world of teaching began in a one-room school in the 1930's.

I used technology and I believed it helped ma. There's little research

to prove that it did/but I think it did. What technology had I learned

_to use?. Chalk board, printed books, maps and,charts, TilashCards, pencils,

paper and a pitch pipe. Theie wereno projectors, slides, 10 him films,

or overhead projectors or phones at diet school.

Later, as an extension agent for a College of Agriculture, I used

other hardware and.filled in ehe software as beat I couia ---fgts, slides

and even a metal wire tape recorder. Again,.I believed:it helped but no /

research'tells me how mUch.

Later, as a university professor, I used other technological

advances, trying to fit insoftWare as I mOved along.- As otp.ers before me

--and.since, I became involved in research, some of it to. determine 'whether

37
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or not the teChnology I used. really worked. Let me review a series

of studies I directed in the 1960's that proved that my.use of technology

didn't help as much as I believed it haa.

Findings from my research on school district reorganization were

sought extensively in Wisconsin and elsewhere. It seemed that even with

news releases, univerSity bulletins and appearances at community and

county meetings I just couldn't keep up with the requests. One logical

use of technology in this situation was to prepare a 16 mm film for

distribution through our Bureau of Audio Visual Instruction. This was

done and used, but always with a nagging doubt about the efficiency of

film. The bulletins, the films, and ehe lectures I gave in person all

covered research results coming from the study. Why not check on the

outcomes of these three approaches plus the use of the film on television?

This we did in a series of studies on lecture, film, television and

bulletins running'over several years. And what did we find from these

studies?

First, no one media favored the other over a number of different

learning situations.

Second, the lecture gave the most consistent results among the

media used_.-

Third, when information was presented with the researcher present,

whether presented in live lecture, bulletin or film, the results were

consistently higher by all three means than if a local person gave the

lecture, distributed the bulletin for reading or showed the film. This

led to the conclusion that the setting may be more important than the

media in transMitting research results.

And fourth, the fiiT is reasonably close to the live lecture.in

results and thus efficient. Later experience showed that if a local group

could not get a live lecturer to address their chosen topic they often

changed lecturers and topics.

The last three'years I've been dabbling with another bit of

technology somewhat related to the use of educational satellites -,r,the

Educational TeleOhone Network aworganized at the University-,of WisConsin.'

Three years ago I offered my first credit claSs over our telephone

'network seven interconnected classrooms from one end of Wisconsin to the
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other. Others had doneit earlier. It was a fiasco for me. The sOftware
/,

of Kreitlow and his materials may have found a-pactern that was cOnsidered

effective in a campos clasgroom, but on thetelephone netwOrk it,went into

an agonizing decl?ne. By the third year on the network sufficient

adjustments INd-,been made so that the positivelitudent reaction approached

that of -a campus class. This semester necomparing theVutcomes of a

campus class with the outcomes of an ETN qaks held last year on identical

content-and with identical objectives. (Some of this experience is.

described in the November, 1974, issue of-Adult Leadership.)

In undertaking this paper, it was my intention to try to create a

setting in which we might think together:about the.new technology. That's

,what-we'll do.now. I'm going to'create a problem Situation, not too

unreal, that may,be beyond our joint capabilities t9kresolve. But let's.
N

At this writing, 22,300 miles above.the intersection of,the equator and

940 west longitude, hangs'ATS-6 in stationary Orbit. It-i,s:the-technical-

hardware from'which a group of one year educational experiments is Undeay:

- They iuclude projects in Appalachia, the Rocky.Nountosin States, and
\

Alaska. -For these educational projects there are'available two color TV
! '_

channels and four voiCe Channels Of broadcast quality. The.satellite has:

available for other uses the capabilities of sending and receivingby

.telephone, telegraph, radio, TV and facsimire and computer data iMpulses.
\

Here's wht each experiment is trying.to do -- in one year.

APPALACHIA

The Apalathian component,ot the AtS-0 demonstratimi. designed

to test tile validity of linking a iOcal teacher-baOed nwioltk to-a resource

and coordination center via the satellite and other techt logies. the

purpose of this system ts to provide localisth ol teachers with in-service
.1

edUcacion for graduate credit andinstructiona
I

materials ih the areas of

career education and elementary gradelevel r+dingAnstruct on.

Instruction will be provided tlgough'a mix of lechnolOgieein luding/

pre-taped TV; live TV; programs modified in response to feedba iefrom eaCh
/

previ/outh program; audio-based.programmed instruction; facsimile trangmittedi

hard copy; computer-based diagnostics; and computer-managed iiit ction.
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ROCKY MOUnAIN

..najer p

.:,:lscentre on rmot- an,1

c:Ircer

th dl rent .:bf ethn ,

invlvee. with pr. I ii ldren ot

mi.-4,.-th.:le3 :to

e.,:.,u:ation and

':e of individwil,3

-10 az-e eit-;,or aduc
.1th a interest

in Lfhoo's_zng a 't.:.3 :zese gror_lp rt-z,::.ent the ur:!Ian and rural.

art.as 'and incee _Alans Ind migrant. .The purpose

is to ProVide:edAc_:.1oll servict!!i vhicl have nol t:,-een served,

or ,.hicti )iave ; f;t by such services..

The med.la mixes 1:t are c n t*o, audioId5gital;

one-way,:ideo, twc-way Ludio/digital; -Jay vl !..,1,0 and audio/

digital.

Al;SFA

The,general the. ed. of the expeeiment

to determine those '11.:7;v1r.lcation . are (!eSirable and tail/ meet

the educational the popu at-e to e five experimental

areas aimed at deti:777..in: 41t.he Ar..).-roblems asnociated with:

I) providing tra.. au :11; fes for tea-,7hers' in

remote areas.' ;In provid-:Ig with c.Alturally reblevant

criculu and IH.:!'orrzati._.n: 2) :ate ractive heal.th

programs to chili.rc!n,adlt, and '7.--7-2(e!i'iunals; 3) assisting

cia-ss room ins !: rt 7. Ion. y ;is tog a I:: -1.inrtA etwri ter ;

4) delivering te.,visicn ".-j be relevnt by the native:

Alaskan viewers; 5) trans=ittimp: pu=7.Iic broadcast programming.'

frap rhe lower-4&-stute:; to Alaska versa.

Now when al: thi'S is done, our 7:ernnalogial wizardsat ground

ciintroi will lower the atellite ou. z.f_fts stationary orbir;.- it will'

drifreast. 1n-twenty ,..)r thirty da lt twill be over Kenya.-east- of

.Lake VictoriA, Where it can giVe a z!,,,ed footprint ro The. Indian sub
. -

ozntinent-. Dere the 7.r.1ian governme7-1t wifl-use it for ayear:

INDIA

The Indian portLcu of-the expezint bas the follOwing primary ,

_
. .

instructiffaal objecttvesl. ly conte.ixtuta to fqrafly,pianrting otjettives;
-.,

-2) improve aeiculturaI practices; and 1) con6ibute to natiOnal inteoratioO,:--
1, .

,
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Th ep eriment to inv ,ve the broadcasting of instructional televisiot),

prograw to an estimated-4,000 5,000 Indian villages. (The language,

to%be used in thi's experiment areifindi, Kashmiri, Bengali, Oriya,

narsthi, Gujarati. Tamil and English.) About 2,200 villages ire to

.r&..eive programs from the sate/lite through community receivers. The.

re6eiver use a ten-foot, inexpensive mesh antenna with a front. encl'.
\

converter to change .the signal from UHF .to VHF, andfrpm. FM to AN. The

remaining villages are to he Provided programs receivedby earth stations
.77.

and ,redistributed to community receivers via Vii.F conventiOal transmAters.

So now +.;,e'have some idea of what can b\çrid if Oe eduafitors'.

approach the creativity of the. space scientists.

Wore n en, 13.11e expres my doubts abeht the-valise of the

,o.ttr irdk!:c.:ttion ' expi.?riments ju5t de!.7.!cribe

Firt, ,,Ate yi.i ar i:s ts,x) short, a tinte -
-\

fftvi. to ten yearl5 in one

t

place is more, realistic- Second, though Or! Potenmiat of satelli

communication may be greatest !:11 spasely-satOed and,rugged. seCtions of

the world, these are mit the mostappropria

educational softwar4z. shbuld be done

CriLics. Third,.c.nly. twenty -percent of the

is live.; eig2ry percent i8 canned. Thio do

-e:places4for-testing the

inkreas where users will.be

41put in the above experiments

!sn't seem like a ratio that

would develop-participant involvement, criticism and developmental :input.

lc may he another casg of scientific. Intimidation. ,

Thus for our pUrpi)ses I am going to move ahead a ..ew years, let

us say 1980, and provide a satellite and an educational softwareAevelopment

problem that you can set your min4-to. _Letts get the 'hardware up first.

We*I1 call it the Educational yechnology Satellite 11, or. ETS-11,

to show that it's the eleventh one and that it-t.a up and ready for use. It
_

was lannall'zI with an Air Eel-rv-litan III C rocket.and is in a srationary

orb t- At Launch the 3500 pound package looked like,Figure 1.

Uhen at location, it unfOlded and stretched out to absorb-rays from

the sun; Cite antenna opened and all-,Syscems worked. It then loOked like

Flgure 2.

41.
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,v
Its position was such that it cover6d the North Central part of

the U.S.A as in Figure:3. It had a fob print that gave positive and

efficient.communication potentials to titc heartland of North American

..universities. (Figure 3A)

Yon will note that this footprint stretches from Ohio State University

to the University of Manitoba, covering q band 300 miles wide for that

distance and including one.of the great piOpnlatipn and university and

college complexes in the,United States. Here is.a place to test whether

or not.the educational coMmunity is competent enough to use positi ely

What space scientists have produced.

For starters, let's assume that a consortium. of foundations,. te

,-U.S..Gove;AMent, and major universities have reserved and agreed to

finance ETS-11 for use over a five to ten year period (depending on he

jife of ETS-11). The hardware is extremely coatly, but it's up and ready

to go... Unless we can design and use learning environments in relation'

to ETS-11, we must conclude that this piece of new technology is beyond

tour professional capability. It may be better to do nothing than to

. waste both hardware and software.

Reserved for our useare the following:

1. Five color TV channels (receiving and sending)

2.. Filie brAidcast 4oice channels (receiving and sending)

3. Telephone channels

4. Data impulse. channels

New areas in the concept of Video Place'developed by Mr. Charles Moore

and William Krueger of the Space Science and Engineering Center at the

University of Wisconsin -- Madison, co-mingled several individuals or groups

from different locations in the footprint, as noted in Figures 4 and 5.

In the use, of television any number of our five channels may be used

forinput to the satellite, and it In turn can be sent.to'any numberLof
- -

location in the footprint'where receivers are installed. I'm assuming

receivers will (at the very least) be available in'all universities and

colleges. Figure 6 shows this concept as it operateS.

Now,. as adult educators, let us begin to think about how this great

technology might be used for aduIt.educationand.for'higher education'. Some.

of uS believe that higher education is one of the segments of adult education;
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Figure 1 ETS-11 at Launch
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for the moment we'll assume that it is.

Suppose -- and, indeed, this may come to pass you are asked haw

this new technology can best be used. What would you use it for? What

should it be used for? That is the question I'd like to leave the reader

-with -- he may well have a creative advantage over a few educators who

are knowledgeable about the technology but afraid to dream. The-educational

ideas integrated into the ATS-6 projects, which I summarized, are not

innovatively spine-tingling. Unless ideas for satellite use are more than

routine, the use won't fly even if the hardware does.

We will close with some suggestions developed by practitioners and

graduatestudents who have considered this matter in group problem-solving

sessions: .

1. The Live ERIC -- Plug researchers into a live seminar response

to'the major problems confronting selected fields of study. Use the F.P.IC

or other data and literature bases to print out related materials prior

to and following the live seminar.

2. Replace all "mini: systers (audio visual center, duplicated

computers, ETN's, etc.) with a single maxi system (the satellites) that

cover the area:
\

3. Coordinate the extreme specialities where neither research nor

teaching facilities should be duplicated at more than a handful of

institutions. Then have this limited number carry that special field (with

satellite tie-in) to institutions with a small number of learners. This

latter group will get the b'asics of the.speciAlty befdre transferring

for a. final period of study to those institutions with Che specialty.

4. in.seleeted fields with "master resources," offer special courses

across the footprint. Example: A professor lectures, illustrat) and

demonstrates to ten. campuses two days Per week. This can be live or

taped. Then he conducts live videoplace class discussions with each of

the ten as a follow-ui- This could be the professor's full teaching

load and only master-teachers wcylld be selected for this.

5. Call the satellite "Footprint University." Centralize primary
1

. -

resources -- i.e., lib'ary, films, audio-tutorial research exchanges.

Concentrate on very spccial fields such as medical instruction, where rare

surgical operations arc shared, special diagnoser,, medical school

t
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consultations and on in-service education in this field. The same can be

developed in Law, Business and special areas of edacation. In-service

education will take highest priority over-the footprint. "Footprint 11"

could become the key staff development and in-service unit for the

professions in the area. Continuing education units as used 'some

professions could be centrally "banked" and on call through print-outs.

6. Special ...ocnTio-naftraining from on-site (factory) settings.

In very special and fast developing areas it should not be nece6sary to

duplicatt facilities in vocational schools. Vocational schools should

provide basic instruction while ETS-ll is used to keep up with the

changing technology on the factory floor; live broadcasts to the vocational

schools (or tapes) are available for follow-up.

7. Develop a research reporting system that removes lag time..

For example, research on new agricultural pest controls,.cancer, adult

learning, day care centers, would vie for scheduling on the standard

research time-slot open each evening from X to Y hours. Each live TV

reSearch repotting will be followed by ERIC type printouts of.background

and new materials.

4 2 ,
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ILL THE NATURE OF CONTINUING

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION

Cyril 0. Houle

cf the most profound changes in American thought and behavior

e .Jo gradually that their magnitude is seen only in retrospect.

;zillions of individual decisions, all trending in the,same

.cn.--though with frequent eddies and counter-flaws--a basic alteration

n ovr way of life. For example, the movement of the population--

t7le east Lu the west, from the south to the north, or from the farm

city and then to the suburbs--provides a land far different from

.5loy hilich our fathers and mothers knew. Other changes have become

c'ear--the shift from agriculture to industry.nnd then to the service

occ'Ipations; from isolationism to internationalism; from acivilian to

a militarized State; and from a free 'tO a controlled economy.

1.;;, are just beginning to realizeythat another Profound change has

occurred. We have moved away froM a Common-school society in Which every

child and youth climbed:)from six to sixteen years up the ladder of learning

from the kind-argarten or first grade to some upper rung,.depending on his

ability and financial resources, after which formal education ceased. We

have moVed coward a society in which learning is designed and conducted

from earliest childhood until-senility or death. We call this concept
_ v

"lifelong learning.", This article will concentrate,Rn the years after

graduation from the professional'school, but we shoulcirecognize that they

are'part of the larger whole of the lifespan.

Thirty-five years ago, we were all very,sure that the only people

who needed adult education were _those who had not hadthe benefits of

formal schooling. The process of education was like that of filling'a

a task to be accomplished as,far as possible between the.age of

six and the late teenslor early twenties. -With some people, colleges--

and universities did ;..r-en more. The ultimate product might resemble

Lord Macaulay of whom i was said that "he not only overflowed widi

5 5
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learning but stood in the slop!"

Once the student was deemed to be suitably filled with knowledge,

he or she had to endure a ceremony in which an orator announced that

learning was only commencing--but the young graduates usually had their

minds on something else at the time. Nobody--students, faculty or orator--

regarded the utterance as anything but ritualistic. Learning was over,

except for those pOor unfortunates who had fallen off the slippery ladder

at some earlier point and might be given a second chance to get back on

by a literacy class, a night school, a correspondence courie, an extension

program or an early morning television lecture on which it was hard to

keep one's sleepy eyes focused.

.This faintly comic picture was never really valid.. By the late l940s,

two fundamental facts became evident and, .n retrospect, we can see that

they were always true. First, the socioeconomic factor which correlates

most closely with the amount of continued learning in which an individual

participates is the level of his or her formal education. The morf you

have learned, the more you want to learn. Second, successful and innovative

people are more likely than others to take part in some form of continuing

learning. Thus adult education is not merely a compensation for the lack

of earlier schooling. It is also a reward for both the quantity and the

quality of formal education which an individual has undertaken.

Purposes of Continuing Professional Education

What are the purposes of continuing career education?. Some people

think about the matter very simplistiCally using some such slogan as

"keeping up-to-date on new developments" but most people realize that

several goals must be sought simultaneously and.that the process of doing.

so id difficult. There is no subject, however complex, whichif

studied with patience and diligence--will not become more complex. Such

is true of the purposes of continuing professional education, of which

we,loay identify at least eight.

The first aim is to keep up with the new knowledge required to

perfortaresponsibly in the choen career. Just think, for example, how

much has happened in the various professions in ten years. At the start

of the decade, we had just learned haw.to keep a man in orbit around the

/
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earth; at its end, we had sent many mento the moo.':. Generals discovered

very painfully that the crushing weiiihtlof great armaments cannot subdue

a dedicated peasantry. At the same timj, physicians and surgeons learned

'how to save the lives of men who in anykprevious war would have died.

Architects turned away from their infiltuation with steel and glass boxes

and are now employing new materials or finding inventive.ways to use

old ones. Patterns of resource allocation applied by public administrators

are shifting as a result of new doctrines. And pharmacistsperhaps more .

than the members of any other profession--have had to keep.. up with a

-changing scene, as no: products and new therapies succeeded one another

ot enlarged the range and the subtlety of treatment.

The second aim of continuing professional education is to master

new conceptions of the career itself. A recent study of dentistry notes

that "twenty-five or 30 years ago, dental practice'was limited to

relieving pain and treating lesions of the teeth, the gums and.other

tissnes of the mouth. Today it is concerned With7.the comprehensive

management of Oral, facial, and speech defects ana with the oral structures

and tissues as they relate to the total health of ehe.individual."

in other occupations, an equa-4.ly profound change has occurred and the

modern practitioner who does not unrierstan&that fact is obsolete.

The .thirA ,alla of continuing pta;fesslonal education is to keep up with

changes-in the relevant basic disciplines. Practical careers rest upon

theoretical bodies of knowledge.. The health'professions, including

pharmacy, depend upon anatomy, phy4iology, pathologyand biochemistry;

agriculture is based "upon soil chemistry,.meteorology, and plant pathology;

and. social work finds its roots in Sociology, psychiatry and political

science. The prtofessional does notIneed to become eimert in these

underlying bodies of knowledge, but he iloes need to learn about their

advances..

The fourth aimof career-oriented c\ontinuing educations to prepare

(sometimes after the fact!) for changes in a 'personal Career line. An

individual may move in one of many direc4ons, such as from' generalist

cp. specialist, from-one.specialty to Another, upward in a hierarchy,'frot

a lesser to,a more responsible job of the same Sort or into a completely

47,
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new career.

The fifth aim of continuing professional education is to maintain

freshness of outlook on the work done, so that detail is not neglected.

In every kind of career, people go stale after a while. My favorite

example was given by a novelist who said of a hospital diaplain, that

"he was just out of seminary and performed last rites without running the

words tou:ther." Perhaps education is not the only way to seek this aim,

but its achievement can be aided by educational means--by supervisory

training, by self-appraisal examinations and peer review, or by putting

oneself in a new work or study situation which demands attention to

detail.

The sixth aim of continuing professional education is to continue

to grow as a well-rounded person. The mind should never be fully engaged

in the practice Of a lifework, hawever exalted, but needs to withdraw

from that practice occasionally to be stimulated by contemplating theory

or seeking understanding and skill in different aspects of life. Otherwise, -

as Whitehead pointed out, "The remainder of life is treated superficially,

with the imperfect categories of thought derived from one profession."
,r

Thus, an'individual becomes a dogmatist not only on a single specialty but

on all of life. Each of you,can probably suggest which careers lead to

the greatest dogmatism.

The seventh aim of continuing professional education is to retain

the power to learn. This objective is an important adjunct to all the

others. The skills of mastering knowledge are like other skills--they

are learned by practice, they atrophy from disuse and they can later be

regained only with difficulty. The all-too-frequent end result was

plaintively expressed by the gentleman who was heard to iemark, "I can

see pretty well with my spectacles and hear pretty.well with my hearing

aid and eat pretty well with my new teeth,'and I am getting used to Wearing

a toupee and walking with a cane, but I do miss my Mind!"

The eigljth aim'of continuingeprofessional education is to discharge

effectively the social role impoaed by membership in a profession, a

role whidh always exists whether or not the profession.is licensed by

the state. The professional must learn how to take collective responsibility,

5 8
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to make right choices on issues, to'Impro.ve and e:,.cend the delivery of

service, cc collaborate vith allied proieSsiorw:, and to help police the

actions of fellow professionals.

Distinctions and Definitions

These eight purposes suggest that a fully fledged program of

continuing professional education cannot-be conceived and developed
.

.

either easily or rapidly. Mrs. Yogi Berra: once won a grand piano at a

raffle. The next day, Yogi sought out a fellow ban-player know,o for

-_his pianistic talents and said to htm, "m.r about dropping by our house

soMe:evening and showing us how touse it." That story Comes :to my mind

.whenevet,I hear of some new device o: process which purports to be an

.iiiTallible way of maintaining'the advanced and subtle skills and

understandings of hundreds of thousands of highly trained people throughout

a 50-year professional lifetime.

In designing any complex system, we must begin by making distinctions.

When most people urge "continuing education," they really mean "intermittent

education.", They believe that the flow of customary daily experience

should be enrichrd by reading books or journals, taking courses, attending

conferences or lectures, or participating in othor periodic-of sporadic
i

activities. .Mosr. educators settle very gracefully for occasional learning

of this sort, operating wholeheartedly in the belief chat "more is better."

It is wofth noting,-however, that intermittent education'falls short of

the fUllest meaning of "continuing education," whichi take to be chat

er:tgagement and :incerctinn viCh life in which the human mind is steadily

ahsorbed'in tts own enlargement. In even the most mundane tasks, some

parr of the mind stays free_ to act- as obServer and, if we wish, we can

constantly.COntemplate, reflect upon practice,-make judgments. bout the

Ceffectiveness of our actions and consider how we may improve o r

performance, Moving outward from this direet and internal. experience,

We can dic,cuss our work with associates, move collectively toward'its

improvaaentd, arudy qsic.,explore and take part In all thoge

systematic experiences which enlighten 411d enliven a career.

now well do people engagedAn post-degree carears_acttlally undertake
.-

Ols cgs of continuing education, or for that matter of intermittent-

49
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ethication? 'Those who try to answer that question ordinarily talk as

though e.;,ery learned occupation has two classes of membership--tirose who

ep u2" an(=. those who do not, the latter being,in the vast majority.

But everyone really understands that the gradation is subtle, and that

the members of a profession range greatly.from those whose constant

t_xamination of their work performance leads them to an ever more.refined

and exalted conception of it to those who seem content to grind through

ther flayt4 in deadly routine.

A hypothetical distribution of the members of a profession on the

basi,,z: of their sophistication of practice is charted (Figure 1). Modern

sociological invesFigation suggests that Such pe ple may be ranged alonga_

normal probability curve in terms of thei,r readiness to innovate and adopt

practices.. On thiS curve, at least four.different levels may be

distinguished, though not with precisiOn. At the uppeeend of the

continuum are the innovators, who cwitinuously seek to improve their

performance, usually in highly unconvehtional ways. They ate attracted

to ideas and practices that are still untested, but which seem to offer
_

great promise. Their desire to innovate may have to do only with the

techniquc:s of their work, but it may 'also lead them to push the,frontiers

of their careers-outward or to make linkages with othcr realms of

knowledge.

The pacesetters feel the need to be progressive in their practice

but are not eager to be the first by whom the new is tried. They. wait

until a practice or idec is fairly well tested, ahd then adopt it. This

judgmental qualiy of their characters t-nds to win respect and therefore

to make them legitimizers of innovation for other people. The majority

adopters make up the greatbak of those Who practice the career. Among
.

them, in a gradually spreading wave, innovations are diffused, winning

support in part because pacesetters have gat a seal of approval on them.

The final group dre the laggards, who learn only what they Must know

,they.are to stay in practice. They have built al-louse without windows,

and now they lii ! in the dark.

Innovators--It is my hypothesis thatothe nature and extent of the

,continuing education of those-who -work in a caieer is directly related

to their level of sophisticaticin of practice. Innovators do research,
,

have clear-cut plans of independent learning, seek.and, cherish part-time
4
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Figute 1 - A Classification of the Members of a.P ofession**

Level of sophistication of practice

*Praessors, association executives, researchers, governm
editors, etc..
**From the address "The Nature of Continuing Professional
Professor of Education, fhe University of Chicago, at the
Education Personnel.'

7
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teaching positions, belong to groups which.have restricted membership

and which take pride in being more advanced in their practice than their

colleagues, read highly specialized journals, attend invitational Geminars

and leave their work occasionally to engage in full-time study. Thomas
-

Hobbes said of them that they have "a lust of the mind,'that by a

perseverance of delight in the continual and indefatigable generation of_ ,

knowledge exceedeth the short vehemence of any carnal pleasure."

Innovators are so eager F,eek the new C:Jaz- less arduous efforts co learn

/than their own may seem s ip,rficial or evem meretricious to them. Thia

often leads them to ignore or be contemptuous of formal programs of ,

continuing learning.

PacesettersPacesetters "kook in two directions: toward the innovators

and toward the majority adopters. They value opportunities to be eNposed,

to new ideas and techniques, but they also maintain an attitude of

, conservatism toward avant-garde practices. Therefore, they seek to

learn by the methods used by the innovators, though to a less whole-hearted

degree. They are likely also to esteex membership in restricted societies; '1

part-time faculty positions, and other similar kinds of 'learning:, thnugh

their aim may not be so much to gain knowledge as to prove_to diemselves

and to others that they are part of the inner circle of,the profession.,

Yet the pacesetters are also concerned about the career group itself:

and feel a strong need to organize, conduct, or take part in itS stfuctures

- and its key.functions. .Thus the pacesetters strongly support group

'learning endeavors, giving leadership to such activities as the meetings of

professional societies, conventions, exhibits, short courses, lecture
-N

series, conferences, and efforts to learn within such institutional

settings as schools, welfare,agencies,.hospitals or-libraries. The pace-
,

setters are also the chief sponsors of the newer technologies of learning,.

° such as films, closed-circuit color television, video-tapes, recordings

or telephoned digests of research findings, self-scared exaMinatione,-

computer-assisted instruction or the use of simulated situations ,or case

studies. The'pacesetters often take par* irk these activities themselves,

though they do So with mixed motives; they want to learn, but they also

want tO lend to an activity the' support of their presence as.acknowledged

leaders in the profession.

6 2
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Maiority adolters--Majority adopters, since their number is so large,

have a spr&id of innovative interests, ranging from those practitioners

-who TiV below the pacesetters to those who are just above the laggards,

and sometimes moving upward to one or Slipping downward to the other.

The majortr/ adcT:er-S participate in organized programs of continuing'

educa0,on both because of a sense of obligation and because they respond

io the e.amples and the appeals of the pacesetters. Ideas.and practices

ar'e-',ilso diffused (More than is sometimes admitted) by the comMercial

appeals of Salesmen Of supplies, equipment, and services, who almost
.

? always surround their approach to a professional with soMe anra.of

education.
_

, Majority adopters vary greatly in their acceptance and practice Of

.self-.education. They usually pay lip service to the idea, but It is

,harder-to win their attemioa to a. specific proposal than their-verbal

:suppo-: d harder sti1J. to persuade them 'to participate in it. They

ul-lemscivs apart from inna4ators, who arethey are likely,to

.
thinktoo extreme in,their advocacy of whateyer is new or who,are likely

to'llve in a world .remolpTid from that of practical affairs. The feeling

o'irejection-,i,s reciprocated. In the field ofMedicine, J.G. Freymann

ha's provided an example of such Separatism--
. .

...among a vOcal minority of practicing physicians can
be found a thinlytVeiled anti-intellectualism, Preoccupation .
with medical economics, and resistance to change. In

the academic community can be,found islands of
intellectual snobbery, startling'ignotance of the
quality of practice outside the university, and

. impatience With conservatism.

SuCh a schism iS not unique to medicine. This separatIon, Letween the

innovators on the one hand and a substantial number of majority adopters

on the other,'highlights the,importance of the pacesetters in any strategy

of organized cantinuing education.

.LaAiirds--Laggards cauSe deep concern to everyone.. A profession has

lected them, trai\ned them, admitted them to practice, and must fight

to protect their perquisites. they are licensed, society has a stake

in their ability. ,
But laggards do not respond properly: ,to their privileged

position. Their ideas.have hardened before their arteries. Their old
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skills deteriOrate and they do not adopt n?..w ones--or, ii.they grudgingly

do so, it is by a not easily understood process of osmosis or by

yielding a bit to pressure. The laggards say (if they defend themselves

at all) that education costs money and time...They do not realize that

ignorance is even, more expensive. Other people may tell them how to

solve their problems, but they have a difficulty for every solution.

Reinforcers--You will have noticed a fifth group of people on the

chart; the reinforcers. They retain a career identification but they do

not practice it directly. Instead they'are profesors, association

executives, researchers, governmertt regulators, stimulators, editors,

and occupiers of many positions. Such peoplebear the. chieiadministrative

burden of'continuing.education since their livellhood center on it to a

greater qr lesser degree. bften they wOrk directly with learners, givl.ng

lectures or writing papers or. editorials. More ffequently, p\erhaps, they
. .

set up the arrangements:by which,other people:"chiefly,innovators and
, .

pacesetters, carry dut the majoeinstructional responsibility.

.All reinforcers gonceive of themselves as innovators or Pacesetters

but, as the clLrt suggests, they are actually drawn from allilevels of

sophistication of practice, including the laggard's. People/no longer .

competeat to,practice a profesSionSoMetimes oceilpy safe bekths in

assOCiatiOns, in government bureaus and, thoughas a profesor I hate

to say it, in universities- .If a reinforcer wants to p
,

laggard, he

often needs only to oci1C in the 'mirror Or go down the ha

As individuals,.tfie reinforcers tend to follow the frractic e of the

basic group to which they belong. If they have been iriovators they ari.
,

likely to remain innovators, though their attention m now be devoted
..--/

less to the coatent oi the profession itself than t the new frontiers of

1
nllettive advancement in which they find themsekfe/. The pacesetters

d Ihe members of the middle majority behave in th ir accustomed ways,

and laggards can resist knowledge just as successfillly on the'staff of

4 journal, in the secretariat of an association or of a government bure

or as members of a university faculty as they could if they were in

active practice.
0

The collective mix of the reinforcers has a great deal to do with
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the amount and kind of continuing education whifh a profession, or other

career group spousors. If most of 01.0 reinforcers, for iaxample, are toward

the right-hand of the curve on the the nrogram they prod,r-.te

will be characteried by v,ali.ty, oovelty, and diversity if so, it is

possible that LI:it memhers in the lo,..ter half of. the distrihtft4on will
1

. criticize the program because it ir- too impractical or vhzarv or

costs too much. If the mix.- of reinforcers centers around the middlo of

the distributionas it often doesthe continuit6g educational activities

prOvided will stay within a safe-and-sure pattern, following the

routines dictated custot. Meanwhile, the pacesetters will grace

speaker$' tables and the innovatorswill go off in their individual-ways

or form speiAal. 'groups that satisfy their hunger for learning. They:2
c

withdraw from the man body pi the r.tare.r group and somet!mes Acf*.w it

with disdain or scor.

To suggest that these five g uph exist is not to imply that miin

and women are loy.1- univ,<!rwillv and 'forever into a ajle pattern of

cnnevativones:: or of study. some people may welcme a new idea in on,!) part

of their lees and reject it in others; and the growth of re5poosibilicy

turns many a yo'unr. inn.ovatori into a, middle-aged pacesetter. Yet this

ordering of individuals into .broadlr,' (1?::finable groups appears to describe

at least one facet of reality.

,A Look-,4 Present Policies and 6el.,4s:

If so,- we need to Wok at some of our present policies and beliefs .

we have a generil-li idtia that everybody ought to" learn more than he

now knows. I t is tim is 0:intight which givei;trise to the policy that more

Is het.ter--mpre meetings...more courses, more lectures, more journalv, more

books, more everything. To achieve this idea, we may simply churn out a

notAber of-gener:-Ilized program: for everyone who will come; or we may use

a variety of approalo:;, thinkivg 'about special.areas of content or

about the needs of disfInctive (...1cupational'illotip. It may be that if we

wantto think .about advancing a professiion as a whole, we may first need

to _conSAder the di-F4tinctive, edUcational requirements of each of the
%

subgroup!,1 t 4a4ve hypOthesied.

The. (nuovators need to.find ways to.axplore Ole frontier of the

occupation, creting the new ideas and the tested knowledge that. will
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eventuaf. dYtuse_d to other professionals by the yarious channels of

)acesetters need to learn how to exercise their special

of l !.?rshh o estabiish patterns of education. And whoever is

respons for a group of rzinforcersthe dean of a. school, say, or the ,

administrator of a government bureau or a professional association--

need ro try to recruit pacesetters and innovators for his staif and give

them freedom to work and learn effectively.

However, the two chief concerns-of organized continuing education

today in all occupations are the samehow to speed up the learning of the

majority adopters and how to reach the laggards. The arguments ordinarily

deal'with whether it is bettct to use e stick or the tarrot.

analogy grows more vivid when one considers that these two forms of

stimulation are usually:required by mules or donkeys. In the matters

with which we are dealing, "the stick requires the threat of lawSuits or

governmental regulation, compulsory continuing education, the fear of

adverse:publicity, the loss of the right to practice, and the introduction
---

of litenses which must be periodically renewed. The generaltheoryis_

that if minds are not cultivated, they should be plowed .under. The carrot

calls for the growth and enrichment of opportunities to learn until they

are so pervasive aad attractive that they become irresistible. Some

greater use than at present of both approaches seems inevitable, though

the mixture will vary from occupation to occupation, and from time to

time.

All of these concerns suggeSt intermittent education,.but beneath
z

-them lies the deeper thethe Of continving education.. How does the individual
/

worker-build within his or her value structure thebelief that continuous

learning should be a way of life and how is that belief arried out?

ls performance in this respect.a wholly innate or selfdirected

accomplishment, or can external influences be brought to bear upon it?

If the organized career group can have such'an influence, how dOes it

do so? Is it enough merely to increase the volume and quality of

intermittent learning in the belief that thereby reinforcers, innovatOrs,

IpaceSetters, the Middle majority, and laggards will all be aided to

strengthen their underlying'sense of desire and need for learning? It

6 6
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is 4.11 finding answers to these questions that the deepest challenges

lie.

The world of work is scorned by those who argue that it does nOt

involve the nobler aspects of life. And yet, as Gautier once said,"All

else passes; art alone endures." He was thinking only about the fine

'401ftts, but his observation is also true in the dictionary's broadest

definition of art as "skill in performance, acquired by experience,
,

study, or obServation." Modern men and women find that the esSential

nature of the work they do (as pharmacists, architects, engineers, healers,

priests, administrators, or members of otker professions) has endured

through the centuries while civilizatiOns rose and fell and new ones took

their place.

The quest for excellence in any craft requires continiaing effort to

learn to perform it well. An observation by Joseph Conrad identifies the

lasting goal at which that quest always aims. He said, "...the attainment

of proficiency, the pushing of your skill with attention to Che most

delicate shades of excellence is a matter of vital concern. Efficiency

of a practically flawless kind may be reached naturally in the struggle

for bread. But there is something beyond--a higher point, a subtle and

unmistakable touch of love and pride beyond mere skill; almost an inspiration

which gives to all work that finish which is almost art--which is art."

7
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IV. SELF PIANNED LEARNING AND MAJOR PERSONI.i. CHANC;h

Alien Tough

The first item on Chart: 1 outlines the focus or phenomenon that

has fascinated me for the last ten years or so. I have called ic a learning

project, but what I suggestfin parentheses would be an even more ccurate

title -- a major learning effort. The focus is on people trying to tearn,

trying to change. People ef course learn with/out trying, bur Chat is
,

not what I'm lodking at. What.T. suggest that we look at is highly

deliberate effort; we define that 46 effort mere more than half of the

.person'Stotal motivation had to he learninf and retaining certain

definite knowledge or skill -- so that less t half of the person's

motivation can be pleasure or enjoyment.

And I've,suggested that there has to be a clear focun. The person

nas to know what he or she is trying to learn. Someone who walks into

a museum for an'hourknoing that he will learn something but not-knowing

what, simply does not qualify byzeur criteria. We have a minimum time,

period, Seven hours chat is oVer a period of several months. A person

has to spen&at-least seven hours trying.co-gain rhis particular knowledge

and skill. Now in fact tl.e aVerage learning project is around 9.0 Or 100

hoUrs,'so we do not have to use that seven-hour'cut-off all th:at often.

My reason for choosingthe seven hours was partly as a magic number, end

loartly It's about one working day; and my feeling has been that if someone

devotes the eqUivalent-of a working day to trying,to learn something,

it is worthwhile looking.at it.

Number two on Chart 1 gives you the various populations of the w:..udy

int/erviewed by our group in Toronto and by graduate students and

others all atross the U.S.A.,. Canada, Ghana, and New Zealand (though

I do not have.the data from there yet). Combining .the results of all these

'studies we find that the differences are not great. In facrthe'daca

found in each study are roughly the saMe as data found in the otIler

studies. Andthat is what number three on Chart.I deals -with
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Charta Learning Projects

1. A learning project (major learning effort):
- highly deliberate, effort

-- to gain and.retain certain definite knowledge and skill

-- clear focus'
-- at. least 7 hours
,

2. Populations 5urveyed:
Toronto: pre-school moners; elementary sdhool teachers;

lower ,ahitecollar women and men; factory workers;
municipal'Oolitidians; social science professors;
unemployed men; IBM salesmen; professional men;
16-year-olds and 10-year-o1ds

-- Vancouver: ..members of Public employees' union
-- SyracUset suburban houtewives
-- Tennessee.: largerural aod.urban populations
7- Nebraska: adults over '55
-- Fort Lauderdale: adults Who recently completed high school .

-- Atlanta:, pharmacists
KentückY'r: parishministers .

-- W. Afica .(Accra, Ghana): tecondary 'School teachers;
bank oicers; department store executives

-- New Zea4nd: SeveralNorth Island populations

3, A middle orimedian person:
/conducts18 different learning projects in one year

--spends altotal of 70u hour's-altogether at them

.

4. Who plans the learning efforts from one sestion tn-ihe next?
the learner: 687 .

-- a .grou0 or its leader/instructor: 12%

-- pre or-friend in a one-to-one Situation: 8%
a nonhuman resource (records, TV, .etc.): 3%

--, mixed (no doeinant planner): 9Z .

'Out of 100 learning p-ajects, 19 Are planned by a professional educator
and 81 by an amateur.

6, Mwt common motivation:. some anticipated use or application of the'
; knowledge and skill.

Les common: curiosity or puzzlement, or wanting to possess the
knowledge for its own-sake.-.-

fthile (less than 17. of all learning efforts): credit.

6 9
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common this-pbenomenon is, ,and,how much time it'takes, Those figures .

.-

pertOin to the middle or median person (chat is, half of- the people in

these populations have learned more ond spent more time_ learning and half
,

/he people have spent less). And you will notice that this person conducts
,

//eight different learning projects, eighiZ major learning efforts each

I

/ year -- in eight quite different areas of knowledge and skilh/ That In.

itself is qnite different, of course, _from what. previous surveys have

found.

The other statistic is That people spend a_total of 700 hours at

thiS activity -- highly deliberate efforts to learn. 'cl decided against

calling The Adult's. Learning 2,121cita "Seven Hundred Hours" because then

--we were-not-sure-about-the figures. Vow I wish I had called it-thatf).

The figure is probably low -- at least fpr a great many populations --

for two reasons. First, many of.our interviewers have failed to:get

the full number,of hours. Almost eyery interviewer report's missing some \

.

learning project. Then some of the later stuVeS have-actually had muc/y
/

higher figures ehan-that-sevn-hundred. That works out to almost twp
i

i

'hours a day -- an incredible figure When you think about it.
1

. Now, number four 6n the Chart helps one to understand wny our figures
-,-

are so different from thOse of Johnstone's, National SurVey, in the l940's,

and some of the other Surveys. It describes who planned the learning

effort from one session to the next,.-.--nnt.who did the initial pianning --
e

-the day-to-day d2ciding about what to learn and now to go about it.'Andy..

of zsburse, the' majority are self-ganned. Th.e lest-nor himself or herself

decides which step"to take next in the /earning ef Ort---the learner
-.

plans the path. It is often e, zii-zag path which Fo,..ms he1ter-4.1telverti

-but the learner.doeS,decide from one session to the next what_and how

to learn.

Now whathas happened I think, looking) the nsearch pet-he lafit

fifteen years (or even longer), is that until &airlv r.ccentlY'people... .

looked only at r.hetip.of the iceberg.' Onlyasmal part:.af 04 iceberg

shows above the water's surface. In adult learning or ajult education

that sMall highly,visible tip ofthe iceberg is groups of _people

ldarning -- in a.aditoriums, CVsrooms, workshops, or conferences.

7 0
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is what adult educators have noticed and paid attention to over the years.

Rightly so. ,Thatt.s anportant phenomenon.

Now johnscone took the great, step of putting a question in a survey

asking for other ways of learning. He did not have any probes; he just

asked one simple, blunt question; and so .he diclnot get all. that Much

,response. He got far More response than he anticipated. He was amazed.

His Volunteers Yor Learning reflects his amazement. But of.course, we

now know he got lt,only a tinyportiOn of the self-planned learning or

learning planned outside'of educational. institutions. We came along,

in A simple,-minded Way, and interviewed people about all of their learning

eiforts. 14 found they couldn't remember them. ,So we developed ptobe-

Sheets,that s4gestedsome,things..that people' learn about. And,we also

took an hour and one-half (at least.an hoUr) in most of the interviews

tOstudy just this phenomenon,' whereas Johnstone was studying a whole

range ofphenomena.

We.really-pushed, poked, probed, and helped the person recall. We

found it too eople about 20 te/.25 minutes to'reLly start getting on

our. Wavelength an start to recall their projects, at least beyond three

or.four. of them. AlSo Johnstone's intervieWers were interviewing toe

. person who answered the door and-asking them about-every adult in the

hbehold, so that if I answered the door I would be asked about my wife's
_

1earn1n3 prejects aS well as my oWn.
A-

Wellyhen I did intervieW My wife 1\I found that I was' not much aware .

of'-hRk: learning projects./. .I thought that;I kneW her pretty well, but I

was astounded at the kind of thinga she was Spending countless hours at
1

e I

'that I sLmply hadn't put'together although I knew some of the bits and...

pieces- So I would not have answered johnstone's interviewer very
. 1

accurately about het learning.. And I would nothave dpne a great,deal

, 'better with my own learning.. And suspeet that most of us are in t..he

same condition -- not really in touch sAth all of the things that we

have been trying to learn in the last twelvelmonths.

So Johnstones interViewers asked-a/question sem3thing like this,

flDuring the last twelvemonths, have you,.or'anYone else in-yoUr household,
;

. j .
trild to learn something independentiy-on your own?" Most people did riot
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recall any, and we now find, of course, that thg real picture is the

reversa of that. Most everyone recalls quite a few -- and it is a rare

-person who remembers only one or two or three, In the. Toronto group we

ound only One "zero," and in moat of the other stUdies there were either-

no zeros or very few.

We've looked at this totalAcebexi. then and most.ef it is in the

invisible part, the-self-planned part. It is Invisible co the learners;

it is.invisible:in other people around them., It is a phen'emenon that we

are just not In touch with.; it is,not very common aca,dinner parry to

say, "And whatate youtryitig to learn laceli?" It,is not something'th t

you talk about. We talk about courses and conferencesi but not the.,other

kinds of learning At least we do not put it all togother in a single ,

phenobenon an effort tolcarr,

iou will notice on the chart:that 12 percent of all majo0earning efferti;

are conducted in groups4' plannedby the group or the leader, or instructor. Less

than 10 percent.are condtkiced fo:,a one-to-one sicuatio tho way/we 4114 or
_ N

most of us, learn to drive a car', play.the piano r tennis. The figure that:
-

surprised me the MoSt I guesa-'is the 137-percenp for norxhuman 1..lources. I chotight

prograMmed instruction and television series, language recordsland. so on Would:
?

be MUdh-i-TrOte pOpular-thancheytturned out to be,:'.Thcn there is the 9 percent that

is mixed°. Of course, a1most:11 of chose' are selfj-plannedplus;symething else.o .

et th7e self-planned fi2ure of 6 per6ent llould be raised;to somechink
. .

. .

three-quarters or Tipercent:,

,In number five I have trA0 to capture all the figures in one very

.simple statistic; and that iS chat if you look at one_huOdred learning_

projects, about twenty are planned by professienals andabout eightY by

the, learner.hlmself or herself or'Some other.amateur planner.'

Turning n'o . to. what people levxn about or learn to do, we f nd that

there is 1neredibl6 diverslt)k; la you III*, atoomJ611 pf peoplerto cake_

lists of.their,7ecent personal learning projectsyou wIlX find a mind._

boggling,%iariety of topics. An impAication of this is i'very very old
%

one in_aduWedueation that noone institution: could 'Possibly meet

the needs of;a/1 lean-ling projects for all adults. Tn fact I.da not

think any inatitution can even Comprehend all f)f the itemar,pou get on

such lists. So adult,edUcation zust:be coo14 noc enz;n1



yout i:A!4Catiotl i)rimarily is. Anydae who has studied

u. 1

tho J. this is one of the basic haracteristics of

the f-1AAI; tr:tn;wndow; (f.vorit.v of institutions. We begin to

sev. whys h,lause of the.!:icredihie diversity of learning needs.

It LiL hPs be useful co try to answer ,pome questions frequently
..,-' 7

put to ail.. about our research.

.qlyi2i,!211; "How do you dis.einu-ish botween activities and learning,

projects, or an: they. one and the,same?" What we are really,looking at is
.

;
the intenqon of the acti.vitv. So that regardless of'what the person is

.

doin, If .he is trying'-to leax7n, .tvying tO:change through that activity,

then i4e call it 4 1eaning project. People dO learn:im other ways. . There-
,

are lots of activitjes that lead co learning. But if that. is not the

p=:rson's Primarvr-Intention then we do not- include it in our definition

of a learning project.

9!uestion: "Do yoU define (ling as change?" Yes, it can be

internal cfiange)-- -within one's head Understanding, information, or

whatever. I define, a irn,ng project as aneffort to change.

Ouestion: "ls some sort of stres$ a Prerequisite for a learning

project to begin?" No, maybe approximately one-third 8f all learning

projectsl)egin because of :,this, bUt a ,lot begin for other reasons
,

curiosity; fOr evmPle The:desireto build a porch around my house may

_ nor come,Out of stress;:it maY simply be something I Want toldo. Growing

veget.nb?.es might be'inftiated:because you don't have money to buy-them,

og it mightlUst be for fun.

Sfibther important factor is that these learning projects Can Continue:

-)

.Ove'r many'ye,ars. In Weat founr'_: a gveat manY projects that=

went hack ten or fifteen years. Students at my institution now are trying
- ,

to trac!e some of' the projects back to see what the origins are, and they
v.

art:JON:en going back to:cijildhood -- so that you can't understand' the

present;leaening.project without knowing what the learner's previous

-interests were. There really is a long-terw ssPegt. Now ..some of them

,

come and zo. Some are seasonal,. like terlis, ,Some
,

come and go;. like
;

raiSinglkiUs, in the sense that a different kind of-crisis will arfse .

az diffrent,times. The kid seem to go through periods of plateau' when

63.
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everything is rather sunny; then things seem to fall apart. He or she

wOn't sleep or eat, or hits people. Then you turn to Dr. Spock or your

neighbors or pediatrician about howto deal with it. Then you go through

another period of several months when you are not learning anything or

putting in the effort.

There are other learning projects (I think this is,a typical

American pattern) that are very brief. I have to make a decision by

Wednesday, s.o I will read everything I can now and ask people about iE,

and then I!ll make the decision.1 Or with child*rearing, you may have

a crc.sh program for five days. This seems to be thetAmerican style. 1

say that because we were not picking th'3 up in West Africa even among

business executives, who did not lseem to have so many of these short-

term projects. ,

QuestiOn: "What about,variations in the learning as the Tesult Pf

work or other activities that are taken on primarily forreasons other

than learning?" It is not always true Lt people learn from their-work.

The trend that I see is that,people.are choosing jobs that seem tp,be

edbcative, amicorporationsl or employers that will be eduCative.-, .They

are asking a little less no'W 'of pension plans.and that_sort ofthing and
<>

a little more about the kind of- organization itis. General ElectrU
. ,

44 a-survey on the futute f businessyalues end. they clearly fountrithis
1

o '

shift toward looking at howeducat:ive, a job ortask,is. I enjoyed .

interviewing one fourth-grade teacher whO'chose thints 'to teach'that h'e

to,.t.otivarewanted to learn about:

himself.; I have heard Sunday School teachers. Say the same thing

we do.choose-seme of out tasks partlY in order to learn.' It is a

fascinating' Phenothenon.'

He knew:that was an effective way

,Major Personal Change

Let's go nciw to another,telated topic. which.I !-"major per9o0a1

change:" last few: years I have begun to focwm qqn

one ttpecifiC area,of learning prvjects,

are unimportant, but MYowU interestls

Major means that the learning' effort is

6 4

that, I thlink :chat the ot eta
-

to study major peraanal.
,

do4ipned to produce zajor. thAnges,



siz-.,nifi:cant changes, in the person. Personal chaLqw suggests that ii.. is

somehow a personal thing. a change ill lifi.?-style, attitudes, emotional

rctions, male-female ,relationships, or whatever it happens to he.

of these seem more personal than learning about what is hw:Npening ever

in the Middle Fast or something like that. .
I'm not Intting down the

importwIce of that, bla juSt crying to explain my own focus cn the major

or immediate types ot'. changes.

There follow.two charts that deal with tis area.. :Chart 2 (called.

"What Personal Changes Ca5.1 Someone Strive Vor?") lists thecontent or

.curr.icolum of Otis area, i..e., vhat it_ is-that pe6ple c:an try r,o chan4.,.e

in:theMsw,Aves. Chart 3 ("Some Methods for Personal Growth").lists the

how,./4he paths, the ways, the scepS, 'the techniques and Methoft.>

would-like the reader to look over thoae two. charts -- ,try.to be:.awAte

of your reactions.asvou 0 so -- yoUr-mental, emotlonal, and.intellectuaI
. t

,reactlons.. 1,:hat do these, cli-art.:4 dooto you? do the ;d0 io your

thinkin; an.; vhat do' they do to your felltle,t '

are r 4mon rtz.actions a personn encoun,tering the ttix s

1-
1ollo..;e4 by my .:;:wro comments

/ .

ikeaction: "You 4!,.et dpvn tofsome very basIc tOngs, and 1 IlAd'myself

in'qt4te

recogto Yourself f,n 50MA!, of the itv,Ms.

ReactiLj.:: "Seems toJe some:thing, you do

adulvhood,". soLl,t :.11,e th1regf,1 go all tftrotw,h your lifetime --

1!,ke those short-term project we mention,A

Reaction: "Mahy vvem to ht! t,yp'es of experientes that many people

tlave not begun...to :,:oni,i,Wer." No one iierson is going to be involved 11-3

all of these thinv,s., Probablv mo4t Of them never w411 he involved in

'them. 3omf±"(ckt them-mly "bothee you. Perhapfi, nom f you voOld like

)1ang,e a lot of vikt5 ,r,, but finA ./e14,1 Ark.,. not usirw many .methoilvi

IV do That I fairly cemmon.re,ati.on..

"Looking at the li,15t, '1,-feel that the majority of them

institutli2ns:" Yes, there is change

a for,: of them," This. is a very/commotyrction to

from-childhood through

not

React:tont

coktid.or would oceac outside formal

-in fori0012institutlons, but many of them

of experiences,

/s)

tend rtot-to provide these kinds

1
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Chart 2 What Persorial Changes Can Someone Strive For?

a.\ self-understanding

b.. exp,ress genuine feelings and interests
J.
c. close, authentic relationships with Others

d. broad understanding of history; geography, cu tures, universe, future

e. better performance, on 1;tfjol:3;.re.L.shaper',he_Job or its mearuLag;_ new lob

f. qult,dritiklng; stop beating children;,quit heroin

cope bette:= with the tasks necessary for.survival

h. body free from.excessive'tenseness and wasted energy; physical fitness

.1. new prioritis Emong goals (desired benefits)1 a fresh balance of
.activitjes or expenditures

j. re-shape relationship with mate; new-mate or partner (or an alternative'
living-arrangement); new circle of friends-

.

k. Cdpacity for. finding a calm center of peace and inner strength amidst'
the turmoi

1. adequate self-:teem ,

m. reduction of psychological and emotidnal problems and blocks that/'
inhibirfull human functioning

.n. improved awareness. and-consciousnesmore open-minded al. inquiring;
: seeking am accurate picture of rea:fity

alternate realities.eiti!r sensitivity to psychic' phenomenon and_t

p. freedom, liberation, Looseness, fl-xib4lity

q. cOmpetenceati)sycholoOcal prócessing, at
parsonal.probles '

.1'eSt fOr .
life; joyq.hapiriness

a. 1iberat.iof7n fima:j:ermaie stereotyping, or 'from other role-playing
.1

, positive mental health; higher:level olpsychological.

handling own Eeelings and i

emOtiorial maturity
functioning

,o. 6piritual'insights; cosmic consiouSneas'

v. less selfish 4nd more ,a greater effart eo contribUte
the lives of otlz.ers

w. cceptanct and love Of se_lf 'ond othert4 accept the world as it Is

x. come to terms with own;tleath

II)

to



Merhods .For Personal Growth

,- .

ion with a closeierid or an/anformal helper; relationship
Wil .:1:iL,..! Or 1OVA2 partner V\

..i.:.;;; diet; _foenrieti-k-.i, massa);e; acupuncture and polarity

',1,:-rp-..': Rolin);; Well Bodyook; biofeedback; spor!-L; movement and
d:,nce t:tcr:ipy :

',.,

..v.°j7,a tx42-rci-s. mzirt--il rt-7--; . t',it:i chi; aikido; judo; karate)

... indiil c.0,2ni-tc.lin: tet ivisults; individual-psychotherapy;

groop therapy i t,

behavior ::,:odifi-tioh i \

vncounter groups; sensory awrAhets; group exercises to develop_

:ivif-insight or closi::. au-LhenLici\human,interaction; Herbert Otto's

t--:-:ur4:isi.,; P*;ycilosynthesi; Ceslalt therapy grouPs; Transactional
Analyi75; psychodrama; art thera'py; tIleater games
inividt;a1 ).;se (whenever amproprfate) of personal exerci-ies\ and

--- -,f, ,::i.uns-raising groups and 4terature.for women and e

p:,.:,i,:100ca:i prossiing such :is '..t.hinking, listing..w.ls-he.s----4
,

77---,---I'Eg.i...i.;ning co csne ' A unco ousT---nri

.- \:-t?..,,A_Irlg driAms, keey±pf.,a4c,tvrni ing to music, Co o

(.11:-.:..q-1:,0v experience.; or other. pssAchic eXperienCes; astronauts'
. .

,exper'ler..c-e vf sof,,:ing thii'earth rromlouter space

11. ,..;vidv4 litesie; dired daydreamAI Transcendental Meditation;
Mint: ,:;e,-; hyptiot:io. r.r.,:tnce 1

Q:'':', birth or- infapcy; GrW's third 'LSD level (symbolic
-1:::: I

I i.
.7;--, tp=rti,ii,'ceni-uniry, qmbolic, or consciousness-

...,Ilt expric-nce!; -- via r_elis4ious\services, spiritual practices,
pychedel:.c drugs, 1i7:: f;14s, prayer, wilderness solitude,

ion, :iex, ci.tant.i sp;inhing, Arica training,
Spirit, 7,h, Buddh4;m, Christianity, Judaism,

:.1;;-: . .

. , .

ri ,tilijdblIth; livia); with thildren; V\'arent Effectiveness Training
, ion; aue_tovisual ebvironment; 3elf-improvealent tapes

,
.

. and . .
- .

1
,

,

.

:

li'halTnging ta::3'r; or an educatie job; working in a growth-

facilitt..tlg organizatiG.n
coixsoonfic..el cliscussion group; mnnn ament training; ,

.- ::... rgani.otional developinent .

._

19.. fi:til.-pi grou) s .and Other pi,,,:er-groups; ..yninon
..

-
.- .).., .-Tuu,sic; Arts; craf.t.15 -: .

.

.

,
.21. -404-1,:m..r_:e chanO in .17.1festyie; new circle o t. -Jriends'; mew neighborhood;

.A. .

: e.x-pretisire. ciothe . ...,

.

.

_

travel o.1ive ahrea.d;. .1.i. 4ithin the encou ter culture, a'
. .

. Conifiou'tne5 III life- . ' groupa tommune. the counter-culture

'. oe:,'uktger',;:, cultAtr. Jr-sow; otherubculOreor:-zulture
. . r , ...1/4 %



Reaction; "It seems to me that a lot of these are motivated out of

prevailing diScontent witft materialistic society." Right, i.hese aren't

very materialistic lists. They are also lists that assume that the person

isn't scrambling to get enough money to eat, not severtlly crippled in

some emotional way, that some of his basic needs are taken care of.

People who do not have enough money would not even know what thes' 1ist s

are all about.

Reaction: "It seems to me that many of the methods are for the perso,n

who is aware that they are available and not necessarily for the guy who

is just sitting at home. I can't see him dealing with a lot of these

. methods." Many of these methods have been developed in the last ten or

fifteen years; so_they-are-not generally known to the public. My own

project is to try to develop,a bridge between this array of available

techniques and people who should know about them. It is par.; their

recency; and partly that they seem strange to people. Half the methods

on the.list probably bothered you when you first heard about them -- even

,one like jogging. So there are a lot of reasons that people do not know

about these kinds of things. I Would like to see that change also.

Reaction:. "I seem to acquaint a lot of the personal-changes with

yaslow's 'Self-Actualization,' and, as others have said, there are only

certain people who have theit other needs met who can work n3wards that."

I think I am also picking up Maslow's "Self-Esteem.level"-and his

"Interpersonal-Relationships level.:t

Reaction: "It is interesting that almost everything on,ti: personal.,

changes list is a type of assessment or judgment about progress tht. 15

very 'individual.' I have to decide for myself whether or not that change

has occured. I might get some feedback from other People, bl.:t it is my

decision and no one else can tell me whether not I've pulled it'off."

True,- mostOf these items are Very hard to measure. We have' -found that

people who are learning on their awn are preoccupied with evaluation of'

11. i well they are doing and what level they are at. They develop all

kinds of ways Of dealing with that. One of them is ;to have a Conversac-iOn

with soineon'Who.is an aeknowlEdged expert. There are other ways.

Certainly some items on this'list- are very hard to_evaluate. How d

7 8
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they move

t2oh:

.0,at :!t,. Lu that y

Tho:-...! are

leavaer.

bi2e

, and that is a step.

where thl.y and how far

rd

, the

" That' 21 n

willinv,he:,Is to risk.. ou might find

-11_ like al'out yourelf.' That is right.

patterns That Ls the choice of the

thiit edhdators a.r, pretty r-cuch

fro-teav.7hini: z. .3 and our.schools are not

ma;c,it=g 1,hese a7, Tha is right. Now sc.mebodY

_k,:y:get.-A that t. edu,:iat vs hot, e:-Terieritting many of, these things

That on. In Iact tR that these often

7-4e !

pt

:her to a wor'kahop or somethiag

rather than through at tec,hnlog'

1,12::.

of comments, that

,n't hellove that,"

t s involved, ane: we

alway:: "lakt. eyen: I know a

Amerian,,; how many close fri.2nds they

th-y

they've seen

'Not. vor-m

1.;i111. ut if you ask them how often

those friends '7.;,n the last four mo:iths, they will usually say,

And he conciade,3 that Avericaps do not have c1o6e friends.

add thAt 1. do not want to h a salesman for acy of
,-

rtetnod. -t.40 reomnenif t .tho lheartedly to all people.

am 4'0,:m0:y. tryinic,to Iist 7,,etho,tis that some pc.)I,e'use, for growth -- that

iS, ,meAvls that a parcfperfion ttithc use in' an'Jattempt to grow. in

1.
do 110A3ihk:pc'opie object to these items. -I used to have

7.9
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"scientology" on the ligt, hut it bothered people so mucli I took it off.

Implications

We can consider now some implications for action -- for educators

and educational institutions looking at same better kinds of help that

could be provided. What do we do to facilitate, to help people learn

more or better things for themselves? Or, how can we help people witil

major personal change?

I.have five answers to that question that I will state fairly

quickly. The first ...me is rather strange. It is to look not at the

prograffi the institution provides for people but to look at the staff of

the institution. The concept here is to look at educators or teachers as

learners instead of looking at them just as teachers, or people who are

facilitating the learning of other people. I think probably the largest

change in our institutionswill come from learning how to facilitate the

learning of the staffs of those institutions.

I don't mean Chat educators don't learn. We've found that hementary

_teachers, for examples, spend an average of two hours a day learning

to be better teachers. But at the same ;time 7-Ibtitut:H)ns tend to do very

little to facilitate tLa learning of their own staff members. To me this

is'just an incredible situation. If any institutions in society should

, be facilitating learning and change among their own staffs,-Ithey should

be; schools; colleges, and adult education programs. But in fact thy,

. don't. One of our doctoral students who had.interviewed:tfte elementary

school. teachers decided to try to-Put into practice theirecommendans

at thij'nd of his dissertation. He put himself on the line and became rhe

principal of our campus lab school, where/Icy kids haPpen to go: He has

just transformed that place in three ye rs. He!s.dOie it by focusing )iis

efforts on.helping these-teachers to-become better'teachers. And of

course, because he'd studied their learning, he knew2that most of it was

selfLplanned. He then cried to facilitate that.naturalprocess --'not

run a professional development day- or staff meetings or something like

that. \

\ 4
liather,'he is helping the teacherrT individually, or-1 in p:ouPs t7f.two

or three, to set thgir learning goals q:d; go ahead to beCome better teacher6,

-sit
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however they want to do it. One of the first things he did was to give

them Wednesday afternoon off -- for learning. Ale brought parent.., in to

handle the kids. It sounds so obvious and so superior to having one day

. a year for "teacher development day."

The second suggestion, or implication, is to add "major personal

change" to the curriculum at whatever level. And as I sugEested earlier,

this is in fact being done -- mostly in an underground or .7.1.1ioor way.

That is, an individual teacher gets turned on to the noti, . introduces

it tu his or her class. The schools hal.,e often worded their .ims toward

self-development objectives like self-insight, inter-personal relationships,

and evenpiritual growth. But they haven't'actually done much about it

until new. iThis situation is changing rapidly. .7or example, there was a

'ante project funded by the Ford Foundation, in cooperation with Esalen

Institute, in which these methods ware introdUced into a school system.

Nuw a third implication is the mechanism suggested by Ivan

and.Everett you know, tLose people have received most of the

publicity for saying ti.tt the monopoly of the school system should be

broken, that educAtion .ihould be more pluralistic, kids should have more

choice where nnd they lean. They should not be forced to go to

ia sing1,, monoilchfc institution, Ouit of. the main_critici.sms..of, Illich

1

and Reimef that they- denjt. !:uggestialterratives. (Incidentally,. I

think the alternative that is to be flared the most is that educators will

1--y to get thei,f hands o:..the tutal ninge oC adult learning and guide it,

mAnage it, and stamp it with-their se41 of approvai at the end.)

illich Ad,Reimer do ratike some sliecific suggestions: They mention

three mechrmis--.two of tese l)!Ren implemented and the third.one

----has not, asjar a! 1 Or.4',,! of thes ia a skill exchange and one has

been stafted in nvanaten, *,,nich may be the hest. The idea of a

0:change la very afiLe. If I Pant to learn how tO play guitar'I

1 ibis telepone numberiand say,th I want tmli, play the guitar. Then

they give me the nnocs and teIephone number$ of two or three_people who

have phoned iibarlier arid said that they would enjoy teaching someone-t6

play the guitar. I thin' meecwich one or. tyo or threp'of theae people,and

decide 141ich one I 'in t to rea!n_ frOM..I Might volunteer later tateach



someone else. Usually the meetin;;; takes plaz:e a 1.-.in;..s

a coffee shop, so that if people .ich't hit it off there no great harm

done. The system is very cheap and th i& is spread to At least twenty

cities in Canada and the U.S.A. When I was in New Zealand last yer

came across.two cities chat had SQC up 1earni4 xchanges and T. know

there are some in Australia.

Another suggestion is a "peer Matc_ icrelce." .141 occl;

you are.not looking for a teacher -- somebody who is bettv than
!

,

but for someone who is at your level. If I want to i.mprcve t:

playing or my tennis playing, I might'want to find a partner who ist

about my level. Or, I might want to.find somebody to talk to about

inflation or Watergate. The ider:, is to match,peoplt: who can learn together
,...7

as peers, not as one teaching the other.

Then there is a "directory of free-lncers" -- peoPle who will want

\

,

to be paid to facilitate learning. I am n)t aware of this bein 4one at

l'

all. The first two suggesti ils have been ried -- the skill exchange

much more than the peer matching service.

A couple of other suggestions: these

educational institutions:. One of them is

and increase the amoUnt of help for studen

\

apply $ipecifically to 1

1

o increase the,amount of cce

s. It is:c to be a two-14d

thimg. -Our first step usually is iiwre:ising t.,- unt of choic1:7 tn 1

, I

how people learn. :That is not so scarey .:-(, tiv.,Jtrurs -1- saying to Ow

student, "Eere's what you have to learn btit: th(fre ar(7 tr,..ro or Lbree pa64:f
i

to get the:.e." The other kind 'of choice wonlci by tp give people freedom
I

in what they learn; thlt I. a little scar ursles limited to prncedurea
4

like giving out a xange'of assignment pcilicies or a liat of topics

for esAays. One way to increase that a ).i.i.::14.1 is to makethe 13St itw

something like., ",Or any other topic chosen
\

by the student and approved
:

by the teacher:" The way I do it in my gridu.,.e course In Toronto Is to

set boundaries about. the subject matter Lut that is about the only
i

restriction I jiave on what people learn o how theylearn, t simply.aay
1

1

that they have to learn about this phenomelon, maJoi Personz. -Aangt, '
1-

'for 130 hears, and then they pass the course. tt's deceptil.' simple,

and it seems tube :fairly effective for me in-that wirst. with that

3
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suject :%atter. I m not urging all insturctors to do it.

tt.ndent:-.; are creative in the ways inwhich they go ahout.learning

t'iat co.Irse. Tbey read, of course. They also analyze their own

learning and chauges. Some will deliberately put themselves into the t.iling

11 they least de-.ire to.learn -- or something very threatening (during

which they often keep a diary). T4ey also interview each other. Iy

that the range of methods is actually greater when. I give

then; freedom if I were to try co make up the methods for them. And,

oz courst:t, what they learn is also incredibly varied. It's a pass-fail

course, so I haven't ha. much problem with grading. One or two persons

probably cheat, hut I am not planning to drop the system just because

Of chat.

A final suggestion is to decrease the emphasis on credit. Our

research found less than one percent of adult learning projeccs are

conducted for credit. So, 'it is quite clearly demonstrated that people
,

will learn for reasons other than credit. In fact Johnstone in the

1960s was also surprised, at the comments on that"(in Volunteers for

Learnin6). But obviously ii you look at self-planned learning and

include that in 1:11c total phenomenon of adult learning, then the percentage.

done for credit goes even lower. It is the same way with kids. If you

ince vivw ten and siy.teen-year:oids, you find that they are doing-lots of-
,

learning outside of school. And a lot of it is self-planned.. You do not

:wed to motkvate kids to learn. They .are iearaing all kinds of things. I

think that giving tnem credit is a way to get them to learn what the

educ!ators think they should be learning. And I'd lik. to see the children

atvi their 'paretas have more say about this,,rather than leaving it almost

entirely'to the edLcators. Reducing .the emphasis on crecit'could reduce

the monopolistic aspect of education, including adult education.
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HELRINC ADULTS TO LEARN

Alan B. Knox.

More and more adults are discovering that if they are to become all

that they want to be they must find ways.to link action and knowledge.

Modern adults work with knawledge as well as with things anE 'Ople. The

most successful workers, parents, and organization members 'lave developed

a repertoire of effective strategies for alternating between action

problems- and knowledge resources [20). Thinking and feeling and doing

continually intermingle as the adult 6eeks to maintain and en4Ice his

selfhood, to find direction and fulfillment, .to cope with the demanda and

constraints that confront him, tc achieve understanding.and mastery, to

devel,p more cfeative and hamane relationshiPs with other people, and to

become a fully functioning person127, p. 288].

When adulEs enter d cOntii:uing education activity, they typiclly.

do so for several fairly specific reasons: Many are trying to ed,ate,

themselves, to find answers to their questions, and tr formUlate :-.Ore useful'

questions'. TheY engage in 1e6.tning in order to improve their ability to
,

know and feel 4nd act [ 7 . Those who successfully help Adults to learn

have a respect or t ir growth strivings and have 'vs to facilitate -enc.

process [27, p. 5].. The Process of facilitating Lng is basically

the same whether the learner is somebody'else or oneself. The process

of planning and guiding adalt learning is termed the.mentor role. Persens

whO effectively serve as.facilitators of learning are abie to perform Well

in'the main components of-the-mentor role. The five broad components

iof the mentor role.deal wi,4 learnerS, setting, objectives, activities;
-/

and evalUation [20]..

//,
A!' learning episode may be a single period of coaching, a meeting with.

a small group of adult.participants, or.a se ipnof an evening clasi.,

During 4,learning.ipisode the functicn of the facilitator may be to give

information, ask questions', discuas printed materials, or in other waye

'help the learner to,achieVe his -Or'hnr!educational objectives. .During eath'

8 7
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SucceLisful:. fazilitators of learning seam to have three types of

understandings. They understand what is to be learned, they understand the
e

learners, and they understand useful procedureF_to/help the learners build

on :heir-present competencies to achieve their educatlpnal objectives. The

people whc, learding most successfully not only understand each

of the three qUite ell but they can put them together well [29].
. _

A better understanding of the mentdr role should result in more
- A

ih.ightful identification of the major decisions to be made iind a:more

effective approach to doing so. Most of these decisions clustAsE;.cound

five components of the mentor role, which deal with learners, setting;

cbjectilves, activitiee, and evaluation.120].--They are not steps.but '
-

components whoSe inter-relationships must be Considered, and- the planning

or improvement-of a clontinuing education episode can begin with any
I

component and prOceed to relationships with each of the other compcnents

until all..have been taken'into account. DecisiOns regarding all of.these

componehts,occur during both the.planning and.the conducting of educational'

programs and attent.ion s11.01:; be given'to them throughout the process [12].
-

These components-of the mentor.role aprly when someone is planning,and

condmcting a leaning episode-for 'mself, for another-individual, or for
.

an4 with a groulp of adulis.

Learner CharacteristicS An adult is Tore likely to change if a

gap is identified between his or her actual present behavior and a changed '

behavior that seems more.desirable. The behavior may be knowledge, skill,

attitude,-or actual performance. It may be underktanding how a car engine
,

able to rebuild a carburetor, appreciatiry the work of a-
-

mechanic, of.being able to-do an engine, over aul. One way to specify.

----desirAble-behavior.is to define -it as ap' attainabTè icteal as personified by
- :4 .

'people who perform it very well. The Successful concert pianist serves as

a-role model far the music student. Their.exCellent performance-can be
!.

F:c0iiipare'dwith that of the ktential.learner in order to identify the ga0S.
,

This cOmparison serves"twozpdr oses. One is 'as a basis for the selection.

of educafional objectives and learniT :uvities ,to help close some of ,

_
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,
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-
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The:7e are th'ree type!) of contextAialinfIuences cOntiz
,

that the learner should he helped-0' ro.cognize;and.udo. One t:11

influence is the.set of 'criteria. against 'AiLh.the effectl.viefis oi

cçnin' ing education is judged. Examples incjide increSsed professienal.

effectiveness, improved family ndtrItion, greater participoW,n in cIllitn-W,

-activities, or hiaer-employment rates. The ],earner-ca ue these criz.era
/

as reference points for'short term goals and assessment of'progress

[9;17;20;26]. Another type is-We'set of positive inf1t:ences and resov;rceri

tha,t encourage participation in'contint*IN education. Examples'inlud,e'Y

favorable.image of continuing..educaion, encouragement: by,yrdgrAin
,

/sponsors, and available educaeional materfals. jhe ',text:net can us'e.,11-ese
e

(-11

ources ol encouragement as aids te progress. and-boons:to motivaul9n

,\[28;16;26]. 'A third typeAS the set sZ\- negative Lifiuenctis that,serise'as ,

. :,-, _,.
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barriers to,participation. Examples include competing activities, hi:gh

costs; fear of failure, and an overwhelming i'..Yelter of possible objectives.

The learner is more likely to.offset these negative influences if he

recognizes them [17;13].

Setting Obiectives The adult-typically ,dopfronts far more gaps to

be narrowed by continuing education than he can attend to. Priorities

must be set, if only by default. The third component of the mentor.role

is the selection of objectives unOn which to focus continuing education

activities. The selection process includes a review of sources,of

objectives and a listing of the major objectives that might be atiended to.

Sources of objectives include analysis of their own role perforNance,

opinions of.peers, consideration of current personal apd social issues,

recommendations of experts-. The selection of hectives in whiCh to-invest

time and attention typically takes :into account the esirability of closing

the gap and the feasibility of doing so, even with assistance [32;17].- A

middle-aged learnermay decide that learning to-play chess has dhe highest
I

priority as An educational,objective at the current stage of his.or her

family and occupational life cycle.

Someone who helps to'facilitac.e the learning .of another adult

confronts the additional task of achieving a satisfactory match between his

awn expectations and those' of the learner._ Although a facilitator of-
.

learning may haVe a greater understanding of that which is to be lfarned,

the expectations of-the4aciiitator shoqd not be Imposed:on the adult
i

learner: t,nstead, the early part of each learning episode Should be

devoted to objective §etting. ,A typical procadure is agenda building for
/.

the-session. In the process of agenda buildiug, consensus is achieved.

When there is substantiJ al agreement and objectiveS are straightforward,

the objective setting phnse may take but a few minutes. Up to one-third

of the available time c n be devoted -to objective setting and still
--/

accomplish more learning achieveMent than when objectiveg-are-inadequately

understood and agreed upo

Learning Activitie§ - The most eVideni component of the mentor role

deals with the learning activities themselves. 'Learning occurs mainlyas a,

result of an interaction of.individuals with new, information or experiences.

; This interaction typiCally takes.the form,of Activities such as reading,
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li\stening, writing, discussing, and viewing: These activities have been

developed singly and in combination in dozens and dozens of learning

methods [1;16;22;23;27].

This c6mponent of the mentor role consists of the selection and

organization of learning activities to achieve the educational objectives

and. to fit the learning style of the individual learner. Some learning

activities are more likely to enable the learner to develop a competent

level of.performance and the commitment that results in a "refreezing" of

new habit patterns and subsequent utilization of the new area oeperformance.

These types of learning activities usually.include opportunities for the.

learner tp practice the new area of performance in settings similar to

actual.performance. Examples include role playing and case analysis.

"The main criterion for the selection and organization of learning

activities is the achievement of the'specific educational objectives that

were selected as of high priority. This fitting of:activities to

objectives should take into account both the content being, learned and

the behx..-ior to be changed [32, p. 28-301. Another criterion is the fit
c,

between learning activities and the learner's preferences and style of

learning [33]. Some adults strongly prefer to encounter a highly

structured presentation by an a2knowledged authortv,-such as a.recorded

lecture on a tape cassette. Some other adultS strongly prefer a less

structured way of exploring the same content, such as an informal

disCussion with knowledgeable peers. If each is able to use materials

and activities that fit his preferences 1
it is likely that motivption

/ .

and the learningmoutcomes will be greater.

Evaluation - The remaining component of the mentor role is the process

by which persons associated with the educational activity'make evidence-

based judgments about effectiveness in ways that encourage use of the

conclusions to improve the educational activity [18]. These'judgements

are made by the learner himself and by those who try to facilitate his

efforts. The main 'type of judgement is a comparison between expePtations

and performance. Did the homemaker learn as much about nutrition as she

expected to? There are several aspects v" the educational activity that

might be \the focus of evaluation. Was the scope of the educational

objectives.too broad, too narrow, or just about right?' Did the gaps that

9 2
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_
-were identified turn out to be among those with_ the highest priority. ldere

the learning activities planned so that,they fit well with other dcmmitments

and personal preferences? Were thebenefits of the cOntinuing education

activity wOrth the investment of time, money, and effort?

In the remainder of this essay, each of these components is considered

in turn. The component on learners -is divided into-two sections, one

on dynamics of learning and 'One on awareness of needs.. The component on

learning activities ig divided into two sections, one on selection from

the range of activities and one on the organization of learning activities.

In each of the.resulting seven sections that follow, major ideas have been

selected from the organized knowledge tegarding continuing education of

.adults. Following each of these major ideas, re are suggestions about

waysit which the ideas can be used to facilitate learning by adults. The

concluding section Of the essay suggests ways in which mentor role

performance can be:improved by those who facilitate adult learning.

Dynamics of Learning

Tn trying/to better understand adult learners,'it seems helpful to
. I

consider two bOdies of knOWledge.dealing with'learning and with needs [3;8].

The'body of organized knowledge dealing with learning includes generalizations

about the conditions under. which adults with various characteristicS learn
. /

effectively [15;5]. -The body of organized knowledge dealing with-awareness

of needs appraisal includes generalilations about the types of needs that

most adults have in educational activities, which transcend the needs of

a specific adult or group of adults that telate to the specificeducationdl .

objectives. This section contains generalizations about adult leatning

and the subsequent section contains generalizations about awareness of

needs.

Performance - Adult learning usually-entails change arid integration

of knowledge, skills,-and attitudes'to produce.improved performance.

Adults typically engage in a continuing education activity.because they

want to use what they.learn goon after dhey learn it. -There are small

adult life cycle shifts from_an emphasis on acquiring skills in young

adulthood, to knoWledge-in middle .age, and to Attitudes as adults gtow
.

older. .:Theteforthose who help adults to plan and.conduct a learning

9 3



episode should give attention to the most desirable mix of emphasis on

changes in knowledge, zkills and attitudes as intended outcomes. For

example, in some episodes Cle,intent,is to acquire an appreciation of

modern dance while in other episodes the-intent is tn develop skill in

dancing.

Metivation The motives that cause an adult to devote-his time and

attention to a learning episode-are and should be a major determinant of

learning outOmes. Because participation is Voluntary, if the activity

does not fit his expectations the adult will typically withdraw.

educational goals, sources of encouragement, and barriers that characterize

an adult's life space shape his reasons forparticipation. Motives are

multiple and varied in their specificity and'in the extent to which the

learner is aware of them. Overly intense motivation.becomes anxiety which

.interferes with learning. Therefore, thdse Who facilltate adult learning

should provide freedom fot the learners to creatively explore within

dpmocratic limits, shoulAencourage them to go beyond the meeting of

apparent needs, and should facilitate efforts by learners to set realistic

educational objectives for themselves.. -

Meaning - Adult learning is more effective when it entails an active

search'for meaning and discovery of-relationships between current competence

, and new learnings. Active participation in learning includes interaction

with realistic and relevant materials, which does not necessarily require
-

overt action bpt may consist of looking and listening. Interaction With'

realistic educational materials facilitates both motivation and application.

Recall is best when material is learned in a context thac is,similar to

the one in which it is to be used.. Because of the wide range of individual_

differences between adult. learners, varied learning activities may be

required to achieve similar 'objectives. There is an adult life cycle shIft

in general personality, development and major role changes from a concern!

with'nocupation and growing family by young adults to broader historical;
_

hilosophidali.and social is'aues by Older_adults, Therefore, to effectiVely

iacilitate adult learning it is_important.to rePect and,understand the'

iunique search for meaning of-each learner as a. basis for helping him tb

linteract with relevant materials'and activities. The learner is in z

uniqae position to select materials that are most relevant and to suggest.-



the new, learnings that would build best on current competencies.

Experience - An adult's prior experienCe influences his approach and

effectiveness in a learning episode. Between twenty and sixty years of

age the range of individual differences increases. Prior learning may

facilitate, interfere with, or be unrelated \to new learnings. With age,

,the unlearning of skills becomes- more important. Higher levels of

education typically provide more extensive cognitive structures that

facilitate mastery of conceptual tasks.'. The adult with a master's degree

thatincludes political science and economics courses is likely to have

acqUired some general.conJepts about our politital and economic system that

can undergird the new ideas that he confronts in a management development

program-on_current social issues. Disuse of learning skills for many years

results in reduced teaming effectiveness, part of which can be restored
-

/
by participation in continuing education-_Therefore, the design of

,

effective learning experiences for an adult shtuld-take-into,account his

individual background and establish connections between the neW

and his relevant priok knowledge and experience.

Ability - Learning abil,ity-is relatively stable between twenty
--

and fifty years of age; with gradual deaine.thereafter; abilities that

are associated with adult experience,- such_as vocabulary, are best .

,maintained and enhanced. The adults who are-initially most able tend tO

increase their ability slightly while those who are initially least able

tend to decline in ability, so thatthe range in abilities increases with

age. Adults with the greatest learning ability tend to learn more rapidly

and to more readily learn Complex tasks. Longitudinal studies based on

data from the same people collected at sucCeedingwes indicate less

decline than cross sectional studies based on-data from people at various

ages collected at the same point in time. For some older adults, ill

health may substantially reducelearning ability.. Therefore, those who

-facilitate adult learning should make careful estimates of the learning

abilitY of individual adultS, and take this estimate intO account in-

setting objectives and planning learning activities.

Memory.- An adult'fl ability to remember information to which he is

exposed depends on the strength of the registration andon the factors ,

operating to erase the registration. The-strengthof registration depends..

85
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on intensity, frequency, and importance to the learner. The factors.that

erase the registration include the passage of time and the activity that

follows the eicposure. Both learning and forgetting are associated with

learning ability, physical condition, and cognitive structure. With

.increasingly older age groups, a higher proportion of adults experience

memory impairment in which it takesjonger to register impressions and in

-which' memories decay more rapidly. Pacing is especially important for

immediate recall by older adults. Recall is best.under conditions that

are similar to the original registration. Therefore, those Who help

adults-to learn should help to design learning activitiesthat optimize

both acquisition and retention.
_

Condition.- An adult's ability to learn can be substantially reduced

by poor physical and mental health. The iormer can be caused by 'both

gradual decline into old age (e.g:., hearing loss) and temporary problems

(e.g., a bout of flu). The decline for older adults in ceiling capacity

of,sensory input, especially visign and hearing, can' affect learning.

Much of this decline before very old age can be corrected for by glasses,

better illumination, hearing aids and-sound amplification. Some physical

health conditions such as circulatory disease, reduce learning functions

sucfi-as-memory.. Some mental health conditions, such as anxiety, produce

. physical changes that-interfere with learning functions.-such as concentration

.and memory.

Older adults who are in excellent health and:condition learn better

than most middle-aged adults.. Therefore, thosewho facilitate Adult

learning should-help to create a _learning environmenCand procedures that

minimize the extent to whicll problems;.of poor health'and condition interfere

with learning', suchas_providing excellent illumination without glare,

sound amplification, and minimum stress for older learners.

Pacing - Adults typically learn,most effectively when they set their

awn pace, when they take a break periodically, and when the distribution

of learning episodes is fitted to the content. Adults vary greatly in

the.speed at Which they.learn best. Older learners tent: to reduce: speed .

-
of learning and to give greater attention to acCuracy. If an-adult is

forced_to proceed much faster or slower than his preferred paCe, his
-.

learning effectiveness typically declines. For older adults, much of the.

9 6
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decline in educational performance is attributable to a deficit due to

speed instead of a decline in learning power. Therefore, learning activities

for adults should be planned so that each adult can discover and proceed

at his optimal pacing.

Complexity - An adult typically learns best when the learning task

is complex enough not to be boring but not so complex that it is
7

overwhelming. If this is done, it tends to minimize initial mistakes

that sometimes have to be unlearned. Older adults especially tend to

learn more difficult tasks less well and are more readily overwhelmed

by irrelevant information. Therefore, persons who facilitate adult

learning should build more complex learning tasks on moreaimple ones

and simplify more complex tasks by use of materials such as diagrams,

models, and written.instructions.-

Content - The process of effective learning by adults varies With
_

the content or nature of the learning tasks. For'example, practice and

rehearsal are essential for skill mastery and'meMorization; social or

verbal learning that entdils consolidation or reorganization of previous

learning can be accomplished in a few trials; a specialized-diagnostic

procedure can be effectively learned by self-directed learning activities

With the,procedure,.and more effective interpersonal relatiOns are

typically best learned in a group setting. TherefOre, those who'facilitate

adult learning should consider the nature of the learning task and take

into account the dynamics of learning that apply especially to that type

of task.

Fedback Adults learn more effectively when they receive feedback

regarding how well they are progressing. This applies to learners of any
1

age. Knowledge of the standards of excellent performance provides a goal

for learning efforts. Knowledge by the Tearner of his perforw.nce helps

the learner to locate himself with regard-to progress in the educational

, activity. If the feedback is discouraging to the learner, consideration

should be given to modifidation of'the learning task. Immediate feedbaCki-_____

recognition, and reward help to shape and reinforce new learning. Positive

reinforcement (reward) is far more effective 'than negative.reinforcement

(punishment). Therefore, effective procedures to facilitate adult learning

should include feedback regarding the progress he is-making to close the

9 7
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gap between current and desired performance.

Adjustment - Adults typically Etarn less well when they experience
_

substantial social or personal maladjustment. Such maladjustment is

usually associated with anxiety and defensiveaess and shOuld hot be

confused witl, moderate levels of arousal and motivation. When an adult

believes he can deal with a situation it may be a challenge; when he

does not it may be perceived as a threat. Adults deal best with the

failures they confrontin learning situations when they have experienced

many successes. Adults with few recent educational experiences tend to

be,most-apprehensive about the fear of, failure and most discouraged by

the experience of failure. Therefore, those who facilitate adult learning

should provide support and guidance, minimize maladjustment, and especially

emphasize learning success by adults who re less familiar with coritinuing

education.

Those who want to effectively facilitate adult learning should consider

these generalizations about dynamics of learning and reflect Gn how they

relate to their own practices in helping adults to learn. It should be

reassuring if generalizations and -PractiCes are consistent. 1f-they are

inconsistent, reflection will often sdggest ways to'improve practices

[6;17;21;27;28;31].

Awareness of Needs /

In addition to the dynamics of learning, the effective facilitator

of learning understands a second characteristic of adults: needs. Those

who facilitate adult learning will be more likely to be effective if they ,

are alert to the needs that influence participants in continuing education

xenerally. In this section of the essay, some of the organized knowledge

regarding educational needs of adults,is reviewed. This information is

grouped in relation to four concerns Of those who facilitate learning--.

attraction, intake, support, and retention [3;4;8;10;13;17-;.24;-26;271.28,;33].

Attraction - Most adults who decide to participate in \an educational

activity do so because the.several'influences thatencourag4- them-to-do-so
.

( ,

are collectively stronger than the.several influences that'aiscouragethem.

An adult participates in .an activity because,he prefers it to something

else. For.example, an evening course on conversational French seets

9 8'
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preferal4e-to a bridge club. TO even consideZ an educational activity,

an adult%must first know about it. An adult is more likely to pay attention

to information about a continuing education activity if he receives two

types of messages. One is about the extent to which a program deals

with a topic that impinges importantly on the life of the adult. The

young wife who is expecting her first child suddenly becomes interested

in many sources of information about baby care. No relevance, no interest..

Ihe-Second is about the extent to which participation in the adult

education program would be likely.to make a difference in the way in which

the adult relates to the topic or domain of life. A series of sessions

on-baby care must contain new information.

Typically the decision to participate occurs only when both types of

information are encouraging. For such information to be received, it

illust be available through channels that the adult uses to seek.information

about echiCation,. Thus, adults with little formal education are,unlikely

tO know someone who is already participating in the.educational program

and are not likely to attend to the, mass media as a source of information

about_educational_decisions (13].
- / I

Same of the facilitators of participation are mainly.personal and

internal to the potential learner and some are situational. Some of the

personal influences are reasons for participation of which the learner

is-aware [12;31r. The major reasons are listed below:

1. To achieve a personal occupational goal (new job, job improvement,
prepare to teach)

2. To achieve another type of personal goal (organizational
leadership, gain attention)

3. To reach a social goal (help children study)

4. To reach a religiogS goal (understand doctrine)

5. To understand (satisfy curiosity, satisfaction from knowing)

6. TO participate in soCial activity (enjoy being with.participants)
!

7. .To pursue personal fUlfillment (enjoyment of learning activity).

8. TO.meet:formal-requirements-(prepare-for-examinationmake_up_for
missed formal education)

9. To escaPe (captive wives, troubled'youth)

In addition to such explicit reasons, the-decision to.Participate is

influenced by pervasive.motives and needs such-as need for achievement. ota

9 9
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personal facilitators include liking for School, interest in'ideas, and

--reading orientation. Situational facilitators include-encouragement by

friends, work experiences and expectations that emphasize more education

and high-congruence between learner aspirations and educalional program

objectives. A source of heightened readiness to_learn is the individual's

reaction to major role Change events such as birth of-the first child, job

change, move to a new coMmunity, retirement, nd increased organizational

responsibility.

Barriers tc participation include lack of time, lack of money, lack

of confidence, scheduling conflicts, and problems of transportation.

In summary,-the likelihood.that an adult will decide to participate

in a continuing education program is associated with his perception of.the

following factors:

1. The importance to him'of the aspect of life to which the educational
program relates (job improvement, helping children).

.2. The extent to'Whch he wants to increase his competence in
relati n to the aspect of life (become more effective in
organi ational leadership roles).

3. The ex ent to which education is seen as an effective way to
increa e compeeence (belief that more effective interpersonal
re at ons can e sys emetically leat

4. The fit between his life-style and the anticipated patterns of
program participation (the-gefieral program.image is one for
people.like himself).

5. The balance between the anticipated benefits and the anticipatedTh
costs of. participation (that which will be learned about
accounting is worth the tuition and time'spent).

6. The external sources of encouragement (significant others think
it's a good idea).

Intake - Especially for adults without much recent experience in

educational programs, their initial encounter with a learning episode

typically has a major impact on their Success and persistenCe. Those who

facilitate adult learning confront two challenges during this intake or

orientation period. One challenge is to help the.learner to feel accepted .

and welcome in'the program. The secosid-challeftge.is to assist yheHleerner'

- to_achieve at least one important educdtionel objective. Such an'initial

social and edUcatidnel-SUccess-Can_do much'to offset some of the-difficulties
.

that typically accompany most efforts!to
/ .



Although those who would be most anxious in an Unfamiliar educational

activity seldom enr011, many adults who dc enter the experience do so with

ae apprehension of the .unknown,and-a fear of failure. :One of the bosic

needs of most peop14 is.to maintain and enhance their self concept. For

-many- adults the,image of the student role based on'their earlier school

experience is a;subservient one which seems incompatible with their; image

of responsible adulthobd. For older adults, this image is often combined

with an erroneous belief'in a major decline in leaiiiIng ability with age.

An effective facilitator who helps an adult learnerto have.an initial

success experience does much to increase the learner's sense of educational

efficacy-and. his confidence:in his learning ability. There is, however,

wide variability among adults in.their optimum,level of arousal or

stimulation.i This makes it doubly amportant that the facilitatorhave a

".counselor otmtutor orientation.

LearningsuccesS and individualiZed stimulation can assist adult

learners to become more venturesome and attentive in a, learning episode.

An older adultwho.has achieved some success and recognition in '73 serie8

of learning episodes is likely to seek, more- ambitious educational objectives.

The purpose ot theintake. proceSs has been-actieved when_.the learner haS
:.,

recognized his need to know 'and has-acqiiired ufficient feelingS,of .,

security to venture to change [271. -Sometimes by discussing'pastlearning

episodes and 1* talk.ing about plans for,the learning episode being started,

the inexperieneed learner can Uletter understand the-total process by

whichthe facilitator-Canrhelp him to learn. In some instances, the .

i ,.

intake process-can help to unfreeze the thought and habit patterns so
. :

\ that the adult.participant becomes more receptive to change and identifies'.

Ilk

qUestions to be answered and prOklems to be solved. ...

.-.--- Support - Many adultS neea some,support" and encoUragement throughout
_

. .

a learning episode. Thisis espeCially so for adults:whose atount and

...._
recency of formal education is quite limited. _111e-cognition and rcward are

impprtan; and they Can be provided by other Participants and by a faci]:itator.-
'The greatest support oft4n resUlts from the achievement of small succeSses.'

\ ,
.

A facilitator can increas the likelihood of such success experiences by

6\

,

aiding with)realistic goal
-1

setting and by aiming for multiple outcomes in
,

case some d n't taterializ . . For some adult learners, a growing recognition
4
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of usefulness-of thei-r increased .competencies can,be very support4ve.

acilitntur c;in nro.jlide support by attending r.o- individual piirLicipants;

to s.mall grcup-s wi;:h similar needs, or to an :entire- group.

,A major way in a facil-ita-tor-cun.provide encourgemcnt and

support is. to minimize IhZ--ext7-if-ht to whi-h the learneLhas failure-

,eperiences and/to help ,the learner, to l Arn from-th&m whea they do bccut.

W:lys to help zriinimize failure are to-a.11ow, learners tO -progress- .at Coeir
-

own rate, to !use the earner's lip rim, performance as ile reference point for

-evaluating pro-Kr-Vs, t(,) .ork through mistakes with the,learner when they .

do occur, ;:uld 0 use gentle hUmZ7r to soften learner concern ;0-out errors.
,

Other participants can, Ilso Provide much'group support. Such t tlonIil
encouragement- and social support can help learnerq,to maintain a(1 enhance

their :self -ConCepe'at a point when chose with !Little recent,:educacional

experience are like i td lack .confidence. Ofteri, .. by perforMing seme-,of

rile, tasks o the mentor role for hiriseli or otht.., particif nts, a_learner

cap become mOre'confident and)assurecf.
N"

Retention - To attract)an. adult tQ. an educational progral Only to
A

havellim dron opt right away is-worse .than never having establiShed

contact because usually the residue of diSappointment and feelings of,

failure will make it more di?ficult,to attract him the next'time, Those

who faCilitate adult learning can achieve a higher retentiOn rate if

th.ey understand the processeS a.persistence and withdrawal. Thx.t retentipn

rate, coasisting of the Rercentage of those who eaxesll wha:sUccessfully

complete the program, veries greatly 14th the type'of continuing.educatiad

program. The vypical rettn.tion rate,is as high:as ninety4ivepe're0"nt"for

a oneemester/ universitY *Aduatetel.rening courSe, wili range tbetwen
1.

fdfcy and eighty percent foryrany progevs, and may be less

percent for some home study programs With-iiAefinite time limits and lit4e.

externaliencouragement.

Thelikel.11100(1.edailigwith A O&reful,
match between particlpant hscarations.andprograwcharacteristies,

participant's leVel of educatidn,-Partioipant's investMent in the Rrograiri

(monetaryland psychic) ,, and shortness-of .program. Outside idfluV.nces.: ,

suckas family problems, -work conflictand disinterest.or,Oiscouragemvit,

by friends tend tp lower, the retention rate: lnfluente:s sdth as
,

.92
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for learning activities and'facilitators and participants, and_a sense of

accomplishment, tend to increase the retention rate. In general, about'

I

half:' of the, participants Who withdraw before successful cOmpletionAo

so for reasons.unrelated to the educatiOnal program.- Thgla reflects the
A 1 ", °

Aligher Priority,that mbat adults ASsignto responsibilities-In family, .'

-.work, and.committl'.

flexible sc'

In Some pr,

express inLer, 1.1

.1. educational participation: Some programs have

rnents to, accemmodate these comn(!ting demands,

;:eminders to those Who-miss ssi& help, to

caise retentiOn.,:lt takes Sust

'writeza:feW:post cards or Make a fev.phone Calls each week,

If a'program haaa much

emaluation procedures ihOtild

impr8veMentayhereleasible,
.

,patticipants Who dropped out can-be useCby a facilitatOr to identify:changes

that might.increase the retention.rate.

minUtes to

Iower.Tetention rate than-antiCipated; program

beused to:find out Why anccrO make program

Detailed information frOma samPie Of:former

Setting

Effective learning episodes- for -adults are' rio planned and conducted

!in the abstractiput'occur for specific learners, within the conteXtof

sPecitC.tiMeS, locations,,and circumstances. The facilitation.of:anit.
learning.ShoUld 'eakethis':settinvint6 account In doting so, artentiOn,

shoUld:be given. to :characteristIcafof the' spOnsor,' other participanti,

SchedUling,'and thesetting.in whicA intreasedCompetenCe is to be

applied' (12;16,

Mbst adult'larning epiSOdes ih t entaila facilithtor also entail;

a sponsdr such,las an educational institution, an employer,a professional

association, or a religius institutien., Snell a:snonaor haaregifillirces;

conatraints,e4leotatAons that shO0d bp.,COnsidered.by a facilitator,
.

The reSOUrces include resource'persons regarding both contenp and_proCess;:
. ...?,

--9-------exincertir,ria+-mhrt.t.e4tkle-an-d-etu-i-ptiTeffiti-sueh-as-la.00k.s.,1-44.4a14.-::-and.raudi.a..........--...,.,

tapes; facilities such as classrooms 'hlid laboratories; an oppOrtunities
,

for-proctiOm:exPeriences i'aciUtators-shoUld beawate,of rhe available
-

*!resources-- So'that they can select those resourCei that best fit program
4 Aobjectives,andjearher-characteristiCs._ SOonsors alSo:impose:Constraints,

`, ; ,

such as lOcat.ion, timxng, admiSSions requirements,- and miniMum standards



_

'for successful completion. Facilitators should consider suck constraints

--so that.they do not unnecessarily restriCt program develoPment. Sponso

expectaliOns are reflected in public statements, program priorities,

staff selection, as well as in statements of program objectives.

exPectations\can serve'as guidelines for the planning or modificatio

a-specific learning episode. r/

The characteristics of the other participants provide another

important part'of t set group learning activities.' As the number

-of other participants incru ses, so does the pfogram complexity fo the

facilitator, but so also k.ioes the range of resources that ihe ind vidual
,

learner/has potentially available from the other participants. ;61e range

of'dndividual differences within most adult groups iS great, and becoMes

reater with age, at least until age sixty. These differencesAnclude mogt.
'

characteristics related to learning including learning ability, interests,

temperament, relevant experience, level of-education, and recency of '

/

education. By use of selection criteria and by use of sub-groilps of

similar participants, a facilitator can increase the similarity of the

adult participants with whom he works at a given time. .However,lor, some
,

. ,

programs-in which participants can learn much ffom each.other, it may be
-

desirable to increase the.range-of individual differences.

Thp setting often includes restrictions or traditions.regarding

scheduling. -When this.does'occur,:dt-tends to specify a,seduenée of

learning episodes within which the total.educational-TrOgram is planned.-
- __-

For eiample; in some agencieS, a series of about fifteen weekly sessions. of
!

three hours duration is almost, standard-. In Centers for continuing education;
1

the three-daYl,residen1. tial conference is typical. When the total time-
. . . ,--------, .

allocation is set,;thiS !'given" tends- to..specify tl-p objectiveS that are

likel to be-aChieved in-the available time, Even when the total tim is

1

,

rot seta balance is-usually struck:between the ,benefits that Can_be

----eachieleci in terms of breadth an&depth of coverage, and the cpsts in the

form lpf iime spent y participants and facilitators.

Some cOntinui g,education prograMs take place in the same setting

in'Which the participants can aPPly what they.learn. -Examplea.inclUde

on-the-job training, organization develOpment programs'sponsored by

employers=for their employeeS,' an'educationalprogram for reSidents of a hom
4



for the aged, or a clinical seminar related to an action setting. Especially

in such instances, a facilitator should carefully analyze Such settings as

a source of needs, evaluation of progress, and evidence of accomplishment.

Setting Objectives

'fhe facilitation of adult learning is more likely o be effective

if thefe is at least Moderate similarity between the aspirations of the

learner and the pUrposes of the facilitator. The setting of educational

objectives is the process by which a satisfactory congruence of expectations

is ach' 1.

enter a learning episode with some aspirations'and

exp( One function of a facilitator is to help the learner to

consider

which he

the range.e f educational-objectives frffa Which tO-select those on._
,- -.

will fetus. The-facilitator is often aware'of objective'S that the,...
learner may eventually recognize aa:more'importanttohim than-the-obiectiv4-.----

,.

that brought him to the learning episode. A helpful way to entourage the

-leerner to consider a wider. range of objeCtives is to'discuss 'the preisibl.e------

_.) outcomes or.benefitSthat the learner anticipates along With the-expecte- .

. , ___-
--

tions of other learners in similar educational programs__:, In a:group

_session, thiacan be eccomplishethiby the Trocess of agenda building. The
--_ _

participants end the facilitator each_mention the topics that they would like

to.discuss or-the7competencies thet they Would like to-acquire. The resulting

list tends to.be brOader than any one member of the

iist_of topics or objectives ie.nauallY

the time available for the learning episOde so some

group woUld have'produced

more extensive than

Selection is needed.

the process bf egenda'building, the list of topics'or objectives can be

reviewed with the group of learners and thdse topics selected WhicWare

thegreatest interest forthe most participents. 0ther criteria that a

----facilitator Might use in the selection of.objectives inClude the purposes
f.

.of the,sponsor, the prior experiente of tht participants., the opinions of

experts, and his.own conviction; about We"relar;g7mportance ofEoprcs
,

and objectives. Two benefits of heavily involving participants in this

protess are that they gain experience in the setting of realistitobjectivei,

and that they are more likely to have a strong coni6itment to the achlevemett

of the objectives.

of



_ A clear statement of educational objectives reflects the

behavioral changes that thedearners expect to experience. In same

instances,.te Clarification of the,ways in which an adult wants to change

andla commitment to do so may be the Main ingredients in'making the change.

Behavioral objectiVes reflect both the content that is tobe learned (real
I .

estate practices, fopd preparation, weaving, pr philosophy) and the type of

behavioral change that is to occur (appreciation, familiarity,;understanding,
/

analysis,. skill). If the.educational objectives.are clear at the outset
, .

of_a learning episode, the learner can be more self-directed in guiding his

own learning activities.

It is appropriate that objectives change during the course of an

Lducational,program. The learner is engaged in a search for meaning. As h

learns more about a topic, his new insights;can cause a shift in the focus

of his learning interests. An effective facilitator should periodically

encourage the learners,to cOnsider their educational objectived\AS they

proceed. This is especially important for longer educational pregrams.,

that consist of a "Series of learning episodes [32;6;8;12;20;28].

Learning Activities

There are many learning activities fram which a learner and a

learning facilitator can sele,: The selection depends on -the educational

objectives,- learner character:- 2s, and tre shifting emphases that should

occur as part bf the flow from e: beginning to the middle to the end

of-a learning episode-or serief,Pf episode's. This flOw should typically

reflect the desirability of mod: ',ling old habits and gaining commitment to

change at the outset, achieving hange during the main part of the episode,
;

and developing commitment to maintenance and use of; the,new cumpetence as

the culminationpf the:program.,,

110thile allor most learning activities that are commonly used emphaeize

the.relating ok\fiew learningS.to adultexperience / they Vary in the purposes

------foramitich-17hrr--it'e7bestsirite'ck- The-eemi-ner-is-reet-i-ve-for-4.!he-rfteric,us-
/ v

analysis of Ideas. The workshop builds well b\n4he experi(:, ,es of group

illembets-. The case:study facilitates
/

analysis (24/,process. Buzz'groups
,

provide a.quick.Way to-obtain a liating Of pref4rences, reactions, or
. ,

-.y

questions.. Role playing provides an opportuni y-to eXperience and analyze.

\

d 1.
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both the dynamics of an interpersonal situation and the feelings that are

aroused under these circumstances. Sensitivity training helps the learner
r

to better understand the way in wh c functions in'group settings. The

in-baSket procedure provides a standard exercise for the analysis of decision-

making procedures. Facilitators of learning are-more likely to select the

most appropriate method if they are familiar with the available range.

Adults seek toa.chieve educational objectiVes within four types of

settings in- whichthe teaching-learning- transaction occurs: individual, temporary

group, organizati4na1,and comMunity. The individual setting includes
/

correspondende studY, ETV cOurse5, and one-to-one coaching or counseling.
2 .,c

The temporrkry group setting includes the typical eVening class in Which

adult yithoutprevioUs contact assemble for the class each week and at

end-6f-the_course go their separate ways. The organizational setting

includes in-service training for workgroups jrn which the prior and

subsequent working relationships 'between the'learners have a major influence

on the program:, The community setting emphasizes working_relationships

between differept organizations and segments of a neighborhood or community .

each of these four settinga, the balance of.responsibility for

piling and directing the learning experiexIce may rest with the facilitator,

or NJ:7th the learner, or at some intermediate point of shared responsibility.

combination, these two dimensions of setting and locus of responsibi4ty

prmide a 'basis for the classification of types of teaching-learning' '

1=aftsactions that is provided in the following table. The illustrative

nethods in each of the cells of the matrix do not occur exclusively in

that:: category but instead typify the characteristics of the category/

the

Mae. WW0



Table: CLASSIFICATION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION LEARNING-TEACHING METHODS

SETTING

Category

(Primary responsibility for planning
learning activitis)

LEARNER LEARNER
(facilitator

and directing,

'\

FACILITATOR
(learner)

FACILITATOR

INDIVIDUAL
Interper'
sonal

group
visits

_

non-directive
counseling

\

supervisory
coaching

Psynho7evaluation
demonstration

Mediated
print

self-directed
reading on
topic

library read-
ersNadvisory
serviCe

correspon&-
ence
,courSe-

How-to-do-it
book

Electronic

/1"--

select re-
Hlated filMs,

'TV pro-
grams

film forum. TV.course, 'TV.course,

With,materi- no materi--
alsi-phoning

TEMPORARY
GROUP

SmaLl' study-
discussion

,

brainstorming
seminar,
workshop

case study,
- role playl

. !

lecture-.dislf-

cussion, I
process-is
demonstrattOp-:

Large -problem
clinic,
groU0s

buzz
liStening pan.

from problems
presented

lecture-ques- tecture, forum,
tions,. inter-, Panel, sym-
view resourCe posium

A
person

_

ORGANIZA-
TIONAL

Small informal
Staff study
groups,

gtaff' meeting

series on or-
ganizational
problems

,
training ses-

Sions for..
work:teams

liscuss manage-
ment-Consult-

.

ant s
recommendations-

.

Large organizational_.
self7tudy

educational-
camdunity,
development,
cirganiza-
tional
ference

antion
researCh

membersTreact,.
to proposal .

for organi-.
zational.

:-Change :

COMMUNITY
"Small t community

prOblemS
.discupsion
grOup

action
seminar

deMonstration
prolect

technical-brief-

ing.of corn-

munity jead-
eis on issue

--
Large lield trips-to

other seg-
"melts of
cmpmunity

result demon-
stration

Community
survey.

.

lecture series

on community
problems



Most learning episodes include the use of some educational materials.

In soie-episodes, such as ,a correspondence course lesson or a piogrammed

instruction chapter, interaction_with the materials constitutes the main

vehicle for learning,. In some episodes, Such-as_ sensitivity training,

the enphasis is on interaction with other people. In these-episodes

educational materials, suCh as .orientation sheets or reaction forms, perform.

a supplementary function. Persons who facilitate adult learning can use

educa'onal materials -to develop,and focus interest, to assemble pertinent

inform tion to which the learner\can refer, to help to structure practice

and rehearsal activities, and.to assist the learrier to visualiz,- or c

ceptualize the basic parts of that whi:ch is to be d. Educational,
r- .\

--materials should clearly-convey the\basic ideas witablitextrameous-and.

'sometimes cOhfusing detail, and they:-should allow individualization. One
!

;

.fay toachieve inaividualization is-to allow the learnec tO'select items.that

ate especially relevant.. Another way ig to use materials in relation to a

tutorial role such as coaching-in which the tutor helps the learner to

adapt the Materials fot his own use. Persons who facilitate adult learning

should plan educational Materials so that-the learner has greater freedom

to learn not less.

A main criterion.for the selection of iearning activities is theset of

educatianalobjectives to be achieved. For example,. if the objectives

predOminantly entail acquisition of information, then the learning.episOde
,

should/rinclUde activities such as discussion or testing to discovet the

learner's exiating coghitive structure related to the topic and viewing
,

'a fiIM or reading a book so that the learner:can build new.information on.his

Cutrent knowledge. If the objectives are predominantly skill,development,

then the learning episode. should includeactivities stch ad' simulation ot

'coaching so that the learner can practice the skills.he is trying to develop.

Ifthe-objectives are'predominhntlY'Tattitudinal change,- rhen rhe learning

,episode should inaude-activiti s such as discussion,or role playing so that

the lea-r'ner4:..calPYTOTE"M-S-re'd

stimulation' and sor-Fal support that .ts conducive tochange of attitudes.
\ .

1

Persons whofacilitate adult learning should undetaiand which tyPes Of

activitieatend to be most effective for the achievement:of Various-

r.
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educational objectives and help the learners to select those activities

that best servetheir puKposes.

Organizing 1;earning Activities

After the selection of learning activities that fit both the obiectives

and the learner, the next step is to organize the learning activities so that

the learner progresses well through them and achieves the objectives. This

organizing process of the mentor role is as much aesthetic as scientifi,

,The-scientific aspect includes genernliznti thc coualtion5 111.1d,

which.learners in general leaLp most efiecLively. The aesthetic aspect

includes 'attention to.the conditiond-under,which spedific learners will

.be encouragedto engage-in.the learning'activity thel.earner

should consider bOth the .way in whiCh.-he or she prefers to organize-7-the-

sequence o -learning-episodea.,Land the main factors that.contribute,to

effective learning.by adults.

Adults vary greatly in their learning styles and these variations are-

Tartlycassociated with personality. An adult is-likely to learnluore

- effectively and to persist longer in the series of learning episodes

the organization of'learning activities fits-Ells Preferred learning style.

Some learaers have a very orderly and explicit and initiatory learning

.style; some depend heavily on external authorities-to set goals and provide

structure; and still others have an intuitive and almost groping learning

style that seems disorderlY to otherS. Because of the great variability

in characteristic learning ,styles, it is well to encourage'learners to

reflect on their previous approaches to learningl.that have been most

.satisfactory and satisfying and to incorporate major elements of those

-approaches in the way in which they organize their awn learning activities.

There are, however, three principldS that might be considered as the
,

learner makes . decisiOns about the.organization !of:his:learning activities

sOas to optimize progression, application, and gratification.
1/4

The first principle of organization is progression [32, pp, 62-641.

.----The-achie3=ent-Of-e.41,11.14X.1441.41- 9.1.3,1gAttMl-t2219.411Y-rfai-Eersistence
/Armr.rjear

in learning actiVities over a peribd of time. Persistence is-more likely

!.. if the learning activities have 4 senie of c berence and sequence and

forward movement, in contrast with brief and unrelated learning episodes.

.110 /



'kuseful way for the learner to aChieve continuity and persistence and

progression in learning activities is to_seleCt a theme, of personal

impartance to use as.an organizing principle.. The prime-sources. of such

'thethes are those areas of life in which t!lete are major gap ',0tween

current performance and-the performanc. :)ward whf... the IA. _dual aapires.

Suth gaps L) occur when Adult:. ope witiL r,LQ changes such as

starting'a new job, the youngest child's leaving home, moving to a new.

community,for retirement. At the time of such change eventa, the thanged

performance to which thE adult. ..1spires can serve asa. convenient'reference

point for-planaj.ng. The perfozance of Tersons who are now doing.what

'the learner wantsito be able t.-) do cansbe analyzed and, divided intt: components

/ to 36 mastered by-the learner. Sometimes it is beat.to Work backwards from. '

the final performance to the.main components upon which, it depends- In

on a/series-of learning epiSodes, decisiona should be Made about

whith-ones are the most.dseful prerequisites for other episodes. "za

aetond Principle of'organization is application. In continuing

education the main reason for.behavioral change is to be, able to apply, the

incireased coMpetencein the,form of improved.peiZormance The'likelihood

'of,lapplication.is greater if'new tpics are studied in relation to the

contex in which'they are-to be applied. This concern for application is-

important, regardless of whether the emphasis is on the acquisition cf

organized knowledge, on improvement of action in daily life, or on inter-
!

relationships between knowledge and action. In one approach to the organi-
1

zation of learning activities, the focus of the educative activity alternates

- between study of adult life activities aryl study of relevant knowledge.
,

Th1e. learner initiates.the series.of learning episodes either with the

h
identification' of an attion problem ar with infarmation fram.literature.or

..

pders that alerts hith or,her ta a-probable-problem. This episode ls.followed

133i episodes"in'which the learner stu'dies several areas-of _organized knowledge
/ - r 1 . . .

thal seem to be most.useful-for a_better underatanding of the action -
,, ,

.
.

_
.

oblem _and then uses the resulting insights to E2,421.11Es or further specify-
1

.

.

the problem. With the-greater specification of the problem, the learner can.

proceed to seek information from the literature or from peers or:from .

persoir--.l records that suggestS alternative solutions to the'prOblem. The
,

r
ill
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specific problem can next be ,,xamined as a basis for deciding which

oemb most applicab Again li carnre and records can be

help develop a L.,d course of oction to achieve the solution.

In the ,roc ,s 2f implementing the solution, Lite learner can reflect on

progress and make adjustments as called for with a diagnostic problem-

solving approach to the organization of learning activities. In this way,

the learner's continuing search for meaning and understanding alternates

between study of the action problem and study of organized knowledge related

to the problem [20].

The third prinicple of organization is gratification. To be sure, if

a learner persists in a relevant educational activity, it is likely that the

experience is gratifying in some way. -But in what way? There'is mounting /

evidence dhat adults who participate the same continuing education_activities

do so for some quite different reasons [12;31]. AlthOugh--Oeople pArticipate
7

in important activities for multiple reasons, one or/perhaps two t pically
,

predominate. Some of the dominant reasons are.expressive'and the benefits to
1

the participant are directly related to the learning activit'y itself. Examples

include interest in the subject matter content, enjoyment of the learning

activity, and interaction with other people who are related to it. Some of

the dmirant reasons are instrumental and the benefits to the individual

are realized as he uses the learning outcomes to achieve.external purposes.
y

L

Examples include use of increased competence to achieve a persOnal goal
(

such as through a career change, and-use of incfeased understanding to \
/ \

help others. The learner can use this principle to organize/learning

activities so that theY. provide a sufficient amount of the tYpes of ,
,

gratification that are perSonally imPortant. Someone who facilitates
/

adult learning can uselthis principle-to help the learner tO reflect-on

and to emphasize the types of gratificaticn that he or she/wants to obtain

, from the series of learning episodes.

Learners can also contribute to the effectiveness of, the learning

activities in which they engage,-by performing the aspect of the mentor role1*.../1..W.NSn.a.*,"1*
that takes into account conditions of effective learning.' Learners may

conSider conditions of effective learning when-,ithey-review-their-learning_ _

plans, and also from time to time when engagang in.the learning act.

.4 1.02
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LiSted below.are ome of the major questions that a facilitator might ask

learners in order to helP them decide.if there are additional ways.in which

theitOuld modify the organization of learning activities to achieve

greater effective ess.

1. Has the learner assumed Sufficient responsibility for the major
Pdecisio $ about personal educational needs, priority objectives,
content emphasis, and types of learning activities?

2. Ts.the rganized knowledge to be studied relevant to the solution
of acti n problems?

. Does t context:\in which the learning,is to occur sufficiently .

reseMb e the context in'Which'the dhanged performance Will ocCur?

.4:: Is the e sufficient provision for feedback so that the learner'.
will r ceive knowledge of results?

5. Are th re sufficient-intrinsic incentives and satisfactions?

6. Is,th physical aud social_settinglor learning at least minimally
cOndu ive,to success? .

7. Have rucial external educational resources been utilized?
-

In planni g and conducting educational Programs for groups of adults,

ajacilitatorlof learning must decide un.the amount of structure and

-organization Lhat is appropriate, and how rtadily to.make changes as the
I I

program proceeds., For many learning episodes it is helpful to,have some

/

,

plan,_bUt to review the plan with the learners The outcomes of early

episodes in series often have impliCations for subsequent episodes. As
i

t;

plans are reviewed and revised the planning process is intermixed with the
i

/

prOcess of conducting the educational program. It is foi -this reason that
1 1

t

the phrase "'program development" includes both planning and conducting
-,

learning episodes.

Evaluation Procedures

Self-directedness in most.activities requires objectives and convicti6r0?-

and effort and also evaluation. Without feedback from evaluation the /,

individal has difficulty knowing whether 'or not he's making progress. Knowledge

about progress encourages perseverence. Knowledge about inadequate progress

for main& changesto improve progress. To,evaluate progiess,

it is helpful' to know where,you are and:whereyou're going and-to_have some.

standards by which 6 judge whether the changes.thatoccur constitute:
, i

_adequate.progress. "This applies especiallyto the function of evaluation'in
.. ,

. \

,

continuing'education.



Evaluation consists mainly of two activities, describing and judging.

The facilitator who wants to evaluate adult learning should prepare three

descriptions. One is of the current characteristics,of the educational

activity. A second description is of the intention4 regarding the

educational activity. The third is of the standards that are useful to

interpret any disparities between intentions and actuality. The standards

tan include normative data and descriptions of the performance of adults

who outstandingly achieve the ubjectives.

In the evaluation of an educational episode or series of episodee,

each of these descriptions might helpfully be divided in three parts. . One

part is the inputs at the start, such as the learner's beginning level of

competence, available materials, and amount of time allocated for education.

A:seconepart iithe educational process. The third part is the educatiOnal

outcomes,- such as knoWledge, skill's, attitudes, competence, performance,

and benefits to othersat the end of theeddcational aCtivity thatmight be

attributed to the educational process.

Judging consists of paking two e.Ypes of comparisons. One:i6 between.

intentions ahd actuality. This Comparison helps the learner recognize how
\

well his plans measure;up to his performance. He may diScover that_ht

intended to spend twenty hoursoh a learning episode but actual17,Speht,

thirty. He may also discover that he intended to divide learning time about
I .

equally between reading and discusSion.With peers but actually spent all of --

Ltin
Y ,

discUssion: The seconecomparisoninVolves gaps between intentions--

and actuality, and information about the educational activities of othti

people that Can serve as sta4dards against which to interpret the:changes
_

that occur. The learner Maydistover that a Small.change-in competence is

more than mogt persons accomPlishthrough continUihg education.' He may find
.,

no gap betwaen his pe formance and his intentiongbut discoVer that both
_

are far below *he le / el of.perforMance of most Of'his peers7-thC)result o

a low level of aspi ation.

The-reaSon-fo -evaIuatiowis to

,v

makejudgmEntaabout-effectiveness of

the educational a
/
tivity so/that.the conclusions'can be used-to'improve

1.

the educational/activity. tr(7172T3r AFF-176-4eenaitstrarrity
/

indicate point at which the learner can concentrate his efforts to imProve

the educatio al activity. The comparisons between gaps and standards
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indicate the types of efforts that need to be directed at the mostTimportant

gaps, such as changes in level of aspiration or changes in methods. The)

descriptions of current circumstances indicate the foundation upon which

improvement efforts can be built. The learner can use the resulting

conclpsioni to ontinually improve his continuing education activities so

that their bene its are greater than the investment [18).

The evaluation component pof the mentorkle is at oace comprehensive and

selective. The learner should have a procedure -by which he can Oickly

obtain a comprehensive view of how well his continuing education efforts are

progressing. He also needs a procedure by which he can evaluate in some

depth\ thipse aspects of his educational' activity which are likelY to lead

to the ,greatest improvements in that aCtivity. The improvements in how

tnuch helearns and is able to use should be well worth the investment in

evaluation. For the learner, educational evaluation is the continuing
-

process us'ed to malce 'judgMents based on evidence abaut the effectiveness

of his continuing education effortin ways that\ encoUrage and facilitate'

the use of the resats for the iMprovement of that educational effort 10];'

Most of this evaluation the learner' can and should do for himielf. At

some points, he will ,benefit greatly from a More objective contribution

by others.

Lisikd below are eighteen steps that a' 6Oilitator of adult, leaing,

might follow so tht hOth facilitator and learner can obtain a COmprehensive ='

overview of 4 learning eOisode.
_..

;
1. Describe, exEected inputa-(People, time, materials).

.7 7

:

2. \ Describe' actue inputs. Whati:Wete. the inputs';:of time, PeoPle,

.materihls, m-one , and other education4 4.tesodrc that!Were -,

actually used d ring .0e:.edue,ational activityl: l'.:(POi_some'

'epiaopes .'pretes t'reults can ind 1.0te. -what T.the -:.1.1aarner--)(new-7-7.-:

*k i about the topie-at-thi-beginning;-- of. theeplaode...)
,

, _ .. .

:.

. Deacribe external standards related to inputs-. What inpuWdo'r
peera allocate.toSirriilat typeS7of cOntinPing 'educgtion,effArte?
What inputs:are recomMended by experts?,

. Compare expected with-aCtual inOuts. Dicrthe learnee's plena and
intentiOns .14Ork outas,' expected? _Where were the majOr gap'S

between expectation and actuality?
,

CoMpard-the :internal gaps between expected and actual _1nputalalT7-77777
-eXterhal.tandardi regarding inpu ts to CoMperable eduCational: r

. . .

efforts.Is there information available On comparable ac-ilvities
to uge aSistandards to interpret' personalexperienoe?



1.(.5w does the learnervS experience Compa re? ..

,
A .

aet2cribe expected,. process. In w4at wayS does the learner intend,
to' interact .With learning mat.e.rials,' other peciple,. and the othet
-,edh 61caelo resouicds in order tO adhieve his edudational object /. Ves?

1
1. Ukscribe actual process, What were' the learning activities. an&

related procedures that -actually occurred? c . . - .- ,..

.. a - .
.-

-

8. De scribe ex terha 1 s Olinda rds relared . to the,learning prbass What
4..Peers dO when. they engage in similar learning ace4vitiel;

, prOcesseS Ire recommended by ekpertS2
. -..

,

'.Compar.,e- expected/with adttiali pithtesseS,.. Did the learning eCtiViries4,..
and- related , activities rake plaCeexpected?- Whar gaPs 'were thegeV, .

Compare the interri4I-gaps breen.,expeetedNane. tual. -processes
.

.

with external staddardS,reg 01.4 procesbes in comparable educa-.-
.rio61 efforts. -

1 1 e Describe . expected outcO
A

es :, .. Whast does the learrlpt expect to; haVe
,

result from the eduCaCional !fietaity?. . What are tiltS edUcetional

.----,

..L.,...2tlegcti,..Tes. :, .

, k.
---1 :-.._ ;ii_ .; : - - - - i

-..
A

12. IDescrlbe actual outcOMeS... What are thebehaMioral ChargeS ijpr the.
- ierner and, other resUlta that adtyelly, ocCUrr-z 'How muctv'd0 ''.t1114.

'learner adWally achieve?,
. _ Ns . )

DesdrlbeexternelT4andaids relard&to_:edUcational-cutp:*41.4
What do peers typkally learn as a xesUlt-- of, 'pltlailar eaucation-a4
ackqViries? What OutOomes arerecommended bY eX6erts2: . .

. ...
.

-

COmpare eXpected, WIth adtual ourcomes.- --Did ;the learner athleve
hts edimatiOnaI obj4ctivesta.the, eitent.--,talwhich,he-intended'?

1

- -
157; COmpare the internal gapS betweea' expecrean4 actUal OUt'Omea':

wit.h:-etetnal standards- rega;.dtpgeutcbmes\ from dOpatab
educational ef farts

e.leCV.,aa-pects lor mbei in tens ime, ev'aivation Thee fsAiiie4or
..shOua review the d es0 4.R 0. atirjuOgiteptal 1ni.ormatio 0.a
he- has summarized- fat, each .'Of t.he :pieced/4w fif t#en s te0S, At
.u-hich_pAinte are'there the,grearest opPottunities ,to bett.er, --
undetStand..aild impiove:apects of th edtiCatiorrl progra#?

been .deVeloRed-fot-edilCat nal evAUatiOii ate 6.-Vilable to-the,
COnduCt.,-intensiVe the proetiurea that' have

fadlliOrer'.who 'tries toriMprove the, program' by 'finding out whS,..
the Selectedasioects Of his eductidoel activity funCtion as C.)

,

they
,

18, Use results fOr:114:976yerrieri Of educational:effOrt.H=One of the
poi4ts at, Whic6., the.1:iearner cap and must assUme. the
responsibitityfaeducatelonai-eMaluatibn is in the use of_
condiusions..

The -amount aat, a facilitatS77rTetaTAI wilr'tiMit-511-711EFT--.7"7-

e-tsj.,es of .emalbArion arepS, ,saecia.4y, the fisr fifteen' tilat, provide a

v°,-

1 ,



comprehensiveoverview of a-learning.episode, will varv with the amount of
. -

anticipated.benefit: The fitst fifteen-steps can be accomplished in less

tihan_an hour. Often, more tithe Is spent.on obtaining an overview of a

series af episodes. This proceSs-can be rapid and useful to the extent

Which the'facilitator of learning
.
has placed information about the

descriptive steps (1, 2, 3, f) 7, 8, 11, 12, 13) in a folder at various

'mes.during the planning and conductihg of the learning episode. He or .
_

e is then.able to read -throUgh the descriOtions for each step, and prepare

brief sumnary for each step Which may also include pertinent information'

lich was known:but omitted. The facilitator can then shift from a

scriptive to a judgmental mode and atdonplish thecoMpariSOn steps

(4, 5, 9, 10, 14-, 15). Not only does suCh a* comprehensive overview of a-'

learning,episode provide a good sense of how well it worked, At is elib in

a form that,is weaSuited tO use of theconclusions..kor planning toiMp'rove

the next similar learning episode.

Adult learners need to know how they are progressing. The'conclusions

frowthe.series of:evaluation steps Zan,help to Provide 't:he desired

,knowledge of results. This is especielly so for the comparison steps'

dealing with learning,process (9, 10) and with learning outcomes (14-, 15).

-AN. learning facilitator zah assist adult learners to reflect-on their own :

experience, to consider information about eXcellent,performance as.reflected-
. .

in role models and external standards, and to suggest ways in'which they could

proceed more effectively,in the futmre.

Other people besides.the learner and a facilitator of learning are.

typitally interested-ih the effectiVeness of a series of learning episOdes.

Examples include administrators,of the continuing education.program,';

Members of.the policyhoard of thecspOnsoilng organization,and representatives

,2itilf a to-Sponsoring group.. Thepe other Teople Are.also audienc4b.for:evaluaLion

teports. t4hen the program evaluation activity is being planned, the

:fkilitator:should decide Which:of thea4lother peoplejtonstitute a4diances

that shoul.d:reCeive some report based on program eValuation. ThoSe who are

assoCiated with a series of learning episodes can provide information about

.1

expectations ifnot descriptions ofactUalprograM functioning.. When
_

.inEerpratin"evaluation findings:and preparing ,reports, the faCilitator

-



should consider the type and the form of the information that,will make the

conclusions most understandable to the persons who ate to use them to

improve the continuing education program.

The three concluding steps (16, 17, 18) may also vary greatly in the

amount of time that is devoted to them in a specific instance. A facilitator

of learning should be selective in focusing the intensive evaluation on

those aspects:of the series of learning episodes Where opportunities for

program improvement are the greatest. The use-of an anonynidus inventory

at-tbe start of an educational program can help learner and facilitator'.

alike.to identify the learner's current understanding of a topic, and such

diagnoses can continue periodically throughout the series of learning

episodes.. A simple ote or two page opinionnaire can be'dompleted by

learners and suMmarieed'aS a basis for program modifications. Provision of

an opportunity for-learners to try out what they have learned in .either,

actual or simulated tasks can-also serve evaluation purposes-well. .some,

problems related ..to program functioning are best evaluated by an observer

who makes notes on the Way imwhich ihe program pioceeds_and on suggestions

for improvement. When used selectively to bring about specific program
-

improvements, such evaluation procedures contribute to both program.

vitaliLy and greater learner progress.
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I. 'WHAT RESARC_ SAYS 1'4:4= ADULT LEARNING
--POTENTILL TEAU=LNU OLDER ADULTS

rd Mcr:L=sky

-

When I taught coUises in-aduL: Education =out fifteen years ago we were un-_

decided as tc whether or not to valch attettion to adult learning

It seemed presumptuous.to do so bec the very lact that we had a colzrse

implied that we believed in a perscility to learn; since we are a,...1..ting as'

if he can learn, why do-we spend sc rimoL-1 time talking about It and prmving what in

effect we are actually demonstratirel Liar the more I observeand think_about,

'it, the more I am.convinced that -.Llas- still a lingering myth Concezning

the adult's inabilitY-to learn -- a= .1pecially about the question as to

whether an older person can learn. I am proceed.ing on the assumption that

this. myth is sufficiently with us aE .Lsiocietal factor -(and that the anxiety that,

develops in the,lifetime of the individual is slIFi-lciently with the people in a

private way) to justify trying to build as solid a ground as possible for.

believing in-:the adult potential as indicated by my title.

WhY the.lingering myth? Well, we have seen,little children with great

capacity to,absorb their environment: Their cUrinsity, thei= abilitv

explore, and their ability to learn are impressive. W are also remirmied

of the fact that, bedause of the apparatus of elanentary, secondary ann

higher education, the basic learning in a society goes on in the years from

six to twenty-two. This is what the.administrative and programmatic

structures of the society say to.us that childhood and youth are the

golden years for learning. This is one reason that the myth probably persists.

I am teaching a class in educational gerontology to persons ranging in

age from twenty-two to fifty-five. 'I taught it last year to a very fine

groupt, a fascinating group, attracting peoFle ft-Dm a diversity Of disciplines.

And I will always have sothebody --.I have one now, a person forty-five years_of
7 ---- ,

age, in a key' administrative job on the zaniversity staff 7- who ha's gond-back to

school and will say:to me something like, ',Ay snn, twenty-five years of age, said, j

'Mother, what are you going to-School for?' 1± iSnot as if he haddny doubt about



her ability. bit th J ni,at 'what fort:.-fLve-_zear-old Women d_o. _One tJlo me,

I came back schocA. 15dr :he fitst time, = wcadered what-I tould leart:, it

book me ahm... half year Lo re-enter the sys m, so to speak. -- to lonrn

a new vocabL__ ,y and ::o -:-eaain confidence ability to lear." Se, in

spite of the fact thzt: are demonstratiny, :stantly in th e. f-ield of adult

educl.tha older 1 can learn, zhel:-, a lingering c:-.Juh.: abot::t he

validity of

' Now, let me det:-.,:a a historical appr.:ac I.) our argument. I have lived '

some of.the events r-at w shall consider. I 1-rwk my Ph.D. in psychology

and educational psydnulaLy, with a minor in sociology, at the University of'

Chicago al a ti_me when the testing movement was coming into its heyday. The

first time the:: the psychnlogists indicated interest in age differences in

intelligence was embodied in the famous Biaet Scale. Then Terman: revised the

Binet Scale for the American audAence and ,:alled it the Stanford-Binet'Scale.

It's the classic instrument which produced flte. At-that time, the highest

mental age the testers were willing to contede as. sixteenzland if you were

a very superior adult, you might achieve a mental age of eighteen. They were

not so much coricernee then about aging but ny implitation they were saying,

"This'is the limit dgronologically, if you,a-re-nmrmal, for growth."

We were not =E.so rich interested in adnIt education then. Along came
. .

Thorndth&s famouS study published in 1928 1.7b.ch was the first bona fide

effort to get at the adult's learning abillty [14J. He administered learning

tasks to a great number of graduate students and came up with the conclusion

that learning ability peaks at,age twenty-two and gradually declines there-
.

after. Historically, itt is interesting to note that this was cause for'

great rFlebration. Th± investigation was subsidized hy the American Assoc-

iation for Adult Education, with Carnegie funds, about :two, or three years

after the Associatiou-^Qas founded. Thorndika, the greatrz._=s5Tcho1ogist, had

said, "Zook my friends, I have prowen'that adults can leo-rn-" And'instead

of sixneen or el4hteen being the peak, age twenty-twn,was now regarded

as the peak_ What astonishes me, -however, ds that eVerybody was sb excited

about tt. L think that_this very exerh4,tment indicated.....aome lingering doubt

in their minWS. They euverlooked, howewer, theInplicatnons of Thorndike's

saying that after the geak, ability se:ems =a- (decline abmut one percent per

year; far if-you kept proceeding long enou&, after age twenty-two, you

wouldn't have much'ability left by the time rou reached _eighty.
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Ther: _Jil.c.Jng came a s7:udy-by Clarad and Jones, using the Army-z21.1p-la

tes:t ..(whf:h developed during Norld War I). They applied it to a wide-

ranging crosection .of people in New England, starting with age tcL. ap

through ag.a a7_3.2:ty. And again, the Conrad and Jones study, bated upon the

Army-Alpha ti,att , showed pretty much the kind of a curve-that Thorndike

found -- a t7=J-,.:: to about age twenty-two, with a decline, not as shar?,

holding u;:rnicl better than Thorndike's curve -- but still declining to

'ablaut age

Miles c7aDJ,e. along,.about 1931, and found the same thing 19]; and

WeChsler, w]tho developed the famous Wechsler Adult Intelligence -Icale, reached

about the s7,1n conclusion [15]. So by that time, the picture c.t" abi1i:7-7 of

adults to 12i..Jrn was pretty well established, namely.that intelidgence

fined as tht. ability to learn) peaks between the ages of'twerrl: and twnat-4-

four,:and ,deL..Lines slightly thereafter. Most studies stopped at about age

fifty or sixny.

In the meantime, some investigators began to raise doubts abomr_tflis

picture. The most famous doubter, and the person who had the tiggest -dour
-

academically, was Irving Lorge. Large said that the trouble with the

Thormdike cur-ve is that it is based upon tests that strets and_eMphasize

speed of resoonse. And he said, of course, that older people do not respond

es rapidly as younger persons. Practically all research indicates tha-_

adults tend co decline in the speed of reaction. This is gennraliy acclepted.

But Lo:_,a tame along and devised procedures to prove that, with tests of

power f ._earning (with no speed fa, :or involved) there is no decline. So

orgc' ._lies began to cast some daubt on the Thornclike, Miles, and Wechsler

oicr T1. He_said in effect, "Gentlemen, you are not portraying a decline

in mentaLability, or mental power. You are revealing a decline in the speed

of resctton; the mental power is still there."

Lbant iLis zime, new kinds of data began to appear -- what-we.c_111 :he

lorz5it-adinal data -- the data that are nased upon measures of the same -person

successive intervals of time. The first studies were based upon cross-

se-rnal data. That is, they Were derived frOm tests of different people at

dif±eredt stages of time. Thusthere is a distinction herebetw6n age change

and age.differenne. The first studies of Thorndike, Miles and Wechsler were

basically sr-,iies of age differences, but not studies of drxange that occurs in

-the same person over time.

-(7



Now, one the first, ..ongitudinal s:udies was conducted-by-Owens-at-

the Univer- ity -11-1,a. He iiscovereL a bundle of Army-Alpha tests that

were abou- to thrown awa . (They. iad been given to a group of Iowa

students it ni:Leteen or twenty years age.) Owens was curious to gee how

many ,of those me-xs.)ns he Could find fDr further study. 8e located a very

large number c th.:IL: and adininis.;ered the same test to those-people after

an interVal of years [li].

.Now, f: Thorrdike, Mi7, ar. Cnrad picture of intelli-

gence were (.w.ens., or hjs thirt-year repeat, should have found a

very subs-ltia1 dcline in performance. But h. found nc7 decline. He found a,

disparity -- thar: ,13c:me persons ta,king thE test were better on the verbal tests_

and some were beo_ter on the performance :ests. But basically,, it averaged out

to be about the same. It occurred to hi.t to tr:7 this -1za1n, and he'was able

to get most of them ten years later, when they were si=t.. And he found at

age sixty --:hat mMIey wer& doing about as well as they- did a age fifty, (and

somewhat be:ter than they did at age nineteen or twenty). So this began to

'cast doubt bra rh= picture tiam had been developed as a result of the.cross-

sectional stUdieEs We begam to critiaize the cross-sectional studies on other

grounds. We began to suspeci that 'they were probably contaminated not only

becauseey stressed speed, but because they were '<7..'ziased. in favor of youth.

The conr:H= of tests favcTed youn: people. It also favored young People

v..t,ro ha:1 ;';:een in the practice 'of taking tests as compared to people who had

been out :7,7' -rractice.

. Now, st -.Important, so investigators said that ptThaps we were not

measurir4; jJiLty1 but level of formaL schnoling. It weil_known that

the 01der r,.eneration aas had 1.fzss formml s:thbaling tha :. tJ!e. younger genera-

arraiy&: i. waa fonnd that LI- -we i)1-2t a cmrve for tr ?e. successive leVels

aijc.a9mal -2dumatton, we_will produce ane 1ose.1y reSeml 'ing, the curves of

rksi, and ,mecline Jf-the_cross7-sectionaL studies,

Bunrhe exciting recent developmemt is the discovery mf evidence for

the fact :hat if people in the later years seem to be,nat as gOod as those

of the earlier years, this is due not may to the-level of formaI educsaon

:that they have had, but to the character of the etivtaromment:A.n_victich they

lived in.the formative years.

Kestenbamm has observed, "I could_giva test tolpeople Of ages tthirty.
-And forty and-then I muldlgive the sane te%7t to peopie_.-tcf flfty--and_slxtF..
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I would.find in the, casE of the people of ages,fifty to sixty that they

speak:Italian.. Ylyaonclusibn therefore-is, that the older you get, the
\

more likely you are to spea'y. Italiam." This Is another.way of-saying that
. .

When\me reach some ages_ we are talking about a different kind of person:

person%that has grown up in a different .4.ind Jf environment, that has had
,

different kinds of experierices.

So the -rxend today is o say that what has looked like a decline in

ability is a reflection differences between generations; and not an

actual decline in abilitf_eE. In the research design tgat gave rise to these

results Baltes and Schaie mnmbined bath =he cross-sectional and the longitu--

dinal procedures. It invo_1-7ed testing, people, let's say at ages twenty,

thirty, fc.I.Ly, fifty, sit,arLd seventy, and then testing the same people

ten yearm later (the actuaL interval was seven years). ,Now, if the first

measurement was a true measLire, of the real change and not differences, then

the score that the thirty--ear-old Made ou the first measurement, should be

the scol-e ttat-thetwPT!ty-viear-old shmuId aave made when he became thirty:.

In other wc--.7cis, LE the anc-A-sectional dams were a true representation of the

change, hmtt mnt the diff..-rerne, them v4e shrmrle ableto predict what would

happen to the twenty--krear-A.a when'he et:--ommes thirty, the thirty-Year-old,
_

when he be.,:'umem 5nrty, and an) an -- dme theory that ten years later, we,)

would have Ole &gine :--score L,1 xhe orherml:gle had ten years earlier.. ,
,

When Tzterp.Iliear=zers constructed :hart-of the cross-sectional data,

at succesaivi-: ages, rhey neyealed an peaking followed by a decline.

But when thf thartezi tfi cta n eteanem measures, they did not find a

decline -- ermegt in zhe ep-ed dimenaLmn ue motor performance,. On three

other crucd cdimensmcms performance no1,1s up and continues at a high level.

So-the trenA al research touv confirns tturt had received a misleading

picture of a-wit poteattal ±rom the cross-ectional research design [1; 2].

Let me murn to a vsoiery imteresting study of the,middle years. For Some

time Ilowiae have had succemteive memsurls cf people who have grown.up-in child

resem=c aenl_ms Like M1inuasa=1.,..Michigan, and Massachusetts -- .

\ repeater, measures 6f the_aame peaple. A -7:nirty-year followup study reported in

!\1971 DevelapmenttaL Tsychology ;aolte.,-paraphrasing the abstract: Forty-
\

subjects, betw.7...r.Tr-gre-school anciivi-Wle age, were'tested with the_Stanford-
\

Biaet in 1931, ':56, =Id '69. TheIrtImere also tested with the Wechsler

Adipt Inrelligence Sr*7P, trl '56 and 69 The correlations.between the

N.



Stanford-Binet admi6istered at pie-school age in 1931 and the Stanford-
-

Binet and the Wechsler in middle age (1969) were .41 and'.39. This is

etween,the First and the last tests. The Yirst and the last were below

.50 correlation. The corresponding correlations between the- Stanford-

Binet administered in 1956 and 1969 (whenthey are much older),)was .77 [6].

In other words, there was a much greater difference between the results

of administration in pre-school and the adult years than there was between

the two measurements in the adult years. And the correlation between the

1956 Wechsler and the 1969 Wechsler was %73. Comparison of '56-and '69

.IQ-Scorea on both the Stanford-Binet and the WechsleX-indicated several

IQ points of mental growth between the ages of thirty and forty-four--the
-

period when the earlier researchers said intelligence is suppoged to decline. /

The Later Yeats

In the first place, there are wide individual differenceS in the rater

yeara.,. If there is any fact.that seems amPly.confirmed, it is that:as the

- yeaxs pass, people become. more And more differentiated. The variation

among-people increases as well as the individuation within thanperson. The

adult beco!Ts a very special person the longer he lives. ,,

As an example of differentiation within the individual, let us consider

the distinction between crystailized intelliglice and fluid intelligence.
-

Crystallized intelligence seems to be based upon experience. Fluid

intelligence is based .largely on primary biological forces. Cattell claims_

that the "fluid" curve tenda-to shape-up pretty much.lika the o1d!cross-
1

--sectional one --7 peaking in the late twenties, and then probably.declining.
.

. , .

He repotts'that the curve for crystallized intelligence goes pp and Shows nO
_._

decline at all-- rather, it rises to the end of life. We areLbeginning to
_

sugpect, then, that when we think about the later years, we are ttinking of

---- many dimensions, that there are some things at which older people xcel',

--7while-there'are-other things, where-because o'f disuse and poor MOtivatiOn;'
.

their performance falters 14].

.'Let Us-look at another result-from current research., In the later

yeafs intelligence is_highly cottelatedWith physical conditiOn::

peOple(iith.lower blood Pressure aeem to do tefer than.people:widi higher -..

blOod pressure.' It As also interesting to note that those PeOple-whodre

°
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exercising and keeping themselves physically fit seem to do better on mental

tests than-those who are extremely sedentary. In fact, some studies show

that the process of deterioration can bereversed by4hysical exercise.

So, we suspect' that health and fitness have a lot to do with a person!s

maintaining his abilities.

There has also b en some-very interesting research on what-a rapid

decline in the physio1ogical sub-structure-does to the mental proteSs. Some

studies of people past sixty show a so-called terminal drOp in-cognitive
...---

ability, anywhere from six months to a year befOre death. This drop
,

apparently appears/before its PhysiCal manifestation. It seems to be

-.predictive of some process of deteriortion that is going-On-1n the body.

Therefore, there is growing speculation that some of the poOrer scares VC--

the cross-sectional studies of people from.sixty-five to seventy-five may

be due to the fact that there are more people of that,age who are highly

vulnerable physiologically. If somehow, the vulnerable could be separated

out, with the healthy remaining, curveS of mental Performance would be

different. In fact, some interesting research in Washington a lew years

ago focused on extremely healthy older people. It was found that these

persons did b tter than younger people on some tests and not so well on

others, but general they performed at a high level well into their

eighties.

Where does this leave us? In my judgment, it leaves us with the strong

.belief that there is a potential there, but we have been slow in admitting

it -- that the primary capacity to learn is there, possibly in a iatent
-

form. But it is there, 'and it is the task,of adult education to arrange

the circumstances and the stimulation in order that this poteneial may

be actualized.
-

I have cOme into thefield of gerontology fiparthe domain of adult-

education. The geront4ogical movement is gearedpretty mUch tO the

1)roteCtion of older people and the produCtion of a-floor of support, So:

_that older people can live in dignity and self-respect and as,independently

--las possible.. 'This is as it/should be. Blip the educationAl:approach'is
'

A little-different. Ae educators, we aasume that 'the client ip,capable of
I

improvement..-Forexample, sped:al education iS committed tohelpingthe,,

deprived and handicappati).learn. 'And even though the persOn\is
\

.

\
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learner, has a low IQ, or a reading disa41ity, we proc ed on the-assumption.
-

that he is.capable of-an educational respqnse,that wil improve his condition.
i

1 .

In the field of adult education, I.have come upon case-4fter case of

people from'sixty-five to one hundred-plus who are Idrning and coping

well. I roqmember working down'in Appaladhia and hearing about 4 bleck

lady one hundred years of age, vho was learning to read for the first
,

tiue I gave a speech over at Ypsilanti, Michigan, to the.adult basic

educatión classes recently, and the,chairman of the programtold me that one

of her favorite students was eighty-two Wl4-n he passed his GED test and is,

coming back to take post-graduate wor As we saw the people leave Che

rbom, she pointed to person aftet p son over seventy years of age. We

see examples of this constantly.

So, what I. am saying is that if-we approach the field of gerontology

from an educational standpoint, we conAtantly see evidence Of the f4ct that

older people are _learning and can renew their faith(in their ability to

lgarn. As a donseqUence, we must find ways to help people rediScover,

rieinvigorate and reactivate their latent interests and talents they never

thought they had.. Grandma Moses, perhaps an extreme rexablplei began to--4

paint at age seventy-five and did'some of,herbest,painting.afc ter age ;one.

hundred; When I taught at the University.of Saskatchewau recently, I.ran

'across the trail of a i/ery famous landgcape painter named-gdbart Hurley..-

who didn't know he had this abilitY unT he was sixty years old,: He'

began drawing pictures 00 the backs of old sheets of paper.

custodian in One of the university buildings at Saskatoon. Pdopleurged

himto'create. He has Produced some beautiful'Ox 4tures. Colonel anders,

of the famous fried chidken empire, was out Of work in his mid.-sixtie!, s;42he

is a multi-mill,ionaire now in hia

What it.that has stood lin theway of uncOyering theadUltp-4!tential,-

:and What is it on the other hand that hasfacilitated those who haVel'

continued to develop? _We have support fot the poihrthaCexperience'.is

factor. But.experienceyer se:Jo-no guarantee of:growth. Onrhe oth7r;,

hand, exPerienCe'can be the veiy.stuffsafand'iltiMnius to:growth

reti'dally; the person that:has the moat oignificantlexperiende "bank"

'Cif he_has the right apprOachis/flexible.andoPen4mindedapab1e- Ot
._

greite.:Cre tivity and-Capacity for generalization_forhvaiMOle reaSbn that

\
\
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he has,=_Te stuff to-relate to and puttogether. The process proceeds
:..:.-

s.om-vvhat ,', follows:
.

.

We -pt:., .two particulars together- and cope to a generalization, and
.

.

apply it tc a new particular. If we have-pore experience,-we.haVe pore, ., ..

htgs to late to, and if our expeelence iS Of 4 high cbnceptual 'Order

two concepts to one-anbther;. the chances of achievingsope,

7:4j....1(i of a. elationship of significance is. compounded -7 theoretically. -Jf

7.ersor.'1; learning ability, habits and skillS dre,kept freah,,experience,

Lpromerl:17,imvested and properly culteired can be a substantial p3drde of

Sr.Tr-Ingthi.

-

Take Aaslow's theory.of self-octnalization. He says that a'person.:
,

can't.be acEualized until he is older. AFc6rdi4 .crickson'a-

marY of growth and succesSive stages; we do not attain paturity untiIthe

stage of life. ,So.I" am saying that one of the'great frontierSof

aci.ILlx education is to create q kind Of -learning environment that

a7p7ruprlateto older people -,---unique],:yapproOriate to,their needa;-their

aLion and pattern of life. TO do is, we-must.create new,podel4 Of
./

Tr..tat older Persods,can do educationa y models with-.WhiCh they can ident,141:

;;;;? hzve the example of the Inter-generational College, tairhaven College:in

1..shingron. There we have people sixty-five years and:older, OcCupying a

fzvrmitory along with students of college.age. And the,;Kepotts of how the

people-respond to the .older learners, and how they.get along with:.

cne another, are truly encouraging.

-We daVe in AnmArbor now a fascinating experiment it inter-generational'

ettuicatio.a. In this program retirees serve as teacher aidesand asaist

cOmmentary school teachers to teachJskills in, for eXamplei quiitamaking

Lame-making; cabinetmakin and-woodworking. The,youngsters love it

mnd the director report that exciting ttangs hive happened.- Not only

do che ohild-ren learn new skills, but what it does for the older People is
"i

perhaPs moreimportant. What seems to he' aniapathetideclin4lag-genetaticip

is a refleeti6n of a dull, unchallenging,_ynrewarding eniiroment anenot

a reflection of ability. ...

_. .

Ju4t a few repals:concerning strategies. ':In -.the first place, an.-.

cducatiOnal prograM,fOr older People must tap sam4 deep.interiailand-need.,

No over li must reatOredeinfidenceHin their abilitta learn:':::.1,%.81

/
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also be non-cOmpetitfve. There should be pltnty of room for fellowship.
J

And considerable counseling_will be needed,'in order to.asSist learners td

relate instruction to personaLneeds.'

As time goes on we will probably.develop a curriculum that is
,

specially adapted molder learners. The fascinating thing is that many

older people are ablg-to come back and compete with younger Otopie.and

middle7aged peciple'on equal terms. We have.manyexamples of that.
-

Generally speaking;.-however, goodystrategy is todreate an environment .

that is supportive, and to learn ttehniqueathat gan reinfOree learning.

For example,we should be very clear as to What wt expect them to learn.

We should. give them-techniques of imagin tion, combining both auditery and

visual ithagery, Self-pacing is-anotherA portant procedure. ;.1.1e should,

allow the older pei4son to-'pet imseif pn 'learn in his own way and In his

own time, without too much presSure,.

'So 'little by littre Wg.have btgun to be aware of these things that
-

have stood in the way.of optimum performante, and'weAre learning ways-to

facilitate and overtote'ehe discrepancies that have blockedpeoplein the

areogradually learning-how to work with.older persens in-waya±that

make maximumCuse. of thtir strengths. Why is all this-important? One-'
. ,

tenth of the population now is Silty-five or:over, With thetrend,to:earlier

retireMent, mioire peotile are destined to live in the retirtd years 'And .

those in the later yearsare going to-be Wealthier, and.have higher:levels

of education and'of expectation. SoCitty must not allow this grouP..to

decline into an'unproductive, inactive, docile_condition Societiyneeds
-,.,

not only to protect them kn order that they-canmaintain- their dIgnity, but

society is Obligated to give theM an opportunity to demonstrate their

pottntial -as r courtes, positive resources that ;can be reinvested for

etal-well being. tie know now that the ability is. there. If wg let that

ability go toseed and detgriorate into a sense of frustration and apathy so

that ail that they do is sit around,in the sun waiting for the end . . . this

is just no wly for soclety to behave.
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